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91. Introduction
This study deals with a thorny issue in adult religious and moral educa­
tion, especially when it is offered and organised by religious institutions. 
It is the problem that pluralism poses for religious and moral education. 
This introduction first outlines the nature of the problem (research prob­
lem, 1.1). Then we indicate why and how the study is meant to help find 
a solution to it (research objective, 1.2). Next we briefly describe the 
theoretical basis we have chosen as a point of departure when exploring 
both the goal and the substance of such education (goal orientations, 1.3) 
and the appropriate educational methods (1.4). Because we surmise that 
the institutional religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult educa­
tors strongly influence their choices in this regard, we highlight the as­
pects of such beliefs and practices that are researched and explain the 
reasons for so doing (1.5). On that basis of we conclude by specifying 
our research questions (1.6), the research model (1.7) and the structure 
(1.8) of the study.
1.1 Pluralism and Christian adult education
Religious and moral pluralism is intrinsic to present-day society. Plural­
ism includes both the diversity of religions and worldviews (external 
pluralism), and the diverse conceptions of a transcendent reality and a 
good life within religions (internal pluralism). It concerns not only the 
existence of a multiplicity of religions and worldviews, but also posi­
tively evaluates their existence in modern society. Hence pluralism is not 
seen as a source of conflict but as a rich resource.
Pluralism has implications for the transmission of religion. In all relig­
ions preserving tradition is a major concern. It is transmitted to a com­
munity of believers and is handed down to future generations. Is that still 
possible when we are aware of the existence of different traditions and 
different interpretations within individual traditions? And when people 
moreover evaluate the multiplicity positively? Such an evaluation may be 
problematic to those who want to remain faithful to their particular tradi­
tion in a particular religious institution. The sociologist of religion Peter 
Berger calls it the „tragedy of orthodoxy’ (Berger, 1979, p.30): pluralism 
invariably implies awareness of alternatives. In a pluralist age even or­
thodox believers realise that their faith is ultimately a matter of choice.
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The realisation that one opts for a given tradition undermines its self­
evidence, and thus its plausibility. Berger (1979) calls it „the heretical 
imperative to choose’. In a religiously pluralist age the host of possible 
ideas and lifestyles makes one realise that there are alternative lifestyles 
and traditions. Faced with so many alternatives choice is not merely pos­
sible but even imperative, which explains Berger’s use of the word. What 
a person believes is no longer automatically prescribed by a dominant 
tradition. There are diverse worldviews and people have to choose what 
to believe. The multitude of conceptions makes modern people aware of 
the existence of alternatives and thus that their faith is a matter of choice. 
As a result faith is no longer taken for granted (Berger, 1979, p.11-31, 
60-65; cf. Berger, 1967).
However, the imperative to choose may be problematic to orthodox be­
lievers, because orthodoxy recognises only one possible choice, hence no 
choice at all. To people engaged in moral and religious education in and 
via religious institutions this poses the following problem. In their institu­
tion transmission of tradition is important, and in institutional terms this 
is generally still seen as the transmission of a particular tradition. At the 
very least a given interpretation of that tradition is usually dominant in 
the institutions of religious communities. As a result the heretical impera­
tive to choose becomes problematic for moral and religious educators, in 
the following way. On the one hand they are often considered orthodox 
in respect of their substantive choices. On the other they work in and for 
a society that is not only marked by pluralism, but in which pluralism is 
evaluated positively. Hence the external and internal pluralism of tradi­
tions and interpretations of these raises the problem of how to do justice 
to both these realities and of how to deal with them adequately in educa­
tion. Can and may one still choose to transmit just one tradition or inter­
pretation? For even if one opts for a dominant interpretation, one would 
still have to (learn to) relate to other traditions or interpretations. Can one 
do both, and if so, how? According to the theologian Keith Ward (2004, 
p.180) the only viable forms of religion in a pluralist age are those that 
leave ample scope for believers’ autonomy and for critical scrutiny of 
alternatives to the dominant tradition. Ward calls this a „global’ type of 
religion. But if  one settles for that in religious and moral education, how 
does one relate to one’s religious institution (church), which could well 
opt for a type of religion that leaves little or no scope for pluralism, 
autonomy and alternatives? That has implications not only for the educa­
tive goals and content -  hence for what the education can and/or should
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impart, and to what end -  but also for the educational method, that is, 
how it can and/or must be accomplished.
This study is confined to adult religious and moral education offered 
within a Christian -  Catholic -  context. In educational practice pluralism 
is handled in various ways, at any rate since the rise of a movement in the 
1960s which looked for a different, better education than mere catechet­
ical instruction. Since then there has been an „anthropological turn’ in 
pastoral activity and catechesis, and hence in adult religious and moral 
education. We give a broad outline of this trend in order to illustrate the 
changed approach to pluralism.
The „anthropological turn’ meant shifting the focus from the („objective’) 
faith to the believer (as „subject’). It took shape, firstly, in kerygmatic 
catechesis based mainly on what is known as kerygmatic theology 
(Jungmann), which centres on Jesus Christ and his message. It empha­
sises that in Christ the gospel message speaks in a highly personal way, 
directing a personal appeal to those to whom it is proclaimed. In that per­
spective kerygmatic catechesis focuses mainly on personal surrender to 
Jesus Christ (Van der Ven, 1982, p.380f; De Jong, 2002, p.39-57; Hemel, 
1986, p.78-94). This accent on the individual in itself offered greater 
scope for personal choice and pluralism than mere instruction in the cate­
chism, even though it was not worked out in any detail.
It was also not fully worked out in what is known as experiential cate- 
chesis, in which the anthropological turn in religious education assumed 
a more existential form. Here the personal experience of the believer is 
the premise, and that experience can obviously vary greatly. The ap­
proach usually concurs with an interpretation of the theology of Tillich, 
in which religion is seen as an „ultimate concern’: a profound preoccupa­
tion with that which affects humans unconditionally. In such religious 
education ultimate concern is considered a fundamental anthropological 
category, something that is common to all human beings. The religious 
dimension of life, in the sense of a search for and an openness to meaning 
and transcendence, is part of human life. Consequently this approach 
focuses on deepening personal existential experiences that are seen as 
universally human. It is assumed that this deepening affords insight into 
the religious dimension of people’s personal lives (Van der Ven, 1982,
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p.374-376, 394-397; Zondag & De Jong, 1998, p.27-37; De Jong, 2002, 
p.39-57). By centring on and deepening personal experience this ap­
proach promoted further diversity in religious education, at any rate in 
the sense of internal pluralism. On the other hand the potentially prob­
lematic nature of pluralism was, so to speak, eliminated by the universal­
ity of human existence. Besides, this approach again did not explore plu­
ralism as such in any or much detail.
That happened in the response to experiential catechesis, which focused 
on the social and ecclesiastic context of faith and religion. The contextual 
broadening led to greater recognition of the growing reality of pluralism 
and the fact that it posed certain problems. Christian adult education, too, 
tried to respond to these. The first response is known as herm eneutic 
religious education, which concentrates on the contemporary meaning 
of biblical texts (Hemel, 1986, p.78-94). It stresses that such meaning 
must be determined in the participants’ existential context. That would 
bridge the divide between Christian tradition and present-day experience 
(Van der Ven, 1982, p.386, 390). Acknowledgment of such a divide indi­
cates awareness of the historical confinement of tradition and the fact that 
we must necessarily use contemporary culture as a hermeneutic frame­
work, also inasmuch as it differs from the cultural background to the Bi­
ble (Driesen & De Jong, 2007, p. 15). Some go even further, admitting 
not only that current exegesis of the gospel may differ from earlier inter­
pretations, but also that present-day interpretations do not (or need not) 
necessarily correspond.
Since the 1980s one discerns greater interest in the lack of consensus in 
modern culture, especially in (ideologically) critical variants of religious 
didactics such as critical religious didactics. According to this approach 
participants should be taught to reflect on the religious dimension of life 
by means of critical theological ideas (Van der Ven, 1982, p.379). That 
would have a liberating effect in the sense that believers free themselves 
from alienating ideologies. To that end participants must test the validity 
of religious pronouncements by applying their own rational judgment. 
Thus their ideas are purged through ideological criticism. It can also be 
done by way of dialogue with other religions so as to distil the authentic 
meaning and prophetic inspiration and orientation of the Bible and tradi­
tion (Van der Ven 1982, p.378, 401-407, 425; De Jong, 1998, p.137-150; 
Zondag & De Jong, 1998, p.27-37). This further increases the scope for 
external pluralism. Nonetheless, following Habermas’s (1981) theory of
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communicative acts and in search of consensus, they advocated the use 
of his method of argumentative communication. In effect this meant tak­
ing existing pluralism seriously, yet seeking to overcome it by reaching 
consensus.
Since the 1990s it was increasingly realised that pluralism could not and 
maybe does not have to be eliminated. In religious pedagogics this took 
the form of a search for a more realistic basis for religious education 
(Driesen & De Jong, 2007, p.15). Many questioned the idea of consensus 
as something that could only be achieved with difficulty (if at all), that 
fails to acknowledge the radical differences in the area of religion and 
worldview and disregards the positive evaluation of cultural diversity 
(external pluralism). This is discernible for example in mystagogics (Van 
den Berk, 1998). Van den Berk relies heavily on Rahner’s theology, ac­
cording to which humans are naturally geared to transcendence. Hence 
salvation need not be imported from outside, but people should be made 
aware of the salvation already present in them. Through symbols and 
(narrative) language we can penetrate to the underlying religious layer of 
our experience. In writing their own religious stories Christian contents 
symbolise what people experience inwardly (Van den Berk, 1998, p.111- 
124; 1999, p.50-63; De Jong, 2002, p.39-57), which creates scope for 
pluriformity.
A new approach to religious education emerged, namely participatory  
adult education, which is related to contemporary constructionism 
(Driesen & De Jong, 2007, p.16). It sees religion as a religious practice of 
participation in a community of praxis, in which people collectively 
(learn to) construct religious meaning. The premise is that, whereas insti­
tutions (such as churches) have a dwindling influence on individuals, 
religious practices (e.g. Bible reading, religiously inspired social en­
gagement) continue to have an impact. Here one can still come to grips 
with religious tradition(s) and present-day experience (Hermans, 2002, 
2003; cf. Boeve, 1999). Treating the meaning we attribute to things as 
social constructions helps to resolve the problem of pluralism. It is no 
longer a matter of a multiplicity of individual meanings: the meanings 
themselves are formed against the background of a shared social envi­
ronment (Driesen & De Jong, 2007, p.16) This allows for both internal
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and external pluralism without seeking to overcome it by striving for 
consensus.
We have now outlined various trends in Christian adult education, all 
looking for a way to deal with pluralism in the church and in society. 
Naturally such an evolutionary description is very generalised and does 
not deny the existence of all manner of hybrid and intermediate forms. 
Nonetheless it provides a sort of typology of current approaches in reli­
gious education and the various ways in which they deal with pluralism.
1.2 Research objective
The main goal of the study is to form a clearer picture of how religious 
and moral educators in the Catholic context in the Netherlands deal with 
the problem of pluralism in their practice and to what extent they do so 
according to the forms of Christian adult education that we have de­
scribed. Our premise is that this is particularly evident in their goal orien­
tations and the educational methods they choose for this purpose. Three 
kinds of goal orientations and three kinds of educational methods are 
discernible. Among goal orientations one can distinguish the following: a 
dominant focus on acceptance of Christian tradition and values (confor­
mity), a primary focus on developing autonomy (self-determination), and 
an overriding emphasis on change via interaction between tradition and 
religious experience (transformation). In our study we assume that Chris­
tian adult educators choose one of these three types of goal orientation 
and the concomitant manner of dealing with pluralism in society.
The first question, then, is which goal orientation educators choose. In 
addition they have to choose an educational method to pursue that goal. 
Again there are three main types to choose from, at least as regards the 
direction of the educative process: it can be directed mainly by the educa­
tor (guided learning), mainly by the participants (experiential learning) or 
through interaction between educators and participants (mediated learn­
ing). Here, too, we want to determine how many educators opt for each 
kind of educational method.
But our study goes beyond mere description of the options. We also want 
to explain the choices that are made. Obviously the underlying reasons 
are diverse. Our assumption is that the institutional religious beliefs and
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practices of Christian adult educators greatly influence their choices. Af­
ter all, they work in the institutional context of the church, whether as 
adult catechists, parish pastors or educators in an educational centre af­
filiated to the church. Via ecclesiastical policy and guidelines this institu­
tional involvement probably greatly influences their choice of goal orien­
tations and educational methods. Institutions typically try to control 
transmission processes. In the institutional church such doctrinal control 
is reflected in hierarchical structures (see Van Rooden, 1996, 43f.). 
Hence we expect that conceptions regarding the role of the doctrinal au­
thority and the adoption of these conceptions influence acceptance of the 
various goals of Christian adult education. The study also seeks to deter­
mine to what extent this is true. Finally we want to evaluate the choice 
and the reasons for this choice to determine the extent to which they are 
based on a considered approach to pluralism.
To sum up, the objective of our study is to describe the goal orientations 
and educational methods of Christian adult educators in a Catholic con­
text in the Netherlands, to explore the interrelationship of orientations 
and methods as well as the way they are influenced by religious institu­
tional beliefs and practices, and to evaluate them in light of a considered 
approach to pluralism. Theoretically our objective is to contribute to re- 
ligio-pedagogic theory building on religious adult education in the Catho­
lic Church, and more particularly whether it reflects a considered ap­
proach to pluralism.
To determine the goal orientations and educational methods of Christian 
adult educators we need relevant theoretical concepts of such orientations 
and methods in the context of the societal development of pluralism. Our 
research looks for key concepts in theories on the goals of religious and 
moral education (1.3). Then we clarify which methods of religious and 
moral education could be applied (1.4). Next we examine the institutional 
religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators (1.5), where­
upon we formulate our research questions (1.6) and present the research 
model (1.7). Finally we sketch the outline of our study (1.8).
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1.3 Goal orientations of Christian adult education
In this section we will develop a typology of goal orientations of Chris­
tian adult education. This typology is based on three theoretical perspec­
tives: comparative theology, pedagogy and philosophy. From the com­
parative theology we will use the distinction developed by Keith Ward on 
different types of religion. From pedagogy we will use a distinction in 
pedagogical goals related to the role of the educator and pupil, based on 
Melvin Kohn and Jerome Bruner. From philosophy we will use a distinc­
tion about possible ways of dealing with pluralism and truth, developed 
by Nicolas Rescher. The convergence between these theoretical perspec­
tives is based on the role of authority (intrinsic versus extrinsic) and 
openness for pluralism.
Firstly it is crucial to define what we mean by religious adult education, 
and especially its goal orientations. The premise of this study is that 
Christian adult education includes both religious and moral education as 
closely interrelated processes. We base it on the theologian Keith Ward’s 
concept of religion, which he defines as follows:
a set of practices for establishing relationship to a supernatural or transcendent real­
ity, for the sake of obtaining human good or avoiding harm (Ward, 2004, p.3).
In our case it seems to be based on a close interrelationship between re­
ligion and morality. As a result Christian adult education amounts to re- 
ligio-moral education, whose contents comprehend both a relationship 
with a transcendent reality and a concomitant orientation to human good. 
Religious education concerns the relationship with a transcendent reality 
and moral education pertains to a good life and good conduct.
To determine the goal orientations of religio-moral education more 
closely we use Ward’s distinction (2004) between different types of re­
ligion in terms of their approach to pluralism. He bases it on two distinc­
tive features: the authority that dictates which way of life is the right one, 
and the extent to which it recognises religious pluralism (both external 
and internal). By authority Ward means the normative criterion of a 
proper way of life. Is that authority located within human beings or out­
side them, or in a dialectics between the self and the outside world? Who 
or what decisively influences human decisions? Is it something extrane­
ous to the person, or is it something within the person, that is the person
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herself? The second distinctive feature is scope for pluralism. Religions 
differ in their manner and the measure of their recognition of other rela­
tions with transcendent reality and perceptions of how to become better 
human beings in their reflection on people’s actual way of life. Does the 
religion in question leave little or considerable scope for pluralism, both 
internal and external?
Using these criteria Ward distinguishes between three types of religion: a 
canonical, a critical liberal and a global type.1 In canonical religions the 
normative claim lies in an external source, such as the holy scriptures of 
a religion. To become better people individuals must be initiated in the 
way of life stipulated by religious texts. There is no scope for determin­
ing one’s own way of life, nor for different interpretations of it. Other 
religions’ ways are not considered. Critical liberal religions, by contrast, 
locate the normative claim within people, more particularly their ability 
to explore their tradition’s rationality and its capacity to promote human 
flourishing. Their approach to pluralism leaves scope for different inter­
pretations of their own tradition, but only interpretations within that relig­
ion are considered. Finally, global religions are seen as self-critical in the 
sense of recognising the limitations of canonical texts and human reason. 
The criteria of religious ways of life are their rationality and their capac­
ity to promote the flourishing of all forms of life. This type of religion 
offers maximum scope for pluralism, both internal and external (Ward, 
2004).
The distinction is pertinent to Christian adult education inasmuch as dif­
ferent forms of religion imply different forms of identity construction. 
Thus a canonical type of religion entails constructing an identity that is 
‘closed’ to all alternatives to one’s own religion. A liberal critical relig­
ion seeks to shape a religious identity that is open to other interpretations 
of the person’s own religion. And a global religion permits the construc­
tion of an identity that allows the person to consider other religions as 
well. On the basis of this distinction we can identify three types of goal 
orientations of religio-moral education: a canonical, a liberal critical and
1  Originally Ward identified four types, but because the first of these (the local type) is 
not found in Christianity and the problem o f religious pluralism does not arise in it, we 
do not consider it here, although it is described in chapter 4.
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a global type. The various orientations are characterised by their ap­
proach to authority and pluralism.
Here we are not speaking of goals in the sense of envisaged outcomes 
that spell out what participants have to know on completion of the 
course. Goal orientations have to do with the general direction in which 
learners are developed via the educative process. A goal orientation is a 
general indication of what that process seeks to further, for instance the 
capacity to choose for oneself. For the sake of differentiation we base it 
on a classical pedagogic distinction between conformity and self­
determination (Kohn, 1969). The distinction between these goal orienta­
tions depends on whether the source of authority resides within the 
learner or outside her. Drawing on the work of the educationist Bruner 
(1996) we augment these two approaches with a third pedagogic goal 
orientation -  transformation. Within transformation there is scope for a 
mutual relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic authority.
In a canonical type of religion, where the authority is extraneous to the 
person and thus leaves little scope for pluralism, the corresponding goal 
orientation of education would be for participants to conform to that re­
ligion or interpretation of it. In liberal critical types of religion, on the 
other hand, which locate the source of authority within the person and 
permit far greater scope for pluralism -  at any rate for choosing a particu­
lar position within a tradition and/or between traditions (internal plural­
ism) -  the corresponding goal orientation is clearly self-determination. 
Usually the source of authority would not be located solely within or 
outside the individual, but the person would also consider religions or 
traditions other than her own (external pluralism). Learners are changed, 
they change and also change their environment by being introduced to 
various options. That accounts for the third pedagogic goal orientation: 
transformation. This orientation converges with the global type of relig­
ion.
We anticipate that the different types of religion and the concomitant 
goal orientations are characterised not only by a particular approach to 
authority but also by their approach to pluralism. Following the philoso­
pher Nicolas Rescher (1993) we distinguish two dimensions of these ap­
proaches. The first is whether or not adherents of a religion consider 
other religions at all. The second is whether or not other views are ac­
cepted. The monist and the relativist positions mean that only one posi­
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tion is accepted. We expect such an approach to pluralism from a canoni­
cal type of religion with a conformist goal orientation in religious educa­
tion. The nihilist and the scepticist approaches to pluralism accept no 
position at all. Such an approach to pluralism converges with a liberal 
critical type of religion, which assumes that no position is universally 
valid, and with a goal orientation of self-determination, where everyone 
decides for himself what to believe. When various alternatives are con­
sidered and seen as acceptable, for example in syncretism and contextual- 
ism, it converges with the global type of religion, which regards different 
religions as different ‘ways of life’. Its approach to pluralism and author­
ity converges with the goal orientation of transformation.
On the basis of a convergence of various pedagogic, philosophical and 
theological approaches we develop a typology of goal orientations of 
religio-moral education (see chapters 2,3 and 4). It leads us to anticipate 
three clusters of religio-moral education, each with its own goal orienta­
tion:
• Conformity: canonical type of religion, conformist pedagogic 
goal orientation and an approach to pluralism that accepts only 
one position (monism and relativism).
• Self-determination: liberal critical type of religion, autonomy as 
goal orientation and an approach to pluralism that accepts no 
fixed position (nihilism and scepticism).
• Transformation: global type of religion, pedagogic goal orienta­
tion of transformation and an approach to pluralism that finds 
various positions acceptable (syncretism and contextualism).
Using this theoretical framework we try to determine to what extent the 
goal orientations of religious and moral education in fact follow this pat­
tern. We also investigate which goal orientations are rated most highly by 
educators and which accord best with a pluralist environment.
1.4 Educational methods of Christian adult education
Not only the goal orientations but also the educational methods of Chris­
tian adult educators belong to different types allowing varying scope for
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pluralism. In our study we use the classification of Lowyck (1995, p.215- 
230) and that of Simons, Van der Linden and Duffy (2000, p. 1-15). The 
main criterion is the direction of the learning process: who is the princi­
pal director of the process? In response to this question we distinguish 
between three educational methods: guided learning, experiential learn­
ing and mediated learning. In guided learning the educator assumes an 
expert role in regard to the religious tradition and decides on educational 
contents, method and goals. Participants’ experience is subordinated to 
this and they contribute little input. Experiential learning is the reverse: 
participants’ personal experience is the starting point and educational 
contents, method and goals are subordinated to it. Participants are experi­
ential experts and are considered competent to direct their own learning 
process, with possible guidance from the educator. Again we identify a 
third form to overcome the limitations of the other two models: mediated 
learning, in which educator and participant together direct the process. It 
allows for input from participants as well as the educator’s direction and 
expertise.
The three kinds of educational method offer varying scope for and ap­
proaches to pluralism. Thus guided learning permits little or no scope to 
consider alternatives. Experiential learning does allow for some interpre­
tation by participants, even if they differ. In mediated learning personal 
interpretation is combined with input from diverse traditions, including 
those of other people. As a result the distinction between educational 
methods is relevant to the approach to pluralism (see chapter 5).
Another objective of our study is to determine to what extent the three 
educational methods of religio-moral education are actually used by 
Christian religious educators: to what extent do they agree with each 
method? A further question is whether, to what extent and how the edu­
cational methods used by Christian adult educators relate to their chosen 
goal orientations. Does the choice of a goal orientation influence the 
choice of a method, or do educators attune their goal orientation to their 
educational method? For example, does an educator opt for the experien­
tial learning method because he wants to encourage the participant to 
strive for autonomy, or does a preference for learner-directed experiential 
learning lead to the concomitant goal orientation of self-determination? A 
third possibility is that one choice is not based on the other, but that they 
are interdependent and the one presupposes the other. In that case the
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influencing is not one-way but reciprocal. Hence we examine the direc­
tion of influencing as well (see chapter 6).
The influencing occurs against the background of Christian adult educa­
tors’ institutional religious beliefs and practices, which in their turn affect 
the choice of a goal orientation and an educational method. These beliefs 
and practices are described in the next section.
1.5 Institutional religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult 
educators
Probably both the choice of goal orientation and educational method and 
their interrelationship are strongly influenced by the Christian adult edu­
cators’ institutional religious beliefs and practices. After all, they work in 
the institutional context of a church. Their relation to the church deter­
mines to what extent they embrace the ideas and practices of their institu­
tional context. Accordingly we want to establish whether, how and to 
what extent institutional religious beliefs and practices affect Christian 
adult educators’ choice of a goal orientation and an educational method. 
To this end we draw on Durkheim’s theory of religious communities as 
religious socialising actors. It posits that integration with a religious 
community occurs via the dimensions of belonging, believing and acting. 
In the first place people adopt the ideas of the community in which they 
grow up (belonging). They appropriate these to a greater or lesser extent 
(believing) and eventually proceed to act accordingly (acting). These 
dimensions are reflected in church membership (belonging), strength of 
faith (believing) and participation in religious life (acting) (Durkheim 
1951).
We assume that all Christian adult educators have some form of belong­
ing, since they are affiliated to a church. Our question concerns their be­
lieving and acting. Believing is a matter of recognising the role of an 
institutional hierarchy in (a) the church generally, and (b) Christian adult 
education in particular. Institutions typically seek to control the content 
and strength of their members’ faith. In ecclesiastic institutions this con­
trol is exercised by a hierarchy (Van Rooden, 1996, 43f). The question is 
to what extent religious educators feel that the hierarchy should dictate
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the boundaries. We expect that different types of recognition of doctrinal 
authority (institutional religious beliefs) affect the agreement with the 
various goals of Christian adult education. In the dimension of acting 
(institutional religious practices) we want to know to what extent educa­
tors actions conform to institutional practices. Thus daily prayer plays a 
major role in ecclesiastically defined spirituality. Mystical experience 
and alternative ways of ascribing meaning are less institutionally embed­
ded forms of spirituality. Here we distinguish between (a) intra- 
institutionally determined forms of personal acting (church attendance, 
prayer) and (b) extra-institutionally determined forms of personal acting 
(mysticism, alternative religiosity). We expect that different types of in­
stitutional practices (intra- versus extra-institutional) affect various goals 
of Christian adult education.
In summary, we distinguish between six aspects of Christian adult educa­
tors’ institutional religious beliefs and practices. The indicator for believ­
ing is their view of the church, measured by their notion of the ecclesias­
tic hierarchy (1) and of the role of the hierarchy establishing the content 
of Christian adult education, indicated by the educators’ conformity to 
ecclesiastical policy (2). The indicators for acting are church involvement 
(3) and engaging in the ecclesiastic practice of prayer (4) (intra- 
institutional acting) and having mystical experiences (5) and an interest 
in alternative religiosity (6) (extra-institutional acting). These indicators 
reflect educators’ conformity to the institutional context, the role of the 
institutional hierarchy and practices (both intra- and extra-institutional). 
These aspects of Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs 
and practices help us to determine their approach to authority and plural­
ism. We expect these aspects to correlate with agreement with the vari­
ous types of goals and educational methods that derive from the same 
underlying distinction between intra-personal authority versus extra­
personal authority. In each chapter we shall relate this profile of educa­
tors beliefs and practices to their choice of a goal orientation and/or an 
educational method.
1.6 Research questions
The problem of present-day religio-moral education does not only entail 
a social process of growing pluralism, but also a different role of author­
ity within the learning process. Christian adult educators can approach
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this problem in different ways. There are diverse goal orientations and 
educational methods, the choice probably correlates strongly with differ­
ences in Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs and prac­
tices. Our study will look more closely at the actual situation in the Dutch 
Catholic context. Accordingly our research question reads:
What are the goal orientations and educational methods o f Chris­
tian adult educators, how do they interrelate and how are they in­
fluenced by the educators ’ institutional religious beliefs andprac- 
tices?
This question implies the following sub-questions:
1a. What are the goal orientations o f Christian adult educators?
1b. To what extent do they agree with these goal orientations?
2a. What are the educational methods o f Christian adult educators? 
2b. To what extent do they agree with these educational methods?
Because we are particularly interested in a possible correlation between 
Christian adult educators’ preference for a goal orientation and their edu­
cational method and institutional religious beliefs and practices we add 
the following sub-question:
3. To what extent are Christian adult educator’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices predictors o f such agreement?
Our concern, then, is not just with goal orientations and educational 
methods as such, but also with their interrelationship. We consider it im­
portant, since adult religious education should be aimed at systematic 
education in beliefs and practices. The educational method should be 
chosen with a view to a particular goal orientation. We need to know 
whether, and if so, to what extent such a correlation between goal orien­
tations and methods exists, but also to determine its direction. Do Chris­
tian adult educators’ goal orientations influence the educational methods 
they use, or do goal orientations depend on educational methods? A third 
possibility is that that goal orientations and educational methods influ­
ence each other mutually. To what extent does that happen in practice?
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Hence our study seeks to answer the following question and sub­
questions:
4. To what extent do Christian adult educators ’ agreement with goal 
orientations and educational methods correlate and what is the 
direction of this influence, while controlling for their institutional 
religious beliefs and practices?
4a. Does agreement with goal orientations influence agreement with 
educational methods (controlling for institutional religious beliefs 
and practices)?
4b. Or does agreement with educational methods influence agreement 
with goal orientations (controlling for institutional religious 
beliefs and practices)?
4c. Or do agreement with goal orientations and educational methods 
influence each other mutually (controlling for institutional 
religious beliefs and practices)?
The first two research questions pertain to the distinctions we make 
within Christian adult educators’ goal orientations and educational meth­
ods. We also examine their agreement with these concepts. The third 
question concerns the influence of Christian adult educators’ institutional 
religious beliefs and practices on their agreement with the goal orienta­
tions and educational methods of religio-moral education. Finally we ask 
a fourth question on the relation between goal orientations and educa­
tional methods.
1.7 Empirical research
In this section we describe our research model by explaining the concep­
tual model (1.7.1) and research instruments (1.7.2), the sampling design 
(1.7.3) and the design of analysis (1.7.4) that we used.
1.7.1 Conceptual model
The following model illustrates conceptually which variables we propose 
studying and what interrelationships we assume on theoretical grounds.
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Figure 1.1 Conceptual model for Christian adult educators’ religious institutional views 
and practices, goal orientations and educational methods
Exogenous variables
Institutional religious 
beliefs and practices
Endogenous variables
Goal
orientations
Educational
methods
Ecclesiology
Conformity to 
ecclesiastical policy
Church involvement
Prayer life
Conformity Guided learning
Self­
determination
Experiential
learning
Transformation Mediated
learning
Mystical experience
Alternative
religiosity
Legend: indicates direction of the prediction
There are two sets of variables. The endogenous variables comprises the 
goal orientations and educational methods of religio-moral education. It 
includes the goal orientations of conformity, self-determination and 
transformation (research question 1) and the educational methods of 
guided, experiential and mediated learning (research question 2). The 
exogenous variables comprises Christian adult educators’ institutional 
religious beliefs and practices (research question 3). These are divided 
into ecclesiology (believing), conformity to ecclesiastical policy (believ­
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ing), church involvement (acting, intra-institutional), prayer (acting, in- 
tra-institutional), mysticism (acting, extra-institutional) and openness to 
alternative ways of finding meaning (acting, extra-institutional). Re­
search question 4 pertains to the model as a whole, namely the relation 
between (preference for) goal orientations and educational methods while 
controlling for Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs 
and practices.
1.7.2 Research instruments
The research instruments we used for measuring the goal orientations and 
educational methods of Christian adult educators (endogenous variables) 
are presented in the chapters 2-5. The research instrument for the exoge­
nous variables consists of six aspects of Christian adult educators’ insti­
tutional religious beliefs and practices (see appendix 1):
1. Ecclesiology (believing)
Following the theology of Schillebeeckx we distinguish among 
ecclesiological views between a hierarchical and a democratic 
concept of the church (Schillebeeckx, 1989). As regards the inter­
nal relations of the church, a hierarchical view holds that church 
leadership transmits the Christian message to people in our time; 
a democratic view holds that all members of the religious com­
munity are equals in one „people of God’. As far as the church’s 
external relations with society are concerned, a hierarchical 
church view proceeds from the truth as transmitted to the church 
by the Holy Spirit. According to this view, this truth cannot and 
should not be adapted to the modern world or contemporary 
needs, and therefore the church should distance itself from society 
and its secular values. A democratic church view, on the other 
hand, is characterised by openness to the surrounding culture 
(Schillebeeckx, 1989, p.221-239). This concept of church organi­
sation (ecclesiology) was measured with an instrument derived 
from Jeurissen (1993). He divides attitudes towards church or­
ganisation into attitudes towards the church’s internal and exter­
nal relations. The organisation of internal relations translates into 
democratic decision-making in the church. The organisation of 
external relations translates into the church’s openness to society
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and is divided into attitudes towards the social inclusiveness in 
terms of open membership (structural openness) and cultural ad­
aptation (cultural openness) of the church (Jeurissen, 1993, p.154- 
156, 179). An example of an item for democratic decision­
making is: “It is not goodfor every believer to be able to interfere 
with all decisions in the church". An example of an item on struc­
tural openness is: “Everyone should be able to become a member 
o f the church”, and an item on cultural openness is: “The church 
should keep abreast o f new ideas in our modern world as much as 
possible”.
Following Jeurissen we identify three dimensions of openness in 
ecclesiology: (1) cultural openness, implying that the church is 
open to the culture of its environment; (2) structural openness, 
implying that membership is open to everyone; and (3) democ­
ratic openness, implying that all believers are involved in making 
decisions on, for example, the contents of faith. Depending on 
people’s scores on these three scales we can determine whether 
their ecclesiology is democratic or hierarchical.
2. Conformity to ecclesiastical policy (believing)
Conformity to ecclesiastical policy concerns the question of who 
decides on the content and goal of Christian adult education: the 
bishop or the adult educator (either in collaboration with col­
leagues in the same organisation or not). Conformity to ecclesias­
tical policy was measured by questions about whether and to what 
extent Christian adult educators are guided by the following in the 
event of differences of opinion about the education:
2  With reference to Yinger, Jeurissen argues that these are two aspects of one underlying 
dimension of openness: the more the church tries to include members of a society, the 
more it will also accommodate the prevailing values of that society.
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a directives of the church authorities in their diocese; 
b policies of their institution/deanery/parish; 
c consultation with colleagues.
Goals within the conformity and self-determination orientations 
are based on extrinsic and intrinsic standards of behaviour respec­
tively. For the instrument we made use of a continuum from in­
trinsic to extrinsic authority. Reference to intrinsic authority 
would be when the educator does not report being guided by any 
of these standards, while extrinsic authority would be when the 
educator reports being guided by all the directives.
3. Church involvement (acting, intra-institutional)
Church involvement can vary in degree depending on frequency 
of church attendance (once a month or more often) and/or church 
activity (scale taken from Felling, Peters & Scheepers, 2000).
4. Prayer (acting, intra-institutional)
Intensity of Christian adult educators’ prayer practice (from 1= 
often to 4 = never).
5. Mystical experience (acting, extra-institutional)
The extent to which people indicate having had mystical experi­
ence, for instance a feeling that time and space do not exist or a 
sense of oneness with everything (scale taken from Hood, 1975; 
1993).
6. Alternative religiosity (acting, extra-institutional)
Interest in alternative or new forms of religiosity such as New 
Age, esotericism, astrology, yoga (scale taken from De Hart, 
1990). Interest in alternative religiosity was measured by present­
ing a list of topics to the educators with the question which of 
these topics they read about in books or journals, or learn about 
in lectures. We distinguish between three categories:
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- high interest (when educators mention interest in more than 10 
of these topics);
- moderate interest (when educators mention interest in 6 to 10 
of these topics);
- low interest (when educators mention interest in less than 6 of 
these topics).
1.7.3 Sampling design
We investigated Christian adult educators’ actual goal orientations and 
educational methods and the extent to which they correlate (and possibly 
correlate with their institutional religious beliefs and practices) by con­
ducting a survey. We used questionnaires to gain insight into the goal 
orientations and educational methods preferred by Christian adult educa­
tors in the Netherlands and the extent to which their preferences correlate 
with their institutional religious beliefs and practices.
The research is exploratory and explanatory (Segers, 2002, p. 119). It is 
exploratory because theorising on Catholic adult education in the Nether­
lands is not sufficiently robust to permit the testing of hypotheses. At this 
stage goal orientations and educational methods in Christian adult edu­
cation have not been extensively researched, either nationally or interna­
tionally. Existing studies are at the level of goals rather than the more 
abstract level of goal orientations, and fail to analyse educational meth­
ods, let alone their interrelationship and the influence of institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices in this regard. Hence our research is explana­
tory inasmuch as it seeks to determine choices of particular goal 
orientations and educational methods, as well as possible correlations 
with Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs and prac­
tices.
We conducted a survey of all adult catechists and educators operating in 
a Catholic context in the Netherlands. These categories are composed as 
follows:
- adult catechists in parishes;
- pastors charged with adult education;
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- educators working at religious education and meditation centres;
- lecturers at pastoral schools ;
- theologically trained volunteers with experience in the field of 
adult religious education.
Our research was conducted among the entire population. We obtained 
an address list from the administration of dioceses and deaneries. Ac­
cording to this list there were 618 professionals presenting courses in 
religious and moral education to adult Catholics. That was our sampling 
framework. As it turned out some of the addresses belonged to people 
who were not members of our target group -  the church’s administration 
was not altogether reliable in this respect. We tried to clean up the ad­
dress list by sending a letter to every listed person, requesting them to let 
us know if they were not members of our target group. We received 78 
responses from professionals who said they were not/no longer engaged 
in adult education. Hence the research population comprised a maximum 
of 540 people. We suspect that there was some overlap in the population, 
that is the sampling framework included people who were not Christian 
adult educators in the Catholic Church. Hence we cannot specify the ex­
act size of the research population. To the extent that we could determine 
the number it appeared to comprise 540 persons. In May 2003 we dis­
patched the questionnaires. We received 151 completed questionnaires, 
which puts response at 28%. Every educator that participated in the study 
was active in adult education in the Catholic Church.
1.7.4 Design of analysis
The data processing entailed three kinds of statistical analyses. We re­
produce the kind of analysis used to each research question.
The first two research questions read:
1a. What are the goal orientations o f the Christian adult educators? 
1b. To what extent do they agree with these goal orientations?
2a. What are the educational methods o f Christian adult educators?
3 A pastoral school is usually a two-year diaconal training course for voluntary workers 
in parishes.
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2b. To what extent do they agree with these educational methods?
To answer the questions about the goal orientations of religio-moral edu­
cation and the educational methods we used factor analyses. This is a 
dimensional technique to determine latent, not directly observable vari­
ables like notions about goal orientations and educational methods. These 
notions are rendered measurable by compiling indicators for each notion 
and converting them into items. The interrelationship between items is 
reflected by way of a factor analysis that groups them according to un­
derlying factors. This enabled us to determine to what extent the distinc­
tions we made were also made by our respondents. To this end we in­
cluded a second order factor analysis as well. Such an analysis is not 
applied to individual items but to the entire scale so as to discover their 
underlying structure. This was because we measured the goal orientations 
of religio-moral education on the basis of agreement with both the 
aforementioned scales: goals of religious education and goals of moral 
education.
Next we determined the measure of agreement with each of the views we 
distinguished and the differences in this regard. That answered the first 
two research questions.
The third research question reads:
3. To what extent are Christian adult educator’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices predictors o f such agreement?
To determine how ideas about goal orientations and educational methods 
relate with Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs and 
practices we used variance-analyses to describe the relations and bi- 
variate analyses to calculate the correlations.
The last research question reads:
4. To what extent do Christian adult educators ’ preference for goal 
orientations and educational methods correlate and what is the 
direction o f their influence, while controlling for their institu­
tional religious beliefs and practices?
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To answer this question about the correlation between (preference for) 
goal orientations and educational methods we conducted a LISREL 
analysis. It enables one to form a picture of causal relations between 
various independent, mediating and dependent variables so as to deter­
mine the causal relations between goal orientations and educational 
methods. The analysis entails application of the SEM technique (Struc­
tural Equation Modelling, Kline, 2005). We wanted to determine which 
variables predict agreement with goal orientations and instructional mod­
els. Our research questions specified three directions in such predictions:
4a. Agreement with goal orientations influences agreement with edu­
cational methods (controlling for institutional religious beliefs 
and practices).
4b. Agreement with educational methods influences agreement with 
goal orientations (controlling for institutional religious beliefs 
and practices).
4c. Agreement with goal orientations and agreement with educa­
tional methods influence each other mutually (controlling for in­
stitutional religious beliefs and practices).
To conduct an SEM analysis one needs to build a model. In our analyti­
cal model goal orientations and educational methods are endogenous 
variables, in the sense that they form the core of the model. We want to 
construct a theory about these variables, and more particularly the direc­
tion of influence between them. The values of the endogenous variables 
are determined by the values of the other variables in the system. Chris­
tian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs and practices are called 
exogenous variables (x-variables), because their value is determined by 
factors extraneous to the model in which they are used. The value of in­
stitutional religious characteristics (e.g. degree of interest in alternative 
religiosity) can influence the value of the endogenous variables (i.e. 
agreement with goal orientations and educational methods). In each re­
search question this is referred to as „controlling for institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices’  Figure 1.1 (section 1.7.1) gives an overview 
of the variables in our conceptual model.
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1.8 S tructure
After this introductory chapter the rest of the research report is structured 
as follows. The first part after the introduction covers educational work­
ers’ goal orientations in relation to their institutional religious beliefs and 
practices. It comprises three chapters (2, 3 and 4) on the goal orientations 
of Christian adult education. Chapter 2 describes the goals of religious 
education, and chapter 3 those of moral education. In chapter 4 we use 
the convergence between Kohn’s pedagogic theory, Rescher’s philoso­
phy and W ard’s theology as a basis for a typology of goal orientations of 
religio-moral education. In all these chapters we discuss agreement with 
goal orientations in relation to Christian adult educators’ institutional 
religious beliefs and practices. Chapter 5 deals with the educators’ educa­
tional methods, again in relation to their institutional religious beliefs and 
practices. This answers the first three research questions. In chapter 6 we 
answer the last research question on the extent to which Christian adult 
educators’ preference for particular goal orientations and particular edu­
cational methods correlate. The final chapter (7) sums up our findings 
from the preceding chapters. It presents a general conclusion about our 
main research problem, questions for further research and conclusions 
about the practice of adult religious education. Here we also answer the 
normative question of the goal orientations and educational methods that 
we consider most appropriate when it comes to handling moral and reli­
gious pluralism.
Previous versions of chapter 2 to 6 were published in the following arti­
cles:
Chapter 2: Driesen, I., Hermans, C. & Jong, A. de (2005). Towards a 
typology of general aims of Christian adult education. 
Journal o f Empirical Theology 18(2), 151-186.
Chapter 3: Driesen, I., Hermans, C. & Jong, A. de (2010). Moral plu­
ralism and goals of Christian religious and moral adult 
education. Journal o f Empirical Theology 23 (2,) 133-158.
Chapter 4: Driesen, I., Hermans, C. & Jong, A. de (2008a). Les ob­
jectifs de la formation religieuse pour adultes dans une so-
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Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:
ciete pluraliste [Goals of Christian adult education in a 
pluralist society]. Lumen Vitae 62(2), 209-229.
Driesen, I., Hermans, C. & Jong, A. de (2006). Instruc­
tional models of Christian adult education in a pluralistic 
society. International Journal o f Practical Theology 
10(2), 275-297.
Driesen, I., Hermans, C. & Jong, A. de (2008b). Relation­
ship between goal orientations and educational methods in 
Christian adult education. Journal o f Empirical Theology 
21 (2), 183-208.
2. Goals of religious education within Christian adult education
2.1 Introduction
What are the goal orientations of Christian religious adult education in a 
pluralist society? Is the goal to hand down Christian religious teachings 
as established by the church authorities? Is it to impart to the participants 
an awareness of their own religiosity by means of experiential clarifica­
tion? Or is it to provide an introduction to a variety of religions and 
worldviews? What choices must Christian adult educators make? Are 
they able to make these choices in the context of the church in which 
they are active? Is one type of goal more important than the others?
We begin this chapter by proposing a theoretical framework of possible 
goals to religious adult education. This framework consists of two di­
mensions: a formal dimension consisting of the goal orientations of 
Christian adult education, and a material dimension that concerns the 
content of the religious identity formed by the education process. We 
begin by examining the differences between conformity, self­
determination and transformation as educational orientations (section
2.2). We then look at three aspects of identity, namely intra-personal, 
inter-personal and supra-personal (section 2.3). On the basis of the for­
mal and material dimensions, we go on to develop a typology of goal 
orientations of Christian religious adult education (2.4) and to formulate 
a number of research questions with regard to these goal orientations 
(section 2.5). The results of empirical research among Christian adult 
educators in the Netherlands are presented (section 2.6), followed by a 
conclusion and discussion (section 2.7).
2.2 General educational orientations
By the goal orientation of religious education we do not mean the goal 
one tries to achieve in courses but a more distant point of orientation on 
which the education is focused and to which one seeks to contribute via 
goal achievement. This orientation is to be found in a definition of reli­
gious identity. Some Christian adult educators believe that religious and 
moral education should help people to develop their worldview-related 
identity (further). Others think that education should rather aim at devel­
oping their ability to participate in broad contexts like the church and/or
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social organisations. Those are two goal orientations. In both cases one’s 
goal in the actual teaching could be that participants learn to judge the 
social doctrine of the Catholic Church critically. The latter would be a 
goal/objective, the first two are goal orientations. Hence a goal orienta­
tion is not an immediate goal, but more remote in terms of identity de­
velopment. After all, a goal/objective indicates the testable end result of 
the educational process that one seeks to achieve. A goal orientation is 
that which one seeks to contribute to the education of adults, but which is 
too broad and comprehensive to attain. Thus a goal orientation indicates 
in general terms in what direction one tries to help the learner to develop 
in adult education.
How can religious identity be developed by educational processes? To 
answer this question, we begin by introducing a well-known distinction 
in educational theory, between ‘conformity’, ‘self-determination’ and 
‘transformation’. The difference between these orientations will be clari­
fied by analysing the distinct normative concepts underlying each one. 
We will show that behind each of these orientations lie different narrative 
concepts of identity: a closed, an open and a transformative narrative 
concept. Identity is conceived of as a narrative through which the self 
expresses itself. Next, we will describe different notions on development 
of identity which are implied in each goal orientation.
We begin with the difference between the orientations of conformity and 
self-determination:
The essential difference between the terms, as we use them, is that self-determination 
focuses on internal standards for behaviour; conformity focuses on externally imposed 
rules (Kohn, 1969, 35).
When conformity is the goal, the learner or participant is expected to 
adapt to the standards of her social environment. Authority, in this case, 
is located outside the person. Self-determination, on the other hand, re­
quires the learner to develop internal standards of behaviour (norm inter­
nalisation), with the goal of establishing authority inside the person. In 
the latter, independence and responsibility of the individual is the goal of 
education (Kohn, 1969).
Bruner (1996) shows that developing the potential of the individual is 
undeniably a goal of education, but that this development always takes
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place within a cultural framework. In Bruner’s culturalism, ‘reality’ is 
represented by a symbolic system that is shared, manipulated and con­
tinuously adapted to changing circumstances by the members of the soci­
ety. The learner is not merely a ‘passive recipient’ being initiated into the 
ways in which a cultural community creates meaning, but also takes an 
active part in the process of reconstructing the meaning of elements of a 
tradition, religious or otherwise. Culture is thus not only learned but also 
created by the learner. Therefore Bruner sees education as the develop­
ment of the individual student within a particular context, in order to 
bring him/her into contact with the existing culture and participate in 
changing it. Taking this position of Bruner’s as a starting point, we can 
distinguish a third goal of education besides conformity and self­
determination. This we call ‘transformation’ (Bruner, 1996, p.66-85).
Behind the three goals or orientations are different narrative concepts 
(see De Haas, 1999). Where conformity is the goal, the narrative has al­
ready been written. It consists of a canon pre-scribed by the culture that 
is to be transmitted to the following generation. The underlying premise 
of this narrative concept is continuity between the prescribed cultural 
narrative and the individual’s personal life narrative. Discontinuity is 
seen as a temporary phenomenon to be rectified. The narrative concept 
behind the orientation of self-determination, on the other hand, is charac­
terised by room for discontinuity. ‘Reality’ is conceived as plural and as 
a human and contingent construct. The notions of historicity and plurali- 
sation no longer allow the ‘great stories’ to be transmitted unchanged. 
People have to write their own stories (De Haas, 1999). In a transforma­
tive narrative concept, meanwhile, identity is transmitted through narra­
tives of the culture in which one lives, and takes form through the inter­
pretation of these narratives. The traditional narratives are not simply to 
be duplicated. Rather, the individual’s own life story must be written into 
the ‘cultural’ story. This ‘inscription’ implies a transformation of the 
pre-existing, traditional story, in that I make my own interpretation of the 
existing story. Without the existing narrative, no ‘inscription’ is possible. 
By means of these narratives one comes to know oneself, but understand­
ing oneself in light of these narratives also implies a transformation of 
these narratives.
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Implied in the different goal orientations are different directions of iden­
tity development. This difference depends on whether the criteria for 
development are inside or outside of the individual:
1. Behind the orientation of conformity lies a closed narrative con­
cept, which is judged according to the criterion of continuity with 
an existing cultural narrative. Authority lies outside the individ­
ual, in the prescribed narrative of the particular tradition. What 
the content of the identity that is being developed should be is de­
termined in advance. The direction of identity development is 
from the outside in, meaning that the prescribed narrative must be 
taken over (appropriated).
2. Underlying the self-determination orientation is an open narrative 
concept in which there is room for discontinuity. The individual’s 
own life narrative is constantly being constructed anew. In the 
process of constructing a life narrative, authority lies with the in­
dividual. The content of the identity being developed is not 
pre-determined. The direction of identity development is from the 
inside out, as it were: the individual brings to expression what is 
right for him or her.
3. In the orientation of transformation, both the pre-existing narra­
tives of a cultural tradition and the biographies constructed by the 
individual are essential to identity development. These narratives 
need to be critically and constructively related to each other. The 
criteria by which behaviour is judged are understood to be both 
inside and outside the person.
2.3 Definitions of religious identity
The previous section looked at different goal orientations of religious 
education in general, which have to do with the direction of identity de­
velopment, i.e. how is the religious identity of a person formed? What 
aspects need to be developed by education in order for the person to de­
velop an identity? In answering this question, we will be guided by per­
sonality psychologist Hubertus Hermans’ analysis of Western thinking 
about the self (see Hermans, 1995; Hermans & Kempen, 1995). Building 
on this analysis, we will distinguish three concepts of identity, according 
to the role the bodily location of the self in space plays in the definition
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of identity.1 In an intra-personal definition of identity, bodily location in 
space is irrelevant; the identity takes form in an internal space only. In an 
inter-personal definition of identity, space is integrated into the definition 
of the self. In this space there can be a variety of I-positions, which con­
stantly interact with one another. In a supra-personal definition of iden­
tity, identity is transferred to an instance that is located beyond ‘bodily 
located individuals’. Identity is determined by space, as that which is 
beyond the individual.
A dominant concept of identity in Western thinking is that of a central­
ised self. The self is conceived as a self-contained centre from which 
behaviour is guided and controlled. In this concept, characteristics of the 
self are seen as relatively stable traits that are attributed to the self by an 
‘I’ from a defined centre. The notion of a centralised self has been heav­
ily influenced by Descartes’ distinction between res cogitans and res 
extensa. Thinking, in Descartes’ view, is non-spatial in nature. It is sepa­
rate from the physical extension or corporality of the body and the space 
in which the body exists. Descartes isolated the self as a thinking ‘I’ not 
only from the body, but also from the outside world and from the other. It 
is not that Descartes denies the existence of an outer world, or of other 
people, but self-awareness takes precedence over the outside world and 
others in the creation of the individual’s identity. It is primarily in com­
munication with himself that the individual arrives at an idea of himself. 
Therefore we call this an intra-personal concept of identity. Herein lies 
the tendency to consider form or physicality of the self as no part of 
one’s own identity. Form or physicality is secondary, self-awareness is 
primary. Consciousness of the self need not be only cognitive in nature -  
in the form of (critical) thinking or (symbolic) imagination -  but can also 
be attitudinal, volitive or imperative in nature. Characteristic of this con­
cept is a sharp distinction between inside (ad intra) and outside (ad ex-
1 Hermans et al. do not make the three-way distinction that we make in this chapter. 
They limit themselves to the two concepts of the Cartesian self (what we call ‘intra­
personal identity’) and the dialogical self (what we call ‘inter-personal identity’). Her­
mans gives the collective form of identity a place in the dialogical self with the help of 
Bakhtin’s concept of ‘collective voice’. We have opted to make this ‘collective voice’ a 
distinct type of identity. The reason for this is that in religion in particular, this ‘voice’ 
takes on an independent existence as an authority that can scarcely be personally appro­
priated (see Hermans, 2003, p.234-235). In this context Bakhtin refers to the domin­
ance of ‘outsidedness’ (Hermans, 2000, p.149).
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tra), between I and not-I (Hermans, 1995, p.8-20, 45; Hermans et al., 
1992).
A second concept of identity that we will look at is inter-personal or dia­
logical identity. The self is spread throughout space, and it is therefore 
impossible to draw firm boundaries between the self and other. Charac­
teristic of this concept is a decentralisation or extensivation of the self 
(Hermans, 1995, p.40):
The self is not an entity, closed off from the world and having an existence in itself, 
but rather is extended toward specific aspects o f the environment (Hermans, 1996, p. 
32).
In this decentralisation of the self, the self is seen primarily as embodied 
and social (Hermans et al., 1992, p.23). It is not first a self, which then 
places itself in relation with other people, but rather the self exists only in 
and through relationship with the other. The other is not only outside but 
also inside the self. Self and other are mutually inclusive. The dialogical 
self is a social self, even when the dialogue is internal. An internal dia­
logue always presupposes another party to whom we tell our story. The 
self can be seen as a multitude of I-positions in dialogue with one another 
(Hermans, 1995, p. 13, 28).
The I has the possibility to move, as in a space, from one position to the other in ac­
cordance with changes in situation and time. The I fluctuates among different and 
even opposed positions. The I has the capacity to imaginatively endow each position 
with a voice so that dialogical relations between positions can be established. [...] re­
sulting in a complex, narratively structured self (Hermans et al., 1992, p.28-29).
Inter-personal identity is an open and dynamic identity. The self is in­
volved in a process of positioning and repositioning, of organising and 
reorganising. Discussion of the self should focus not only on stability, 
consistency and coherence, but also on potentially fertile instability, in­
consistency and incoherence (Hermans, 1996). In this view of identity, 
space plays an important role in two respects. In the first place in­
ter-personal communication implies that I and the other are spatially 
separate. Secondly, it assumes an embodied self. There is an intrinsic 
relationship between space and body (H. Hermans, 2001), because only 
an embodied self can situate itself in space.
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The third type of identity is the supra-personal one. In this context we 
refer to the concept of ‘collective voice’ as developed by Bakhtin. A col­
lective voice is the interpretation of the world by a social group (Bakhtin, 
1981). This interpretation takes form primarily in language, but it is sup­
ported by institutions that exert power over individuals and by an ideo­
logical legitimation of this power. When an individual speaks about her 
identity, she expresses herself with the help of a ‘collective voice’ (Her­
mans, 1996). When a person says what her identity is, it is really a collec­
tive voice being interpreted by that person. A person gives voice to the 
words of a religious tradition and not so much to her own, private words. 
The words of an individual articulate something that is outside of or 
above the person. Hence the notion of a supra-personal identity. The in­
dividual does not add anything to this ‘collective voice’. This voice holds 
authority, and must be taken over in its entirety by the individual. If the 
emphasis in the inter-personal view of identity is on relations between I 
and other, in a supra-personal view of identity the emphasis is on the 
other, or on that which comes from outside. Outsidedness in identity en­
tails space, because there is no ‘outside’ without space. In the case of a 
supra-personal identity, ‘outsidedness’ is total (Hermans, 2000). The in­
dividual cannot change the collective voice. He can only articulate it. 
Primacy is attached to that which is outside the individual; from this the 
individual takes his identity.
2.4 Construction of a typology of general goals to Christian 
religious adult education
By combining the various goal orientations of identity construction and 
the various definitions of identity, we arrive at a general typology of 
goals to Christian religious adult education. The first principle underlying 
this typology is that of the three pedagogical orientations (conformity, 
self-determination or transformation). Within each of these, we will iden­
tify three forms depending on which view of identity (intra-personal, 
inter-personal or supra-personal) is central. The object here is a rational 
reconstruction of the goals to Christian religious adult education and not 
a historical description. It is not our intention to provide a historic or sys­
tematic overview of all authors in the area of Christian adult education,
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and the authors cited in the outline below are presented merely as illus­
trations of particular goals.
2.4.1 Christian adult education from a conformity orientation
A conformity orientation is characterised by a closed narrative concept. 
The „great story’ of the Christian tradition is expected to be handed 
down. When Christian adult education is undertaken from this orienta­
tion, the goal of religious education is the appropriation of the established 
Christian tradition by the participants. The direction of religious identity 
development is fixed, i.e., from the outside in. The content of the reli­
gious identity that is formed in this process may, however, vary and may 
emphasise intra-personal, inter-personal or supra-personal aspects.
a Conformity: intra-personal
Where the goal of religious education is the appropriation of the Chris­
tian tradition, the pedagogical orientation is one of conformity. Within 
this orientation, emphasis can be on intra-personal identity, as is the case 
in kerygmatic catechesis. This form of catechesis is seen, for example, in 
the kerygmatic theology of Jungmann (1936), in which Jesus Christ is 
placed at the centre of the Christian faith. The Christ mystery and the 
proclamation of this mystery are central (Van der Ven, 1982, p.380-382).
In Christ, the message of the gospel takes on a more personal form, and 
therefore can be more readily related to the concrete life world of the 
participants. The idea behind this proclamation of the message is that it is 
an appeal to the faith of the participants, to which they must give a per­
sonal response. The personal faith confession of the catechist plays an 
important role here. When the catechist reveals how she has been person­
ally touched by the message, her faith is „transmitted’ to the participants. 
Ultimately, the goal of kergymatic catechesis is personal surrender to 
Jesus Christ (De Jong, 2002; Hemel, 1986, p.78-94).
An example of kergymatic adult catechesis in the Netherlands is pro­
vided by W. Bless. Bless refers, for example, to the New Catechism, in 
which revelation is not seen as a system of clear and well-defined truths, 
but as a message (Bless, 1971, p.95-125). In the process, there is a shift 
from a rational approach to faith as a mystery:
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There is a level within us, deeper than reason, more personal than emotion, more 
human than the unconscious [...] There Jesus speaks to us when He asks about faith 
(Bless. 1971, p.102-103).
We see that in this instance, the education process is aimed at developing 
an intra-personal identity, and that it does so from a conformity orienta­
tion. The intention is not to encourage the self to write its unique reli­
gious narrative. The Christian narrative is transmitted from above as the 
„great story’. The individual is expected to adopt or appropriate that nar­
rative as his own. Christ offers a model of being human, and participants 
come to know themselves as religious selves in relation to that model. 
Religious identity consists in this personal relationship with Christ as 
Redeemer and Saviour. Hence we speak of an intra-personal form of 
identity. The outward form (for example devotional praxis) is secondary; 
the personal relationship with Jesus as the Christ is primary.
b Conformity: inter-personal
Education that pursues conformity as its goal orientation can also be con­
cerned primarily with inter-personal religious identity. This is the case, 
for example, with hermeneutic adult education. In hermeneutic cateche­
sis, an effort is made to make the Christian tradition and the Bible rele­
vant to today (Hemel, 1986, p.78-94). Because of the distance between 
the world of the Bible and that of today, the meaning of biblical texts can 
be unlocked only by indirect means. This means seeking the contempo­
rary meaning of the Bible text, which is found by looking at the life con­
text of the participants. Biblical texts can help people better understand 
themselves and the world in a religious sense, for example by suggesting 
the right questions to ask about their present-day situation. In this way, 
hermeneutic interpretation, which goals to unlock the contemporary 
meaning of a Bible text, can close the gap between Christian tradition 
and present-day experience (Van der Ven, 1982, p.386-390). People’s 
particular questions, such as those about the meaning of life, can be an­
swered on the basis of the tradition. It is important to be aware, however 
that these answers are specific to a particular time and thus need to be 
reviewed in terms of the past as well as the present. In hermeneutic cate­
chesis, the meaning of the pre-determined Christian narrative is unlocked
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by interpreting tradition in the language of today’s experience (Konijn, 
1973, p.19-25, 46f).2
Hermeneutic catechesis focuses on inter-personal identity because this 
bridging between traditions and present-day understanding of faith is not 
an individual activity, but a social process of interpreting the meaning of 
the Christian tradition as it applies to today’s individuals and today’s 
situation. The pedagogical goal orientation is one of conformity. In the 
process of transmission, the authority of the Christian tradition is ac­
cepted, and the content of the Christian narrative is not questioned.
c Conformity: supra-personal
Within the conformity orientation, it is also possible to focus mainly on 
the dimension of supra-personal identity. This kind of approach can be 
found in neo-scholastic catechesis. The neo-scholastic approach rests on 
proclamation of the Truth, as guaranteed by the church’s doctrinal au­
thority. Acceptance of these Catholic religious truths and the authority of 
the church as the guardian thereof is one way for humans to achieve sal­
vation and redemption. Deharbe’s so-called question-and-answer cate­
chism from 1847, for example, asks what we must do to be saved. The 
answers are prescribed and must be learned by rote (Van der Ven, 1982, 
p.369-382). The goal of the neo-scholastic model is to form a Christian 
identity based on the appropriation of a system of institutionally an­
chored ideas and beliefs. A systematic and comprehensive instruction in 
the tenets of faith is therefore essential (Hemel, 1986, p.78-94).
The individual’s life story is constructed in accordance with prescribed 
truths. Christian doctrine is presented as an all encompassing, eternal and 
unchangeable narrative, as the narrative. The Christian identity is formed 
by reproducing this narrative. Because the ‘collective voice’ must be 
taken over by the individual, we speak of a supra-personal identity. Here 
we see once again the closed narrative concept of a conformity goal ori­
entation. In keeping with this orientation, identity formation is seen as a 
process that occurs from the outside in: the person accepts the faith 
teachings of the church, and becomes a ‘sounding board’ of this pre­
scribed Truth.
2  S. Konijn (1973) refers to the New Catechism to emphasize that in a changed context, 
the church must proclaim its message in the language o f our time.
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2.4.2 Christian adult education from a self-determination 
orientation
A second pedagogical goal orientation of Christian religious adult educa­
tion is self-determination. This orientation can be placed within the 
framework of an open narrative concept, in which each individual writes 
her own religious narrative. Authority here lies with the individual, who 
decides what she will accept or not. The content of the religious identity 
to be formed is not determined in advance. What a Christian identity is, is 
determined entirely by people themselves. Experiences of ultimate mean­
ing in human life serve as the starting point for the writing of the individ­
ual’s own religious narrative. Education processes oriented toward self­
determination may emphasise several different forms of identity.
a Self-determination: intra-personal
An example of emphasis on intra-personal identity within a self­
determination orientation is mystagogic catechesis. The central goal of 
mystagogic catechesis is identity formation, with the ultimate focus on 
“the symbols that make up the identity o f a human being at the deepest 
level" (Van den Berk, 1998, p.120). In the mystagogic approach, the 
deeper religious layers of our experience are approached through sym­
bols and language. The literal meaning of texts is not as interesting as 
their allegorical meaning. The allegorical meaning expresses the spiritual 
reality of the text as it concerns a particular person. The Mystery writ 
large (God) is the mystery writ small in human beings. According to Van 
den Berk, mystagogy is the initiation into the deepest level of the self and 
into the Godhead.
In a self-determination-oriented approach focussing on intra-personal 
identity, the mystagogue is seen as a midwife who helps us give birth to 
that which is most important. He guides people to learn to understand the 
mystery of their own lives, with the ultimate goal that each person be­
come his own mystagogue. Van den Berk draws heavily on the transcen­
dental-anthropological theology of Rahner. According to Rahner, human
3 Van den Bosch (2001) points out that in this area Rahner’s theology is so strongly 
coloured by Jungian psychology that the Divine almost seems to be subsumed by hu­
man imagination. Here both the transcendental character of God and the role of reflec­
tion in faith threaten to be lost.
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beings are by nature oriented toward transcendence, which permeates 
their experience in the world. Therefore salvation does not need to be 
transmitted from outside, but rather individuals must be helped to be­
come aware of the salvation that is already present in them. Theology 
must begin and end with the human person, and the moment of learning 
arises when the person experiences for himself the meaning of the mate­
rial being presented. It is above all through the human mental capacity 
for imagination that we have access to faith content (Van den Berk, 1998; 
1999, p.50-63).
Christian faith contents are considered symbols of what people experi­
ence within themselves, and as such become part of our individual narra­
tives. The corollary of this anthropological focus is rejection of criteria 
outside of the individual. Identity development is characterised by a self­
determination orientation, in which authority lies within the individual. 
The religious identity that is to be developed is defined intra-personally. 
The goal of mystagogic adult education is to develop sensitivity to the 
religious images hidden within each person, and to encourage partici­
pants to search for the religious reality and the mystery within.
b Self-determination: inter-personal
Within the self-determination orientation, identity formation can also be 
seen as a primarily inter-personal process. In this category we can place 
the approach known as existential catechesis. An existential approach to 
Christian adult education consists in encouraging the forming of religious 
identity by means of inter-personal clarification of experience. The 
meaning of existential questions and experiences is discovered in interac­
tion with other people. The other becomes a source of religious identity. 
This does not mean, however, that one simply takes over this identity 
from the other. Rather, the interaction with others awakens ideas that lie 
deeply hidden in oneself. The goal orientation of the educational process 
is self-determination; the existential experience comes from the partici­
pant. The criterion for this experience is whether it is right for that per­
son.
To bridge the gap between the Christian tradition and contemporary ex­
perience, existential catechesis begins not with the Christian tradition and 
the Bible, but with experience. This can also be called an inductive ap­
proach. This approach follows a particular interpretation of the theology 
of Tillich. Tillich calls religion the ‘ultimate concern’, being seized by
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that which is unconditionally important. In content terms this means be­
ing seized by the ultimate meaning that lies in the presence of Jesus as 
the Christ. In religious pedagogy, „ultimate concern’ becomes a funda­
mental anthropological category. The religious dimension is part and 
parcel of human existence, as the search for and openness to meaning and 
transcendence. The assumption is that looking deeply at one’s own exis­
tential experience will lead to insight into the religious dimension of exis­
tence. Catechesis must therefore look at existential themes such as free­
dom, responsibility, suffering, fear, hope, death, etc. in order to clarify 
the nature of existence (Van der Ven, 1982, p.394-397).
This clarification takes place through the stories, symbols and texts in which salva­
tion history finds expression, relating them to the fundamental human questions 
about the meaning of existence (Van der Ven, 1982, p. 376).
An example of existential catechesis in the Netherlands can be found in 
the „Hoger Katechetisch Instituut’ publication „Grondlijnen voor een 
vernieuwde schoolkatechese’ (Outline of a new school catechesis) from 
1964 (De Jong, 2002; Zondag & De Jong, 1998). It proposes that only 
through this kind of experiential clarification can the meaning of the nar­
ratives of Christian tradition be understood. Conversely these narratives 
also shed light on human existence (Van der Ven, 1982, p.374-376). In 
the process of identity development, the inner and the outer worlds are in 
dialogical relationship to one another, which is characteristic of an in­
ter-personal identity concept.
c Self-determination: supra-personal
Within a self-determination orientation, the focus can also be on supra­
personal identity. As far as the institutional form of religion in modern 
society is concerned, non-worldview related education is an example of 
such an approach. The goal of this type of education is to foster auton­
omy, responsibility, critical rationality and dialogue. Non-worldview 
education starts from the premise that as a result of the processes of ra­
tionalisation, differentiation and segmentation associated with moderni- 
sation4, the integrative function of institutions promoting a cohesive
4  These concepts are discussed more fully by Habermas from a sociology of knowledge 
perspective. For a comprehensive description o f these modernisation processes we refer 
to Geurts, 1997, p.35-40.
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worldview has come under pressure. The role of religion in today’s soci­
ety has shrunk to near irrelevance, but people still seek transcendence 
and struggle their whole lives against experiences of meaninglessness. 
World views are the institutional result of people’s desire to give mean­
ing to disorienting experiences. However, as a result of the modernisation 
process, there is no longer a consistent integration of world views at the 
societal level. This affects not only Christianity as a specific view of life, 
but the way that reality is dealt with in general. Individuals no longer 
look at life questions from the perspective of the shared customs, sym­
bols and stories of a consistent world view, and it becomes increasingly 
difficult to develop a personal worldview identity (Geurts, 1997, p.32- 
79).
The process described illustrates the shift from a closed to an open narra­
tive concept and the complications that can accompany it. While oriented 
toward the goal of self-determination, the non-worldview approach to the 
formation of religious identity focuses chiefly on ‘collective voices’ and 
the importance of religious institutions. The ‘five pillars’ of Islam are an 
example. Emphasis is placed not on personal interpretation of the be­
liever, but on the institutional manifestation of the five pillars (rules, 
roles, organisations), i.e. the supra-personal aspects. Religion is consid­
ered in terms of its institutional forms. In the context of modernisation, 
religious institutions have largely lost their societal function. The goal of 
non-worldview education is the critical confrontation with the vacuum 
that religion in its institutional manifestations has left behind.5
2.4.3 Christian adult education from a transformation orientation
Transformation-oriented Christian adult education involves appropriation 
of elements from outside the individual as well as criteria inside the indi­
vidual. The first general rule of learning, as formulated by Vygotsky, is 
that everything that a person learns comes first from outside. Learning is 
not purely an intra-mental process, but first and foremost a social (in-
5 In terms of a non-worldview related approach, this vacuum then creates space for the 
individual construction of identity (bricolage). We will not go into that here, because 
within the framework of our typology we look at the different approaches to Christian 
adult education only insofar as they serve as a model for one of the types within our 
typology. The non-worldview related approach is discussed only insofar as it is a model 
of the supra-personal dimension of a self-determination orientation.
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ter-mental) process of acquiring ideas, behaviours or abilities that are 
communicated by others. This is a transformative process, inasmuch as 
that which is acquired is also transformed by the individual. In the proc­
ess of acquisition, meaning is transformed into personal meaning. In nar­
rative terms, the individual becomes the author of her own life story. For 
the construction of a religious identity this means that a person comes to 
known herself as a religious self via the roundabout way of the texts and 
narratives of a religious tradition. Every believer writes her own religious 
narrative, and reveals new meanings in doing so. The religious or world­
view identity is formed intra-, inter- and supra-personally through inter­
action between this individual religious biography, the religious narra­
tives of others, and the religious texts and faith narratives of the religious 
tradition (Hermans, 2001, p. 283-314).
a Transformation: intra-personal
Christian adult education oriented toward transformation can be con­
cerned primarily with intra-personal identity, for example in critical cate­
chesis. A goal of a critical catechetic approach is to promote both con­
formity and self-determination, by teaching participants to think for 
themselves with the help of theological insights. Participants need to be 
motivated to „compassion, solidarity and justice from the inside out’ 
(Van der Ven, 1982, p.379), by means of an externally provided concep­
tual framework derived from critical theology. The process entails an 
interaction between the individual’s ability to construct a religious narra­
tive and the original narrative (cleaned of false ideology) of the Christian 
tradition. The religious identity is realised at the intra-personal level, in 
that the participants learn to experience themselves as emancipated be­
lievers.
A critical approach to Christian adult education seeks the emancipation 
of participants. While the development of critical thinking can encourage 
individuals to tackle societal problems, that goal is secondary in the criti­
cal approach. When participants learn to think critically about the reli­
gious dimension of reality, they can free themselves from alienating ide­
ologies (De Jong, 1998; Zondag & De Jong, 1998). As part of this 
process, the Christian faith itself is critically examined. Religious state­
ments are tested for their validity by each person with the tool of reason. 
Ideological content is critically examined and rejected where appropriate,
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inter alia through dialogue with other religions, so that what remains is 
the “authentic meaning and prophetic inspiration and orientation of the 
Bible and tradition” (Van der Ven, 1982, p.378, 401-425).
Religious identity takes form where the individual, through a process of 
critical reflection, experiences himself as a believer on the basis of God’s 
emancipating action. In this sense the identity is intra-personal. The di­
rection of identity development is one of transformation. The process of 
critical reflection draws on ideas from modern theology, but the individ­
ual is not expected to conform to these ideas. The outcome of the reflec­
tion is not prescribed. It remains the individual’s own reflection on real­
ity.
b Transformation: inter-personal
A transformation orientation can also be approached from the perspective 
of an inter-personal concept of identity. This is the case, for example, in a 
participatory approach to Christian adult education. Participatory adult 
education is based on Bruner’s thesis that knowing and learning take 
place through participation in social-cultural practices. As in non­
worldview education, the declining influence of institutions like churches 
on individuals is discussed. In our time, the human narrative has become 
an open narrative, in which people construct their own identities through 
trial and error. Now that the great story seems to have been lost, religious 
practices are an important substitute. It is here that religious tradition and 
people’s present-day experiences can still be related to each other. Relig­
ion is viewed as a religious practice embedded in a community of prac­
tice. Only through participation in religious practices such as the reading 
of Bible texts or participation in religious-inspired social events do peo­
ple gain insight into the meaning of religion. And only through participa­
tion in these religious practices can the religious self develop in an inter­
personal way.
The goal of the participatory approach to Christian adult education is 
formation of the religious self by giving meaning to the religious prac­
tices -  which still are founded in the religious tradition -  in which one 
takes part. The identity formed in this way is not an individual identity, 
but a dialogical identity. Participation is an integral element of identity 
formation. An inter-personal identity can be formed only by learning to 
participate, because the self is anchored in religious practices that are 
essentially social in nature. But participation alone is not enough, be­
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cause that would simply lead to conformity. When the educational proc­
ess is oriented toward transformation, it is essential that participants also 
learn to reflect on the practices in which they participate. Both the 
pre-scribed narrative and the narrative constructed by the individual carry 
authority in the development of a religious identity. Identity formation is 
seen neither as something that arises from within the participants, nor as 
something that is created purely as an effect of external factors (Her­
mans, 2002; 2003).
c Transformation: supra-personal
Within a goal orientation of transformation, emphasis may also be on 
supra-personal identity. An example of this would be multi-religious 
education. Multi-religious education reflects the contemporary pluralist 
context, in that the content is expanded from the Christian religion to the 
various religions that are actually present in a society and the search for 
meaning in general.
In cognitive terms, the goal of a multi-religious educational approach is 
to acquire knowledge of and insight into the various religions. Affec­
tively the goal is to develop respect for other religions, and volitively it is 
to become familiar with different religions (Hermans, 2001, p.361-363; 
cf. Sterkens, 2001, p.55-57). Precisely in a time when not just the Chris­
tian religion, but worldviews in general have lost plausibility, people are 
in need of guidance and orientation. It is important that people learn what 
it means to question the meaning of existence. Pluralism implies that 
there are a number of possible answers to this question. In order to enable 
participants to find their own answers and to choose from the worldviews 
on offer, they need to be made familiar with the many different world­
view choices. By informing people about the various possible ap­
proaches, the educator enables participants to make their own choices on 
the worldview market. The task of the educator is that of a guide (De 
Jong, 1998; 2002; Zondag & De Jong, 1998).
Here too we see that the combination of acceptance and appropriation to 
be characteristic of a transformative orientation. The individual is offered 
information about different religious and worldview traditions, to enable 
her to make her own choices. The construction of religious identity takes 
place primarily through supra-personal identification with the institu­
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tional manifestations of religion. The self comes to know itself as a reli­
gious self in relation to institutional manifestations such as religious 
celebrations, ritual forms and religious role models. These institutional 
manifestations give form to the collective voice of a religious tradition.
2.5 Research questions
We have described nine approaches to Christian religious adult educa­
tion, and the goals they seek to fulfil. We will now formulate four re­
search (sub)questions6 in relation to these approaches.
1. What are the goals o f religious education o f Christian adult edu­
cators?
2. To what extent do they agree with these goals?
3. To what extent do the goals o f religious education correlate?
4. To what extent are Christian adult educator’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices predictors o f agreement with the 
goals?
On the basis of our theoretical framework, our expectations with regard 
to these research questions are as follows.
First, we expect that the nine general goals to Christian adult education 
will be present in the awareness of Christian adult educators.
Second, we expect that in a time of pluralism and de-institutionalisation, 
Christian adult educators will agree most strongly with the goal orienta­
tions of self-determination and transformation and least strongly with the 
goal orientation of conformity. Similarly, we expect less agreement with 
the goals aimed at forming supra-personal identity because of the same 
phenomenon of de-institutionalisation.
6  These research questions are part of the more general formulated first (and third) re­
search question presented in chapter one about the goal orientations of Christian adult 
education. We will answer these research question about religio-moral education in 
chapter 4 , after having dealt more specific with goals o f religious education in chapter 2  
and goals of moral education in chapter 3.
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Third, we believe that agreement with one of the conformity-oriented 
approaches will tend to correlate with agreement with other goals having 
the same orientation, and that the same will hold true of the self­
determination and transformation orientations. At the same time we an­
ticipate that the goals that focus on the same dimensions of identity will 
correlate less markedly among themselves, because the dimensions of 
identity are not mutually exclusive categories.
Finally, we think that agreement with the different goals will be differen­
tiated along the lines of the religious institutional beliefs and practices of 
the Christian adult educators, and more specific along the lines of the 
believing aspects ecclesiological views and conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy. On the basis of our theoretical discussion we would expect a hier­
archical church view to correlate with a conformity orientation because 
of an acceptance of extrinsic authority. On the same ground we expect a 
democratic church view to correlate with a self-determination and trans­
formative orientation where intrinsic authority is stressed. We further 
expect that agreement with a particular approach to Christian adult edu­
cation will be reflected in the degree to which the educators allow them­
selves to be guided by their views about church organisation, as well as 
by rules in the context of their educational work (conformity to ecclesias­
tical policy). The expectation is that Christian adult educators who agree 
with conformity-oriented goals will also be more likely to be guided by 
extrinsic authority in their work than educators who agree with self­
determination and transformation-oriented goals. Regarding the acting- 
aspects we expect that agreement with the conformity orientation corre­
lates with intra-institutional acting, like church-involvement and prayer 
and that agreement with the orientations of self-determination and trans­
formation correlates with more extra-institutional acting, like openness to 
mystical experience and alternative religiosity.
2.6 Empirical research
In this section we describe the results of our empirical study among 
Christian adult educators within the Roman Catholic church in the Neth­
erlands. The study was in the form of a survey of the entire study popula­
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tion, namely the total population of Christian adult educators working in 
the Catholic context in the Netherlands, consisting of:
- catechists of adults working in parishes;
- pastors having Christian adult education as one of their tasks;
- educators working in centres of religious formation;
- teachers at pastoral schools;
- experienced volunteers with theological education.
For further information about the population and sampling design we 
refer to section 1.7.3. To describe our research model we give an over­
view of the conceptual model, research instruments and the design of 
analysis we used.
2.6.1 Conceptual model
Our research questions for this chapter concerns the typology of goals of 
Christian religious adult education presented in the theoretical portion, 
which can be represented as follow
Figure 2.1 Typology of goals of Christian religious adult education
intra-personal inter-personal supra-personal
conformity kerygmatic hermeneutic neo-scholastic
self­
determination
mystagogic existential non-worldview
transformation critical participatory multi-religious
2.6.2 Research instrument
In order to make agreement with the goals measurable, we used indica­
tors that denote what differentiates one approach from another. Indicators 
for goals within the conformity orientation are based on extrinsic author­
ity, those within the self-determination orientation are based on intrinsic 
authority, and those within the transformation orientation are based on a 
combination of the two. The orientations are expressed by verbs. In the 
case of the conformity-oriented goals, the verb expresses the movement 
from outside to inside, i.e. appropriate, interpret and adopt. Then, we
emphasised the intra-, inter- or supra-personal dimensions of religious 
identity.
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Figure 2.2 Indicators of goals of Christian religious adult education
orientation identity
conformity
kerygmatic appropriate experience of personal surrender to Christ
hermeneutic learn to interpret meaning of Bible and tradition for life
neo-scholastic adopt church dogma
self-determination
mystagogic develop sensitivity to internal religious symbols
existential become aware experience of faith
non-worldview realise loss of function of religious institutions
transformation
critical form personal vision based on critical 
theological insights
participatory develop personal identity through collectively 
giving meaning to religious practices
multi-religious learn about plurality of religions and worldviews
Based on these indicators we operationalised each goal with the aid of 
two items. An item designed to measure a kergymatic goal, for example, 
is: “Participants acquire a personal faith in Christ’. An example of an 
item for the multi-religious goal is: “Participants are introduced to the 
multiplicity o f religions and worldviews'". For a complete list of all items 
we refer to the factor analysis as presented in table 2.1.
2.6.3 Design of analysis
To answer the first three research questions about the goals of religious 
adult education we used factor analyses. This is a dimensional technique 
to determine latent, not directly observable variables like notions about 
goals of religious education. These notions are rendered measurable by 
compiling indicators for each goal and converting them into items. The 
interrelationship between items is reflected by way of a factor analysis 
that groups them according to underlying factors. This enables us to de­
termine to what extent the distinctions we made in goals of religious edu­
cation were also made by the educators.
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To determine how the institutional religious beliefs and practices of 
Christian adult educators’ relate with their agreement with goals of reli­
gious education (fourth research question) we used bi-variate analyses.
2.6.4 Results
To answer the first research question about the goals of religious educa­
tion differentiated by Christian adult educators, we performed a forced 
factor analysis with nine factors based on our theoretical model. The re­
sult of this analysis is shown in table 2.1. From this factor analysis we 
can conclude that the nine goals to Christian religious adult education are 
present in the awareness of Christian adult educators. Two correlations 
are moderately strong, namely the mystagogic approach (r .46) and par­
ticipatory approach (r .43). The other correlations are strong to very 
strong.
Table 2.1 Oblimin-rotated factor matrix (minimal eigenvalue = 1), commonalities (h2), 
reliability (Alpha’s), means, standard deviation and percentage of explained variance 
regarding goals of Christian religious adult education.
Item
h2 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9
participants 
become aware 
of their own 
experience and 
faith convic­
tions
.67 .79
participants 
become aware 
of the faith that 
is in them
.56 .62
participants 
become familiar 
with the faith 
truths of the 
church
.87 .92
participants are 
introduced to 
the truth taught 
by the church
.75 .71
participants 
learn to see that 
religion hardly 
plays a role in 
society any
.72 .85
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longer
participants 
realise that 
religion no 
longer has much 
influence on 
individuals and 
society
.72 .85
participants 
form their own 
view of societal 
issues from a 
critical theo­
logical perspec­
tive
1.0
1 . 0 2
participants 
learn to think 
about problems 
in society on the 
basis of critical 
theological 
insights
.50 -.60
participants are 
introduced to 
the multiplicity 
of religions and 
worldviews
.73 .87
participants 
become ac­
quainted with 
different reli­
gious beliefs 
and traditions
.83 . 8 6
participants live 
their lives from 
a personal 
commitment to 
Christ
.75 .83
participants 
acquire a per­
sonal faith in 
Christ
.68 .81
participants 
understand their 
life from an 
understanding 
of deep human 
symbols
.64 .74
participants 
develop a sensi­
tivity for reli-
.61 .31 .48
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gious images 
that lie hidden 
in every person
participants 
develop their 
own religious 
identity by 
together giving 
meaning to 
religious activi­
ties
.75 -.82
participants 
develop their 
religious iden­
tity by discover­
ing the meaning 
of religious 
activities as a 
group
.35 -.26 -.38
participants 
look at their 
lives in terms of 
the message 
offered by the 
Bible and by 
tradition
.74 - . 6 8
participants 
learn about the 
ways in which 
the Bible and 
tradition are 
relevant today
.49 .29 -.20 -.35
alpha .73 .86 .83 .78 .86 .83 .63 .60 .66
mean* 4.4 2.8 2.2 3.7 3.3 3.5 4.1 4.1 4.1
standard
deviation
.63 1.07 .93 .77 .89 1.02 .70 .66 .74
% explained 
variance:
68.7 %
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree)
Factor loadings below .20 were left out
Legend:
f 1 = existential
f2  = neo-scholastic
f3 = non-worldview
f4  = critical
f5 = multi-religious
f6  = kerygmatic
f7 = mystagogic
f 8  = participatory
f9 = hermeneutic
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The extent to which Christian adult educators agree with each of these 
goals of religious education (second research question) is illustrated in 
table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Means and standard deviation of the general goals to Christian religious adult 
education, by orientation: c(conformity), s(self-determination), t(transformation)*
intra-personal inter-personal supra-personal
mean s.d. mean s.d mean s.d
c kerymatic 3.5 1.02 herme­
neutic
4.1 .74 neo­
scholastic
2.8 1.07
s mytagogic 4.1 .70 existen­
tial
4.4 .63 non­
worldview
2.2 .93
t critcal 3.7 .77 participa­
tory
4.1 .66 multi­
religious
3.3 .89
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree)
In general, it can be said that there is agreement with almost all of these 
approaches. Only the non-worldview goal is rejected, and the 
neo-scholastic and multi-religious goals are in the range of doubt (be­
tween 2.60 and 3.40), with the neo-scholastic goal tending toward rejec­
tion (mean = 2.8) and the multi-religious goal tending toward agreement 
(mean = 3.3). The highest level of agreement was with the existential 
goal (mean = 4.4).
When we look at the different orientations, we find that within the con­
formity orientation a hermeneutic goal involving the transmission of the 
meaning of the Bible and Christian tradition scores highest and the 
neo-scholastic goal of introducing the teachings of the church scores 
lowest. Agreement with the kerygmatic model of entering into a personal 
relationship with Jesus Christ is between the two. This pattern is repeated 
with the other two orientations, in that the supra-personal approaches 
have the lowest agreement (non-worldview and multi-religious) and the 
inter-personal approaches the highest (existential and participatory).
The third research question concerns the relationship between the vari­
ous goals according to educators. The results are shown in table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Significant (p<0.001) and relevant (r > .30) correlations between goals of 
Christian religious adult education by orientation
intra-personal
conformity
self­
determination
trans­
formation
inter-personal supra-personal
.50
We see strong correlations among the three conformity-oriented ap­
proach goals. This means that the more Christian adult educators agree 
with a kerygmatic goal (intra-personal), the more strongly they also agree 
with the hermeneutic (inter-personal, r .45) and neo-scholastic (su­
pra-personal, r .50) goals. Also, the more they agree with the neo­
scholastic goal, the more they agree with the hermeneutic goal (r .34). 
For the other two orientations, only the intra-personal and inter-personal 
goals correlate with each other. The more one agrees with a mystagogic 
goal, the more one is also in agreement with an existential model (r .52, 
self-determination orientation), and the more one agrees with a critical 
goal the more one will agree with a participatory goal (r .36, transforma­
tion orientation). The supra-personal goals within the orientations of self­
determination and transformation do not correlate with the other goals. 
We will look at this result more closely in the discussion.
The fourth research question has to do with the religious institutional 
beliefs and practices of the Christian adult educators who agree with the 
various goals of religious education. We show the results in tables 2.4,
2.5 and 2.6.
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Table 2.4 Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) be­
tween conformity-oriented goals of religious education and religious institutional be­
liefs and practices o f Christian adult educators
kerygmatic hermeneutic neo­
scholastic
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
.23* 3 9 **
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
-.28*
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
-.25*
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
.37** .38**
church involvement .52** .37**
prayer .49** .26* .38**
mystical experience
alternative religiosity .32**
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
Table 2.5 Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) be­
tween self-determination-oriented goals o f religious education and religious institu­
tional beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators
mystagogic existential non­
worldview
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
-.31** - 2 9 **
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
.23*
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
church involvement .26* .25*
prayer
mystical experience .27*
alternative religiosity .34**
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
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Table 2.6 Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) be­
tween transformation-oriented goals of religious education and religious institutional 
beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators
critical participatory multi­
religious
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
-.26*
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
.27*
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
church involvement
prayer
mystical experience 29**
alternative religiosity .26* .26*
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
The first relevant aspect of religious institutional beliefs consists of the 
ecclesiological views of the Christian adult educators. Three goals of 
religious education appear to have no correlation with ecclesiological 
views, namely the hermeneutic, non-worldview and critical goals. 
Among the conformity-oriented goals, agreement with the idea that deci­
sions in the church should be made by only a few people (centralised 
decision making) also implies agreement with a kergymatic (r .23) and 
neo-scholastic goal (r .39) of religious education. Those who agree with a 
neo-scholastic goal also tend to reject the idea that the leadership of the 
church should be open to all (structural openness, r -.25) and that the 
church must adapt to changes in society (cultural openness, r -.28). The 
opposite is true of the self-determination-oriented goals. The more educa­
tors agree with the mystagogic and existential approaches, the less likely 
they are to agree with the view that the church should be hierarchically 
controlled (r -.31 and r -.29). Agreement with a mystagogic goal also 
correlates with support for cultural openness in the church (r .23). The 
transformation-oriented goals show little correlation with the various 
ecclesiological views. Agreement with a participatory goal implies dis­
agreement with the view that decision-making in the church should be 
made by a few people (r -.26), and agreement with a multi-religious goal
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implies agreement with the idea that leadership in the church should be 
open to all (r .27).
The second relevant aspect is conformity to ecclesiastic policy: the extent 
to which the educators allow themselves to be guided by rules that apply 
within the teaching environment. The educators were asked to what ex­
tent, in case of differences of opinion, they would comply with directives 
from the church authorities in their diocese, policies of their institution 
such as a deanery or parish, or the opinions of their colleagues. There 
appears to be a significant correlation between the degree of conformity 
to ecclesiastic policy and agreement with conformity-oriented educa­
tional goals of religious education.
The more Christian adult educators are guided by the directives of church 
authorities, the policies of their institution and the opinions of colleagues, 
the more they agree with conformity-oriented goals as the kerygmatic (r 
.37) and neo-scholastic (r .38) goals.
We also expected also that agreement with the goals of religious educa­
tion correlated with the acting-aspects of the religious institutional beliefs 
and practices of the Christian adult educators. This is confirmed by our 
findings.The higher the church involvement the higher the agreement 
with the hermeneutic goal: educators with a high church involvement 
agree more (mean = 4.2) with the hermeneutic goal than educators with 
modal (mean = 4.0) and no church involvement (mean = 2.1). Educators 
who are core church member also agree more with a neo-scholastic goal 
(mean = 3.0) than educators with a modal church involvement (mean =
2.2) or with no church involvement (mean = 1.4). The same goes for 
agreement with the existential goal: educators with high and modal 
church involvement agree more (mean = 4.5) with this goal than educa­
tors without church involvement (mean = 3.6). Furthermore, educators 
with a modal church involvement agree more with a mystagogic goal 
(mean = 4.4) than educators with a high church involvement (mean = 
4.0) or with no church involvement (mean = 3.6).
Regarding prayer educators who pray often and regularly agree more 
with the hermeneutic goal (often: mean = 4.2; regularly: mean = 4.1) and 
kerygmatic goal (often: mean = 3.6; regularly: mean = 3.7) than educa-
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tors who pray sometimes (hermeneutic: mean = 3.6; kerygmatic: mean =
2.3). Educators who pray often also agree more with the neo-scholastic 
goal (mean = 3.1) than educators who pray regularly (mean = 2.7) or 
sometimes (mean = 2.0).
Concerning the extra-institutional forms of acting we see that the more 
educators report having mystical experience, the more they agree with 
the mystagogic (r .27) and multi-religious goals (r. 29). Having interest in 
alternative religiosity is related to agreement with the kerygmatic, mys- 
tagogic, participatory and multi-religious goals of religious education. 
There are three categories: strong interest (interest in more than 10 top­
ics), moderate interest (interest in 6 to 10 topics) and weak interest (less 
than 6 topics).Educators with moderate interest in alternative religiosity 
are more in favour of the kerygmatic goal (mean = 3.9) than educators 
with lower (mean = 3.3) or higher interest in alternative religiosity (mean 
= 3.2). Further: the stronger the interest in alternative religiosity the more 
the educators agree with the mystagogic goal (strong: mean = 4.4; mod­
erate: mean = 4.1; weak interest: mean = 3.8). The same goes for agree­
ment with the multi-religious goal (strong: mean = 3.6; moderate mean = 
3.2; weak interest: mean = 3.1). Educators with a strong interest in alter­
native religiosity are also more in favour for the participatory goal (mean 
= 4.3) than educators with weak interest (mean = 3.8).
2.7 Conclusion and discussion
How do we evaluate these findings in the light of our theoretical discus­
sion? All of the goals of religious education identified on the basis of our 
conceptual model were found in the responses of Christian adult educa­
tors in our study. It appears that the theoretical differentiation into goals 
based on two dimensions does reflect the awareness of Christian adult 
educators. Our expectation was that the educators would agree most 
strongly with goals within the self-determination and transformation ori­
entations, and least strongly with the conformity-oriented goals. This is 
confirmed by our findings.
Our next expectation was that the correlation between various goals 
would differentiate along the dimensions of the orientations. We found 
that the agreement with general goals did tend to correlate along the for­
mal dimension of goal orientation. The distinction between the orienta-
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tions of conformity, self-determination and transformation appears to be 
confirmed.
As far as the religious institutional beliefs and practices of the Christian 
adult educators are concerned, we had anticipated that a hierarchical 
church view would correlate with conformity-oriented approaches and a 
democratic church view to correlate with self-determination- and trans­
formation-oriented approaches. Our findings confirm this as far as sup­
port for centralised decision-making is concerned. In the case of the 
neo-scholastic and mystagogic goals this pattern applies to ecclesiologi­
cal views in general.On the basis of our theoretical discussion we would 
further expect a high degree of conformity to ecclesiastic policy to corre­
late with agreement with conformity-oriented goals of religious educa­
tion, and a self-determination orientation with a low degree of conformity 
to ecclesiastic policy. The Christian adult educators who reported being 
guided by the rules of church authorities did in fact seem to agree more 
with conformity-oriented approach goals in which identity is formed 
through extrinsic authority.
It turns out that agreement with the goals of religious education does cor­
relate with religious institutional beliefs and practices. As we expected 
agreement with the conformity goals relates with the intra-institutional 
forms of acting (church involvement and prayer) and agreement with 
transformational goals relates to more extra-institutional forms of acting 
as openness to mystical experience and alternative religiosity.
A notable finding is that goals concerned with supra-personal identity 
received the least agreement within each goal-orientation. Within the 
orientation of conformity the agreement with the supra-personal goal 
tended toward rejection (mean agreement with the neo-scholastic goal = 
2.8), within the self-determination the non-worldview goal was rejected 
(mean = 2.2) and within the transformation orientation it tended toward 
agreement (mean agreement with the multi-religious goal = 3.3). The 
doubting of supra-personal goals does not mean the educators are more 
personal oriented. Within each goal orientation the inter-personal goal 
received the most agreement, more than the intrapersonal goals. This 
shows that Christian adult educators are involved in the social dimension 
of identity development, but not so much in the institutional dimension.
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The supra-personal goal also showed the weakest correlation with the 
other goals of religious education. In each orientation category, a correla­
tion was found between the goals concerned with intra-personal and in­
ter-personal identity. Agreement with goals concerned mainly with su­
pra-personal identity correlates with agreement for goals focussing on 
intra-personal and inter-personal identity only within the conformity ori­
entation. It seems that the goal orientation of conformity defines all three 
dimensions of religious identity (intra-, inter- and supra-personal), where 
the orientations of self-determination and transformation define mainly 
the intra- and interpersonal dimensions.
This finding can be satisfactorily interpreted on the basis of our theoreti­
cal model. In conformity orientations, the direction of identity develop­
ment is from outside the individual to inside. Supra-personal identity is 
about that which is beyond the individual. The „collective voice’ is asso­
ciated with authority, and the individual must conform to it. According to 
an institutional theory of religion, religious institutions can be considered 
religious practices that have acquired authority within a certain commu­
nity (Drisbey, 1994, p. 220-224). Thus institutions are by definition 
linked with the concept of authority:
The concept of an institution is essentially linked with the concept of authority. 
When human communities agree in the use of a ritual, give it an institutional de­
scription and imbue it with culturally emergent properties, there arises a sense in 
which a certain procedure becomes the way the thing ought to be done (Disbrey, 
1994, p .145).
Within religion, tradition is seen as the source of authority. Institutionali­
sation and de-institutionalisation have to do with the tension between 
renewal and continuity of the tradition. Religious practices are embedded 
in religious regimes, defined as:
an ensemble of relationships of dependency between institutions that is more or less 
formalised and ideologically legitimised by religious specialists (Bax, 1985, p.25).
On the basis of a religious regime it is determined which religious prac­
tices should take place and how they should be performed. This power 
constellation is then ideologically legitimated. It is ultimately the author­
ity of a tradition that determines what is a religious practice and what is 
the meaning of a religious practice. Institutionalisation of religious prac­
tices always implies formalisation of rules and procedures, whereby they
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become less flexible and more difficult to change (Bruner, 1996, p.157- 
158; cf. Hermans, 2001, p.211-215, 259-260; Van Rooden, 1996). Per­
haps Christian adult educators reject goals that emphasise supra-personal 
identity for fear that as soon as the authority of a religious practice lies 
solely in its institutionalisation, there remains little chance of change.
Although in a pluralist society religious institutions have seem to lost 
much of their societal relevance and with it their control over people, 
Christian adult educators still work within the institutional context of the 
church. In this working environment they pursue goals that concern the 
intra-personal and inter-personal aspects of identity and not the su­
pra-personal, collective aspect. How they cope with this tension is a mat­
ter of interest to those concerned with religious education.
In this light it is an interesting finding that conformity to ecclesiastic pol­
icy and ecclesiology as a problem of church leadership relate to different 
general goals of Christian religious adult education. It is significant that 
agreement with a neo-scholastic goal, which focuses on supra-personal 
identity within a conformity orientation, correlates most strongly with 
acceptance of hierarchical decision-making structures and rejection of 
democratic tendencies of openness to the surrounding culture. For this 
group of Christian adult educators, the striving for conformity is perhaps 
a way of resolving or avoiding the aforementioned tension. For the other 
Christian adult educators, tension can be expected between the goals of 
self-determination and transformation for which they strive and the insti­
tutional context of the church in which they are active.

3 Goals of moral education within Christian adult education 
3.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with goals of moral education within Christian adult 
education. In practice Christian adult education entails both religious and 
moral instruction. Participants are given both religious and moral educa­
tion. After all, the Christian tradition consists not only of notions about 
transcendent reality, but also about the good life and how to realise it. In 
God -  or some sort of transcendent reality -  we experience what the good 
life is and then try to realise it in terms of these insights. On the basis of 
their view of the good life religions (like Christianity) offer people an 
orientation and inspiration when they face moral choices (Auer, 1973, 
p.123-142).1 Our concept of religion is based on the definition of the 
theologian Keith Ward, according to whom religion comprises:
a set of practices to establish a relationship with a transcendent reality for the sake of 
obtaining human good or avoiding harm (Ward, 2004, p.3).
Religion is a practical affair, concerned with what people do to become 
better human beings:
It [religion] is essentially concerned with ways o f living and acting, with commit­
ment to a specific conception of the good and to a way of life that is empowered by 
participation in that good (Ward, 2004, p. 180).
Consequently moral education is a major component of Christian adult 
education, which is what this chapter is about. We focus on general nor­
mative action orientations (values), rather than norms in the sense of 
more or less direct behavioral precepts. Our concern with moral instruc­
tion in Christian education stems from interest in how Christian adult 
educators deal with moral pluralism. For in modern society Christian 
adult education takes place in a pluralist setting.
Moral pluralism means that people have diverse, conflicting moral prefe­
rences, both within and between religions. They are aware of this plural­
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1 According to A. Auer (1973, p.123-142) a Christian perspective fulfils three functions 
when it comes to morality: an integrative function in regard to different values, a stimu­
lating function for positive action based on certain values, and a critical function regard­
ing values and human conduct.
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ism, which has implications for adult moral education. It is not just a 
matter of handing down the moral tradition of Christianity. What do 
Christian adult educators want to achieve with moral education? How do 
they teach participants to handle moral pluralism? The practice of Chris­
tian adult education constantly confronts one with this situation. A Chris­
tian religious community may, for instance, have diverse views on the 
accommodation of asylum seekers who have exhausted all legal proce­
dures The procedures have been highlighted recently by the eviction of a 
number of families from their homes. One moral stance is that such 
people should be accommodated in the homes of members of the reli­
gious community, even if  it means contravening the law. Another moral 
position is that everybody should stick to the law at all times. Yet another 
view is that in such cases church asylum would be a justified exception to 
the rule. People deal with this diversity in various ways. Do they deny or 
accept the existence of different notions? Do they feel that all these views 
merit careful consideration? Which approach should be accepted? Does 
one have to choose, and if so, on what grounds? Can the choice be based 
on rational arguments?
This chapter is based on a distinction made by the philosopher Nicolas 
Rescher between positions on moral pluralism. Different positions are 
classified in terms of the extent to which one can justify one’s own moral 
stance. This results in a typology of options for dealing with moral plu­
ralism (3.2). The typology enables us to identify different kinds of subs­
tantive goals for moral adult education in a religious context (3.3). We 
then formulate a number of research questions relating to these goals 
(3.4), followed by a discussion of the findings of an empirical research 
project among Christian adult educators in the Catholic Church in the 
Netherlands (3.5). The chapter culminates in conclusions and a discus­
sion of some noteworthy research results (3.6).
3.2 Typology of responses to moral pluralism
Nicholas Rescher defines pluralism as “the doctrine that any substantial 
question admits o f a variety o f plausible but mutually conflicting res­
ponses’" (Rescher, 1993, p.79). In this chapter on moral education we 
interpret moral pluralism with Rescher as a „substantive question’ regard­
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ing the choice of a moral stance (Rescher, 1993, p.5). Diversity of moral 
preferences raises the question of how to justify one’s own moral stance: 
how does one know or find out which stance to adopt? In Rescher’s view 
it is the one that is most justified in rational terms. Based on the feasibili­
ty of such justification we distinguish between six possible positions on 
moral pluralism, on the following three conditions:
• first, the existence of a diversity of plausible moral stances must 
be acknowledged;
• second, one has to choose one of these stances;
• third, the choice must be based on rational, convincing grounds.
Rescher mentions two positions that fail to satisfy the first condition. 
People occupying these positions deny the existence of a diversity of 
plausible stances. The nihilist position rests on the assumption that in 
cases of moral uncertainty no response is possible. Hence none of the 
moral stances is either considered or accepted. In the case of a monist 
stance only one perspective is considered and accepted, since it is as­
sumed that there is only one possible choice. Consequently the nihilist 
and monist positions both fail to meet the first condition.
Positions that do comply with this condition are called pluralist. Here the 
premise is that several moral perspectives merit careful consideration. 
Pluralist positions that satisfy the first, but not the second condition we 
call egalitarian. Here the premise is that the existence of several plausible 
perspectives means that no choice can be made, since one (our own) al­
ternative is no better, more correct, rational, appropriate, et cetera than 
any other option. The alternative stances, including one’s own, are rated 
equally valid, hence the possibility of rational consideration of moral 
choices is denied. The scepticist position rests on the belief that we can­
not be sure which moral stance is true and which is false. By accepting 
no stance one avoids the danger of choosing a wrong one. The syncretist 
position implies willingness not only to consider, but also to accept and 
combine all moral stances. Every stance is regarded as part of a greater
2
2  Rescher (1993) distinguishes between pluralism and consensus in the areas of religious 
beliefs (theoretical/cognitive), action (practical/pragmatic) and values (evalua- 
tive/axiological).
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truth. Again no choice is made among moral stances, hence the second 
condition is not satisfied.
But there are pluralist positions that do satisfy the second condition by 
choosing a particular stance. These positions we call preferential. Again 
there are two possible variants. A relativist position means that after con­
sidering all moral alternatives, only one is accepted, but the choice is not 
based on rational grounds. It is a matter of individual psychology (taste, 
custom, etc.) or outside influences (education, group conformity, social 
ideology, etc.). The various moral alternatives are seen as equally ration­
al. Acceptance of one of them “emerges from considerations that them­
selves lack any rational basis -  as a matter o f taste, o f personal inclina­
tion, or social tradition etc" (Rescher, 1993, p.80). One learns to justify 
one’s choice by citing a particular culture and tradition. A contextualist 
position, on the other hand, implies that a chosen moral stance merits 
acceptance. In this case the criterion is the rationality of the stance on the 
basis of universally valid criteria. Both the relativist and contextualist 
positions are preferentially pluralist. Thus they satisfy the first two condi­
tions: they acknowledge a diversity of plausible moral stances (1), and 
that one must not only consider them all, but must choose a particular 
stance and commit oneself to it (2). But only a contextualist position sa­
tisfies the third condition of justifying one’s choice (Rescher, 1993, p.64- 
126).3
3  It does not necessarily mean that the position I find most rational is the one others 
have to accept, or that the other’s position is less rational. Rescher (1993, p.101) writes:
“[The] insistence on the correctness o f  one particular alternative is perfectly compati­
ble with a pluralism that acknowledges that others, situated differently from ourselves 
in the experiential scheme o f  things, may be fully rationally warranted and entitled to 
hold the variant position they in fact adopt”.
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This classification is summarised in figure 3.1:
Figure 3.1 Typology of possible positions on moral pluralism
plausible* acceptable** choice
possible
choice
rational
position
none (0 ) none (0 ) - - nihilism
one ( 1 ) one ( 1 ) - - monism
several none (0 ) no
(egalitarian)
- scepticist
pluralism
several several no
(egalitarian)
- syncretist
pluralism
several one ( 1 ) yes
(preferential)
no relativist
pluralism
several one ( 1 ) yes
(preferential)
yes contextualist
pluralism
* plausible in the sense of deserving sympathetic consideration (Rescher, 1993, p.98). 
** acceptable in the sense o f deserving endorsement and adoption (Rescher, 1993, 
p.98).
3.3 Goals of moral education
In this section we use Rescher’s typology to classify the various goals of 
moral education encountered in the literature. This enables us to identify 
six types of goals relating to handling moral pluralism. The foregoing 
figure (figure3.1) shows the dimensions where they differ from each oth­
er. First we locate the goals of moral education in the framework of the 
typology, then we indicate in which approaches to Christian adult educa­
tion the goals occur. What we provide is a rational reconstruction rather 
than a historical description or an analysis of certain authors in the field. 
The goals are represented only insofar as they fit the typology concep­
tually. We do not profess to give a historical or systematic overview of 
all authors in the field of moral education. Those that are mentioned in 
the outline below merely serve to illustrate a particular type.
The names of the various types of goals derive from the typology, with 
the exception of the nihilist position. That is because the term ‘nihilist’ in 
the context of moral education may cause confusion. To avoid misun­
derstanding we opt for the term ‘universal non-moralist’, which is more 
apposite to the contents of this goal than the term ‘nihilist’, since it is not
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a case of participants claiming that no moral position is worth consider­
ing, but rather that such consideration is pointless at a social level.
We distinguish six goals of moral education (see figure 3.1). First we 
describe the non-moralist (1) and monist (2) goals of moral education, 
next we describe the four pluralist goals of moral education (3 to 6). In 
the case of pluralist goals of moral education Christian adult educators 
teach participants to consider different moral positions.
3.3.1 Universal non-moralist goal of moral education
The universal non-moralist position implies that participants realise that 
moral arguments no longer play a role in societal life. On the basis of the 
pluralist character of society, they are taught to renounce the question of 
adopting moral positions. The pluralism of society obstructs the 
achievement of broad -  substantive -  consensus on moral issues. Such a 
broad, substantive morality, which comprises elements from tradition, 
intuitions that cannot be substantiated and worldview-related arguments, 
can never be universally endorsed (Zwart, 1993, p.103). In moral coun­
seling, therefore, we should not make use of such worldview-informed 
justifications, since they do not convince others. In public life, after all, 
moral deliberation is aimed at consensus, not at truth. In fact, the various 
moral positions should not be considered at a societal level, since they 
merely cause conflict. Not that morality as such should be thrown over­
board; but moral considerations should be confined to the domain of per­
sonal morality (Zwart, 1993, p.69-109).4 Everybody should work out for 
themselves where they stand. Moral authority lies with the individual 
person.
4 Zwart also describes criticism levelled at this approach. One could argue that it is quite 
impossible not to invoke broad moral perspectives. Every justificatory practice is ines­
capably bound to tradition (MacIntyre) and our commitment to such a practice relates 
directly to acceptance or rejection of certain arguments. Indeed, the origin and location 
in the non-worldview-related tradition of the arguments used have to be traced. Refrain­
ing from citing substantive considerations is not only impossible but also undesirable. 
One emphatically has to draw on personal morality, especially when dealing with dif­
ferent backgrounds. If not, the diversity is camouflaged so as to avoid or manage con­
flict. Pluralism, although ostensibly accepted, is in fact neutralised (Zwart, 1993, p.181- 
248).
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Such a goal of moral education is found in the ‘non-worldview-related’ 
approach to Christian adult education described in section 2.4.2(c). At a 
societal level modernisation has put pressure on the integrative function 
of worldview-related institutions. This applies not only to Christianity as 
a specific worldview but to worldview-related approaches generally. In­
dividuals no longer have shared customs, symbols and narratives of a 
consistent worldview at their disposal (Zwart, 1993, p.29-94).5 Non­
worldview-related education requires critical acknowledgment of the gap 
left by religion in its institutional manifestation. This gap now provides a 
space for individual identity construction.6
3.3.2 Monist goal of moral education
The monist type of goal regards moral education as initiation into the 
Christian tradition without putting it against the background of other tra­
ditions. One could regard this as religious and moral exclusivism, for the 
alternatives are left out of consideration:
Generally, it [exclusivism] makes the questionable assumption that only one out of a 
possible range of versions of religious truth is valid, without an adequate exploration 
of the alternatives (Hobson & Edwards, 1999, p.48-49).
Christian adult educators who pursue the monist goal want participants to 
appropriate the values of the Christian tradition. An example is the 
transmission of values. The question of what values to transmit is left 
unasked. The typical assumption is that the values to be transmitted are 
predetermined. Thus the contents of education are decided in advance. 
The premise is the values, not the participants’ preferences:
5 In this regard Kunneman refers to the demolition of the ‘tea-cosy culture’, the con­
comitant of the modernisation and rationalisation processes. Kunneman, 1996, p.15 
(our translation): “Individuals no longer shelter largely under the tea cosy o f  the ‘p il­
lar ’, worldview or political movement to which they belong, but engage in a process o f  
worldview-related individualisation’".
6 This development is a concomitant of the modernization processes of rationalisation, 
differentiation and segmentation. T. Geurts, following Habermas, works out these con­
cepts from the perspective of sociology of knowledge. For a detailed exposition see 
Geurts, 1997, p.32-97.
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... ultimately the deciding factor is not the value system functioning in the 
biography of the educand (our translation, Van der Ven, 1985, p.40).
The goal is decidedly not that participants should evaluate the transmitted 
values critically or learn to make moral choices for themselves (Van der 
Ven, 1998a, p.125-136). In Christian adult education the monist goal is 
found in what is known as kerygmatic catechesis -  which centers on 
personal surrender to Jesus Christ -  and neo-scholastic catechesis, which 
focuses on constructing a Christian identity, evidenced by appropriation 
of ecclesiastic doctrine (see chapter 2).7
3.3.3 Scepticist pluralist goal of moral education
A scepticist position means that, although participants are expected to 
consider different moral preferences, they in fact accept none of them
because the choice cannot be substantiated. Inculcation of moral feelings
8
-  also known as emotional education -  fits into this type of goal. In 
terms of cognitive interaction theory emotions are formed in interaction 
with the context and play a major role in cognitive evaluation. In the 
absence of an external criterion, emotions should be classified according 
to their contribution to the evaluation process. For the purpose of such 
classification Van der Ven proposes the criterion of authenticity, which is 
met by emotions like empathy and a sense of justice. The aim of 
instilling moral feelings is that participants learn to develop their moral 
sensibility and to reinforce feelings (such as moral indignation) (Van der 
Ven, 1998a, p.283-337). Emotional education is not aimed at moral 
decision making but at the evaluation process, whose outcome or moral 
content is not predetermined. In this approach the aim is to reinforce 
moral feelings. Morality influences behaviour but is not focal in moral 
decision making. The focus of emotional education is not moral choices
7 For a detailed exposition of kerygmatic and neo-scholastic catechesis in the Nether­
lands, see Hemel, 1986, p.78-94; Van der Ven, 1982, p.380-382 and De Jong, 2002, p. 
39-57.
8 It is noteworthy that J. Wilson adduces the existence of a ‘moral sense’ as counter 
argument to a scepticist view of moral education. Human beings have “an intuitive or 
directly experienced fe lt belief about how one ought to act when one is free to act volun­
tarily”, which forms the basis for their moral judgments. Examples of this moral sense 
are such moral conceptions as sympathy, honesty, self-control and duty (Wilson, 1993, 
p.vii-26).
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but moral feelings. One has to learn that various moral positions merit 
consideration. For that reason emotional education is an example of 
pluralist moral education, although it does not (yet) entail actively opting 
for a moral position. That is why it is called a scepticist goal.
In Christian adult education such a goal of moral education may feature, 
for example, in existential catechesis. Here the aim is to establish a reli­
gious identity by way of existential clarification. The assumption is that 
immersing oneself in one’s existential experience affords insight into its 
religious dimension (see section 2.4.2 (b). Emotional education is a key 
component of such existential clarification.9
3.3.4 Syncretist pluralist goal of moral education
A syncretist goal is when Christian adult educators want participants to 
consider and adopt several moral positions. An example of such a goal is 
value clarification, developed by Raths, Harmin and Simon in the 1960s 
and 1970s. Value clarification is meant to offer an alternative to 
traditional goals of moral education such as value transmission, which no 
longer suffices in a pluralist age (cf. Van der Ven, 1985, p.57). The 
situation of moral pluralism and the declining influence of the church, the 
family, et cetera have left people confused, insecure or unclear about 
their moral position. The aim of value clarification is to make individuals 
realise what they do and do not value and to act accordingly.10 Moral 
pluralism implies that moral positions cannot and should not be 
predetermined. Participants are helped to become aware and develop 
their own moral preferences. Individuals opt freely for a position after 
considering the implications of alternative stances (Van der Ven, 1985, 
p.42-44). The hallmark of value clarification is that the accent is not so 
much on the values as on the participants’ evaluation process -  not so 
much on what their moral preferences are as on how they arrive at them.
9 The goals of existential catechesis are discussed in Van der Ven (1982), De Jong 
(2002, p.39-57) and De Jong & Zondag (1998, p.27-37).
10 Here we deal mainly with the awareness aspect of value clarification. The 
concomitant feelings, which also need clarifying, are not discussed because we describe 
the different goals from the viewpoint of deliberate choosing a moral position in this 
chapter.
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Moral preferences are neither true nor false, but are products of personal 
experience. One cannot prescribe a preference or dictate which 
preferences are acceptable. Hence this goal rejects an extrinsic moral 
authority. Individuals decide for themselves what preference they 
develop for which values.
Value clarification accords with a syncretist goal, firstly because it 
satisfies the condition of considering several moral preferences. 
Considering moral alternatives is a cardinal criterion of value 
clarification (Raths et all, 1966, p.27-48), which makes it an example of a 
pluralist goal. Secondly, value clarification is egalitarian in that no moral 
choice is involved. It does not entail judgment of whether preferences are 
good or bad; the individual’s preference is accepted. The various moral 
positions are not only considered but are also accepted. That makes value 
clarification an example of a syncretist goal. Value clarification is used 
mainly in mystagogic adult education (see section 2.4.2), which 
sensitises participants to the religious images hidden in human beings.11
3.3.5 Relativist pluralist goal of moral education
A relativist goal of moral education implies that educands learn to opt for 
a particular moral stance against a morally pluralist background. The 
existence of other moral preferences is acknowledged, but the choice is 
based on the preferences of their own tradition. Since from a rational 
point of view moral preferences cannot be judged, educands are taught to 
choose on the basis of agreement with a given tradition. That is why it is 
called a relativist goal of moral education. Participants are taught to 
adopt the values of the Christian tradition.
We find this goal among proponents of Christian (virtue)ethics such as 
the moral theologian Stanley Hauerwas. Here tradition and the communi­
ty are the premise of Christian adult education. A community embodies 
the stories and rituals of such a tradition. To live morally one needs a 
community in which the tradition is transmitted, and “the Christian word 
for that community is church” (Hauerwas, 1983, p.33). Any pretensions
11 For more information on mystagogic catechesis, see Van den Berk (1999, p.50-63; 
1998, p.111-124) and De Jong (2002).
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to moral autonomy have to be abandoned for the sake of membership of
12such a community (Hauerwas, 1983, p.16-43).
A relativist goal of moral education takes full cognisance of moral plural­
ism. In contrast to the monist goal, participants have to choose between 
various moral alternatives. Hence it is a preferential approach to moral 
pluralism. It is relativist because the choice is rationally indifferent. This 
implies that our moral preferences cannot be justified by a universally 
valid rational viewpoint. Agreement with arguments is necessarily in 
terms of a particular moral tradition:
To say more about morality requires not simply a conception of the good, but a tra­
dition that carries the virtues necessary for training in movement toward the good 
(Hauerwas, 1983, p.35).
We call this a relativist goal because, after due consideration of the alter­
natives, participants opt for a moral position that accords with their own 
tradition.
3.3.6 Contextualist pluralist goal of moral education
When pursuing a contextualist goal of moral education the point of de­
parture is a universally valid, rational criterion, by means of which edu- 
cands must learn to choose between different moral stances. Within this 
category we distinguish between two types of goals because of the crite­
ria of rationality used. The criterion for the first type is the quality of the 
moral actions (virtues), and for the second type it is the quality of the 
moral judgments. We call the two types character formation and moral 
communication respectively.
The goal the first type is character formation. Lickona defines character 
formation as “the intentional, proactive effort to develop good character” 
(Lickona, 1997, p.46), where good character consists in possession of 
virtues. Classical virtues like fairness and prudence are regarded as ob­
12 A. Dillen (2005) assesses Hauerwas’s model as a one-sided initiation and socialisa­
tion model that does not allow sufficiently for the critical, constructive input in the 
community and tradition of the individual’s (in this case, child’s) own ability to assign 
meaning.
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jectively good human qualities, beneficial to the individual and the com-
13munity alike. Character formation entails a non-relativist attitude to­
wards moral values: “There are rationally grounded, nonrelative, objec­
tively worthwhile moral values” (Lickona, 1991, p.230). These values 
provide the moral substance that defines good character. Van der Ven’s 
definition of character formation waters down the universal pretension 
somewhat. In his view character formation implies classical virtue ethics 
reinterpreted in light of the Enlightenment, modernisation and moral plu­
ralism (Van der Ven, 1998a, p.339-387).14 One strategy for character 
formation is ethical reflection. By learning what the virtues are and what 
they require from us in real-life situations learners are enabled to reason 
morally and take corresponding decisions (Van der Ven, 1998a, p.55, cf. 
Lockwood, 1997, p.174-185).
The second type of contextualist goal entails value communication. The 
rational criterion of choice between moral preferences is the argumenta­
tive quality of the communication. The aim is not to transmit moral pre­
ferences but learn how to argue in order to arrive at a morally sound de­
cision. Participants learn to make such decisions (in each particular case) 
by way of moral argumentation. Van der Ven defines value communica­
tion as developing the skill of dealing with conflicting moral preferences. 
It consists in willingness to transpose oneself to different perspectives 
(i.e. exchanging perspectives). This means that one tries to adopt the oth­
er party’s perspective so as to understand his or her assumptions and 
premises. If the other does the same, the outcome is mutual understand­
ing of convictions, values and feelings (Van der Ven, 1992). But it does 
not stop at subjective evaluation of moral preferences; their ethical quali­
ty is also pertinent. That is why the criterion of accepting a moral prefe­
rence does not lie in the subjective processes but in communicative rea­
soning. These arguments are used to evaluate moral preferences and 
decide which one deserves to be passed on. The authority is not conven­
13 Peterson and Seligman’s attempt to classify the components of a ‘good character’ 
could also be included in this approach. They maintain that people’s notions of good­
ness vary, but that there are six categories of ‘core virtues’ that have been accepted in 
all cultures through the ages: wisdom, courage, humaneness, justice, moderation and 
transcendence. Here, too, we find that the goal of character building is linked to univer­
sal pretensions (Peterson & Seligman, 2004, p.3-16).
14 The reinterpretation is inspired by Ricoeur and implies that it is not premised on uni­
versally valid virtues, but that one has to work out inductively which virtues are appro­
priate in a given context.
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tion or a charismatic leader; argumentative reason is the sole authority. 
Every point of view can be presented, every value considered, but the 
only moral preferences that pass the test are those that are rationally de­
fensible (Van der Ven, 1985, p.29-39, 51).15
Character formation and value communication are important in critical 
catechesis (see section 2.4.3). With the aid of critical theological insights 
participants learn to contemplate the religious dimension independently 
(also see Van der Ven, 1982, p.378, 401-425; De Jong, 1998, p.137-151; 
De Jong & Zondag, 1998, p.27-37). Participatory adult education 
likewise sets a contextualist goal for moral education. Religion is seen as 
religious practices embedded in praxis communities. Only by 
participating in religious practices like Bible reading or religiously 
inspired social engagement does one gain insight into the meaning of 
religion and only then does one develop a religious and moral identity 
(see section 2.4.3 and Hermans, 2002; 2003).
3.4 Research questions
Having described the six types of goals for moral education, we proceed 
to formulate the following research (sub)questions:16
1. What are the goals o f moral education o f Christian adult educa­
tors?
2. To what extent do they agree with these goals?
3. To what extent do the goals o f moral education correlate?
15 Another example of this form of contextualist moral education is Kohlberg’s co ncept 
of moral development. The highest level of moral development is the sixth, ‘post- 
conventional’ stage, when the person no longer acquires specific values but refers to the 
underlying universal moral principles that need to be determined rationally (cf. Van der 
Ven, 1998a, p.181-234).
16 These research questions are part of the more general formulated first (and third) 
research question presented in chapter one about the goal orientations of Christian adult 
education. We will answer these research question about religio-moral education in 
chapter 4, after having dealt more specific with goals of religious education in chapter 2 
and goals of moral education in this chapter.
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4. To what extent are Christian adult educator’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices predictors o f agreement with the 
goals?
On the basis of our theoretical framework about six possible stances to 
moral pluralism we firstly expect that Christian adult education discern 
between six goals of moral education.
Second, we expect that educators agree with the pluralist goals of moral 
education (scepticist, relativist, syncretist and contextualist) because of a 
surrounding culture of positive evaluation of pluralism. Because of the 
Christian context and religious content of the education however, we also 
expect agreement with a monist goal and the pluralist goals where one 
learns to choose for the Christian tradition (relativist and contextualist). 
For the same reasons we expect less agreement with the non-moralist 
goal.
Third, we believe that agreement with one of the pluralist goals will tend 
to correlate with agreement with other pluralist goals having the same 
orientation of considering diverse moral options. Because of the logic of 
the typology we anticipate that agreement with the pluralist goals will 
correlate with disagreement with the monist and non-moralist goals. 
Finally, we think that agreement with the goals of moral education will 
correlate with both institutional religious beliefs and practices. We expect 
that agreement with the monist and relativist goal correlates with an hier­
archic ecclesiological view and conformity to ecclesiastical policy be­
cause in both cases only one possibility is seen as legitimate. In practice 
this entails a high degree of church involvement and prayer and a declin­
ing of alternative practices as mystical experiences and alternative religi­
osity. On the same grounds we expect that Christian adult educators who 
agree with pluralist goals will also be more open to a democratic eccle- 
siological view, conform less to ecclesiastical policy and are more open 
to extra-institutional forms of practices. This is because we expect that 
the educators who agree with pluralist goals want to explore the different 
possibilities in spirituality.
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3.5 Empirical research
We present the empirical data on goals of moral education by describing 
the research model (conceptual model, research instruments and design 
of analysis) and the results of our empirical study among Christian adult 
educators. To give an overview of our research model we describe the 
conceptual model, research instruments and the design of analysis.
3.5.1 Conceptual model
Our research questions pertain to the types of goals of moral education 
for adults presented in the theoretical section. Figure 3.1 in section 3.2 
summarises the possible stances on moral pluralism.
3.5.2 Measuring instrument
To make these goals measurable we used indicators of facets that distin­
guish one goal from another (see figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Overview of indicators of types of goals of moral education
how many 
plausible
how many 
acceptable
goal
universal
non-moralist
no moral
position considered
no moral
position
accepted
awareness that moral 
considerations play no 
role in society
monist one moral 
position considered
one moral
position
accepted
adopt Christian moral 
position
scepticist several moral 
positions considered
several moral
positions
accepted
reinforce moral feel­
ings
syncretist several moral 
positions considered
several moral
positions
accepted
clarify own moral 
position
relativist several moral 
positions considered
one moral
position
accepted
develop preference for 
moral position corres­
ponding with Chris­
tian culture
contextualist several moral 
positions considered
one moral
position
accepted
learn to choose the 
right moral position 
through moral argu­
mentation
On the basis of these indicators we operationalised each goal by means of
17items. In the questionnaire the items were provided with a Likert scale 
and submitted to the Christian adult educators. An example of an item 
meant to measure a monist goal is the following: “Participants adopt 
values that conform to the Christian tradition". The following item is 
meant to measure a contextualist goal: “Participants learn to choose be­
tween values on the basis o f morally sound arguments". For a full over­
view of the items and scales we refer to appendix 2).
3.5.3 Design of analysis
To determine to what extent the distinctions we made in goals of moral 
education were also made by the educators we again used a factor analy­
sis as described in section 2.6. In the same way we also used bi-variate 
analyses to determine the correlation with institutional beliefs and prac­
tices (see chapter 2.6.1 to 2.6.3).
17 They range from 1 (disagree totally) to 5 (totally agree).
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3.5.4 Results
The first research question about Christian adult educators’ goals for 
moral education we answered by means of factor analysis. Responses 
were subjected to factor analysis to reveal the interrelationship between 
items. Our assumption was that interrelationships between items stem 
from underlying factors that are not directly observable. Factor analysis 
is a dimensional technique for tracing such latent, non-observable factors. 
For our purpose we chose free factor analysis, implying that clustering of 
items is directed by the Christian adult educators thinking The result of 
this analysis is shown in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Oblimin rotated factor matrix (minimal eigenvalue = 1), commonality (h2), 
reliability (Alpha’s) and percentage explained variance regarding goals of moral educa­
tion18
item theoretical domain h2 f1 f2 f3
participants learn to appreciate 
that values do not really feature 
in public life
universal
non-moralist
.65 .78 -.21
participants will realise that 
values have hardly any influence 
in public life these days
universal
non-moralist
.52 .72
participants adopt Christian 
values
monist .70 .83
participants adopt values that 
accord with the Christian tradi­
tion
monist .68 .82
participants learn to choose from 
the totality of moral values those 
that accord with our Christian 
culture
relativist .63 .79
from the multiplicity of values 
participants develop a prefe­
rence for those that prevail in 
our Christian culture
relativist .61 .77
participants learn to make sound 
moral decisions after evaluating 
diverse moral values
contextualist .65 .79
participants learn to choose 
among different values on the 
basis of sound argumentation
contextualist .55 .73
participants learn to clarify their 
own moral values
syncretist .57 -.23 .69
participants learn to enhance 
their moral sensibility
scepticist .55 -.29 .67
participants become aware of 
their moral values
syncretist .62 -.40 .67
participants learn to consider 
what the right moral behaviour 
is in each situation
contextualist .42 .63
participants learn to make prop­
er moral choices in real-life 
situations
contextualist .38 .24 .57
alpha .75 .88 .86
explained variance 57.9 %
Factor loadings below .20 were left out 
Legend:
18 One item was removed because of excessively low commonality. It falls under the 
scepticist goal of moral education and reads: “Participants develop a sense o f  moral 
indignation ”.
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f 1 = universal non-moralist goal of moral education 
f2  = preferential monist goal of moral education 
f3 = deliberative pluralist goal of moral education
Our theoretical framework led us to expect six factors, but the analysis 
yielded only three, which we labelled „universal non-moralist goal’ (f1), 
„preferential monist goal’ (f2) and „deliberative pluralist goal’ (f3). Fig­
ure 3.3 illustrates the difference between the theoretical and empirical 
domains.19
Figure 3.3 Relation between theoretical and empirical domains regarding types of goals 
of moral education
Theoretical domain Empirical domain
19 For ease of reference this figure deviates from the sequence in the preceding tables, in 
that the preferential variant of pluralist education appears above the egalitarian variant.
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The boxes in the first column (theoretical domain) contain the six theo­
retical concepts in our typology of goals of moral education. The boxes 
in the second column (empirical domain) contain the three factors 
yielded by our analysis. The first factor corresponds exactly with the 
concept of an universal non-moralist goal of moral education. The second 
factor comprises items from two theoretical scales -  the monist and rela­
tivist pluralist goals of moral education. The common denominator be­
tween these goals is that both entail opting for a particular moral prefe­
rence. Clearly educators do not differentiate whether their choice of a 
goal entails consideration of alternatives (relativist) or not (monist). 
Since in both instances it is ultimately a choice of just one moral prefe­
rence, we label the factor „preferential monist goal’. The third factor is a 
hybrid of the remaining forms of pluralist goals, comprising items from 
the contextualist, scepticist and syncretist goals of moral education. On 
the basis of the common denominator among the three goals -  that is, 
consideration of several moral preferences -  we call this factor the deli­
berative pluralist goal. In the theoretical section we identified three types 
of pluralist goals, but in the empirical domain we found that adult educa­
tors do not distinguish between them, hence we label it „deliberative plu­
ralist goal’. In the concluding section we return to this point.
To sum up, Christian adult educators identify three goals of moral educa­
tion: an universal non-moralist goal, a preferential monist and a delibera­
tive pluralist goal. The reliability of the scales is high. The reliability of 
the non-moralist goal is lower than .80, but that is due to the fact that the 
scale only consists of two items.
The second research question concerns the extent to which Christian 
adult educators agree with the goals of moral education. The answer to 
the question appears in table 3.2:
Table3.2 Mean scale scores and standard deviation (s.d.) of types of goals of moral 
education, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)
goal mean s.d.
universal non-moralist goal 1.7 .74
preferential monist goal 3.3 .79
deliberative pluralist goal 4.1 .55
As is evident in the table, Christian adult educators agree least with an 
universal non-moralist goal. The mean scale score of 1.7 implies rejec­
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tion of this goal. Agreement with a preferential monist goal is significant­
ly higher (mean = 3.3). Although this score falls in the area of ambiva­
lence (2.6 - 3.4), it manifestly inclines to agreement. The deliberative 
pluralist goal scores the highest agreement (mean = 4.1). The high mean 
scale score implies that adult catechists concur with a deliberative plural­
ist goal entailing consideration of several moral alternatives. As for the 
spread of individual scores within the mean scale score (see standard 
deviation), dispersion is widest in the case of goals that are accorded least 
agreement: the universal non-moralist goal (s.d. .74) and the preferential 
monist goal (s.d. .79). The deliberative pluralist goal has a noticeably 
lower dispersion (s.d. .55). It means that the educators collectively disag­
ree less with the deliberative pluralist goal than with the universal non­
moralist and preferential monist goals. Not only do they agree most with 
the deliberative pluralist goal, but there is also greater consensus among 
them.
To answer the third research question we turn to relevant (r >.20) and 
significant (p > 0.01) correlations between the various types of goals. We 
find only one significant correlation -  the weak negative correlation be­
tween the universal non-moralist and deliberative pluralist goals of moral 
education (r -.25). It means that the less the counselors agree with the 
statement that no moral position need be considered and accepted (uni­
versal non-moralist), the more they agree with the statement that all val­
ues should be considered (deliberative pluralist). This negative correla­
tion accords with the logic of our typology. The preferential monist goal 
does not correlate with the other two goals.
The fourth research question about the social carriers of the various goals 
of moral education is answered by determining whether differential 
agreement with the goals correlates with certain aspects of the religious 
institutional beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators. Table 3.3 
shows the correlations between these aspects and agreement with the 
goals of moral education.
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Table 3.3 Significant* and relevant correlations (r > .20) between goals of moral edu­
cation and religious institutional beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators
universal
non-moralist
preferential
monist
deliberative
pluralist
r r r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
40** -.31**
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
40**
church involvement
prayer 41**
mystical experience -.3 5 ** .30**
alternative religiosity 27**
* p<0.01 **p<0.001
We observe that agreement or disagreement with the universal non­
moralist goal is not associated with any profile, that is, it does not 
correlate with educators’ religious institutional beliefs and practices. 
Rejection of this goal is spread throughout the sample rather than 
confined to a particular group. Agreement with the preferential monist 
and deliberative pluralist goals, however, is greatly influenced by 
educators’ religious institutional beliefs and practices. The table shows 
that agreement with a preferential monist goal of moral education implies 
agreement with a hierarchic conception of a centrally administered 
church (r .40). In addition educators who subscribe to a preferential 
monist goal are more inclined to observe official ecclesiastic policy (r 
.40), pray more regularly (r .41) and report fewer mystical experiences (r 
-.35).
Educators who agree with a deliberative pluralist goal also have a 
distinctive ecclesiastic profile. Those who endorse this goal reject 
centralised decision making within the church (r -.31), and at the level of 
acting they report more mystical experiences (r .30) and greater interest 
in themes of alternative beliefs (r .27). In fact, concerning religious 
beliefs and practices these educators are roughly the reverse of those who 
agree with a preferential monist goal.
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3.6 Conclusion and discussion
What are the principal conclusions of the empirical data on goals of mor­
al education? We briefly recapitulate the results with reference to the four 
research questions, whereupon we take a closer look at some remarkable 
findings and raise some policy issues emanating from these findings.
The research data reveal that Christian adult educators discern three types 
of goals of moral education: an universal non-moralist, a preferential 
monist and a deliberative pluralist goal. Remarkably, in their minds a 
monist goal is linked to a relativist (pluralist) goal. A relativist pluralist 
goal entails the choice of a specific moral position (here a Christian one). 
Although several moral positions are considered, ultimately only one of 
these is deemed acceptable. A monist goal corresponds with this relativist 
pluralist perspective inasmuch as only one moral position is acceptable, 
but it differs in that only one position is considered.
How should one interpret this link between monist and relativist pluralist 
goals? It seems to suggest that the choice of a moral position in a plural­
ist society presupposes awareness of moral pluralism. Following the so­
ciologist of religion Peter Berger one could call it the 'tragedy of ortho­
doxy'. In his view the modern world is characterised by the „heretical 
imperative’ to choose (Berger, 1979). In an age of religious pluralism the
multiplicity of ideas and lifestyles makes people aware of the existence
20of alternative lifestyles and traditions. Not only is it possible to choose 
between them, it has even become imperative:
Modernity multiplies choices and concomitantly reduces the scope of what is expe­
rienced as destiny. In the matter of religion, as indeed in other areas of human life 
and thought, this means that the modern individual is faced not just with the oppor­
tunity but with the necessity to make choices as to his beliefs (Berger, 1979, p.30).
The realisation that one chooses a particular tradition means that it is no 
longer taken for granted that the Christian tradition is the only plausible
20 Berger’s analysis does not apply only to religion but also to morality. Berger (1979, 
p.26): “It will be clear by now that religion is by no means the only area o f  experience 
and thought affected by the transition from fate to choice. Morality, for one, is crucially 
affected, as are all institutions (notably political ones) that lay claim to any kind o f  
moral authority ".
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option (as in monism). That is the „tragedy of orthodoxy’: “The orthodox 
must then present to himself as fate what he knows empirically to be a 
choice" (Berger, 1979, p.30). In a pluralist age even orthodox believers 
realise that their religious beliefs are ultimately a matter of choice (Berg­
er, 1979, p.11-31, 60-65; cf. Berger, 1967). Even though the educators’ 
aim is that participants should opt for one particular moral preference, 
they know full well that the choice is made against a background of mor­
al pluralism. All that remains is a qualified monism, in the knowledge 
that one has taken a decision. That is why we speak of preferential mon­
ism.
Another surprising result is that the deliberative pluralist goal 
comprehends three pluralist goals. They are similar in that all three entail 
the plausibility of diverse moral positions. They differ in that ultimately 
one accepts none (scepticist), only one (contextualist) or several 
(syncretist) of these preferences. They differ on the availability of criteria 
that will help one to determine which moral position is preferable.
How does one explain the convergence of such differing, mutually 
exclusive approaches? One explanation is to regard the purpose of moral 
consideration as a search for moral truth rather than consensus. Striving 
for consensus may obviate conflict, but fundamental contradictions are 
obscured. Only by allowing for dissent does one take proper account of 
the complexity of the moral situation. Substantive disagreement presents 
a challenge and a reason to continue the dialogue. Enforcing consensus
may prematurely cut short the hermeneutic process of confrontation and
21search for truth. A hermeneutic ethical approach to moral pluralism, 
such as that of the ethicist Hub Zwart and others, puts the accent on the 
process of moral deliberation rather than assent to a particular moral 
choice. A situation of moral pluralism requires maximum deliberation. 
Although the outcome is still a decision, one is aware that it does not 
conclude the process. The idea is to broaden and deepen the process of 
moral deliberation. Zwart calls it a pluralist imperative, which implies
21 Rescher, too, explicitly objects to approaches to pluralism that aim primarily at reach­
ing consensus. Rescher (1993, p. 3-4): “[...] it opposes the aprioristic rationalism inhe­
rent in neo-contractarian theory -  alike in the idealized communicative contract version 
promoted in continental European philosophy by Jürgen Habermas and in the idealized 
social-contract version of the theory of political justice promoted in the Anglo- 
American context by John Rawls ”.
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readiness to deliberate. Deliberation consists in exchanging arguments 
and critically testing these (Zwart, 1993, p.261-264; Rescher, 1993, p.98- 
126; Jansen, 1994, p.55, 84-86):
We do have the ability to weigh up evidence and can be held accountable if we do 
not carry out adequate enquiry before passing judgment, or are not sufficiently 
concerned to determine rationally the issue one way or the other. [...] we condemn 
the political or religious fanatic’s narrowness in not considering all the available 
evidence or for not considering alternative viewpoints (Hobson and Edwards, 1999, 
p.87).
The combined pluralist goal that we found among the educators may be 
regarded as a form of moral deliberation. That is why we end up by 
calling it the deliberative pluralist goal.
The Christian adult educators agree most with the deliberative pluralist 
goal. The preferential monist goal falls in the area of ambivalence, albeit 
inclining to agreement. The universal non-moralist goal is rejected. The 
educators appear to allow for moral pluralism in the sense that they teach 
participants to consider moral alternatives.
The goal of deliberative pluralism allows most fully for moral 
argumentation in a context of diversified moral preferences from 
different religious and nonreligious traditions. Preferential monism, while 
recognising pluralism, considers only one position morally acceptable. 
The normative correctness of one moral position is assumed, so 
alternative positions are not considered. That is where deliberative 
pluralism pursues the critical argument further, in that several positions 
are taken to be acceptable and are weighed up in critical debate. What is 
ultimately accepted is the upshot of an argued debate on several moral 
positions. The counsellors’ preference for a deliberative pluralist goal
22
22 In this context reference is made to the ethics of believing. According to Hobson and 
Edwards acceptance of a particular religious belief is accompanied by epistemological 
obligations and moral responsibility for the consequences. Everyone is in duty bound to 
weigh the available arguments for their own and other people’s religious beliefs. On the 
assumption that others do the same and that their beliefs are therefore based on sound 
reasons, we have to respect their religious convictions (Hobson & Edwards, 1999, p.85- 
90).
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seems to be a good point of departure for Christian adult education in a 
pluralist society. We return to this evaluative issue in chapter 7.
The universal non-moralist and deliberative pluralist goals correlate 
negatively. This result concurs with the logical structure of our typology. 
After all, agreeing with the statement that no moral position need be 
considered precludes agreement with the statement that one has to 
consider several moral positions. There is no correlation between the 
preferential monist goal and the deliberative pluralist goal. On the basis 
of our typology we anticipated a negative correlation, since it makes a 
big difference whether only one moral tradition is considered acceptable 
or several. But the monism that emerged from our research differs from 
our theoretical definition of monism. Preferential monism deems only 
one position acceptable but several are seen as plausible. It is this 
awareness of moral pluralism that preferential monism and deliberative 
pluralism have in common. In light of this parallel it is understandable 
that the educators do not find the two goals contradictory. In other words, 
agreement with the deliberative pluralist goal and agreement with the 
preferential monist goal are not mutually exclusive.
Finally we take a look at the connection between the religious institution­
al beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators and agreement with 
the foregoing goals. Educators who subscribe to a preferential monist 
goal show marked signs of a hierarchic concept of the church, are very 
much guided by official ecclesiastic policy in performing their task, and 
indicate that they pray more regularly than other educators. These charac­
teristics suggest that educators who strongly endorse this goal have a 
pronounced institutional profile of submission to authority. Those who 
show a marked preference for deliberative pluralism reject centralised 
decision making within the church and have a more extra-institutional 
religious profile, being open to mystical experience and alternative be­
liefs. The correlation of the religious institutional beliefs and practices of 
Christian adult educators and agreement with the two goals is perfectly 
understandable. Educators who aspire to have only the Christian moral 
preference considered and accepted will be more inclined than educators 
who pursue a pluralist goal to have their work directed by a centralised 
ecclesiastic doctrinal authority (hierarchic concept of the church), and 
will therefore adhere more strictly to its guidelines.
Deliberative pluralism requires Christians to deal with moral pluralism 
argumentatively. Educators endorsing this goal are acting in a way that is
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characterised by openness to mystical experience and alternative beliefs 
and rejection of centralised decision making within the church.
What does that mean in the context of ecclesiastic politics in the Catholic 
Church in the Netherlands, which sometimes can put great emphasis on 
submission to doctrinal authority and leaves less scope for alternative 
moral ideas? Educators with a definite preference for the deliberative 
pluralist goal will clearly find the current ecclesiastic dispensation stress­
ful. There are three possibilities: they either have to endure the strain; or 
give up their jobs as religious adult educator; or conform to prevailing 
ecclesiastic policy, which sometimes offers little institutional support for 
a deliberative pluralist goal. The last two options have the same result, 
namely less interest in deliberative pluralist goals in Christian adult edu­
cation. Our research data indicate that a fair group of educators are 
caught in the dilemma. This problem is not only one of the individual 
worker, but also of the organisation. It concerns professionals in a partic­
ular institutional context, that of the Catholic Church in the Netherlands, 
who might have difficulties to do their work according to their own pro­
fessional notions. Ecclesiastic policy makers should at least be prepared 
to discuss the problem in their capacity as good employers, if  possible 
with a deliberative attitude.

4 Goal orientations of religio-moral adult education in a 
pluralist context
4.1 Introduction
According to Keith Ward’s concept of religion, religious and moral edu­
cation are closely linked (Ward, 2004). In earlier chapters we dealt with 
goals of religious education (chapter 2) and moral education (chapter 3) 
separately. This chapter takes a closer look into the interrelationship be­
tween the goal orientations of religious and moral education.
What are the goal orientations of religio-moral education pursued by 
adult educators in the Catholic Church? To what extent do they seek to 
teach participants to deal with moral and religious pluralism, both within 
their own religion and between different religions? What, in fact, is re- 
ligio-moral education? We describe its substance in terms of the concept 
of religion spelled out by the theologian Keith Ward in his book A case 
for religion (2004). He defines it as:
a set of practices for establishing relationship to a supernatural or transcendent real­
ity, for the sake of obtaining human good or avoiding harm (Ward, 2004, p.3).
To Ward religion is always a practical affair, „a way of life’ aimed at 
becoming a better person:
It [religion] is essentially concerned with ways of living and acting, with commit­
ment to a specific conception of the good and to a way of life that is empowered by 
participation in that good (Ward, 2004, p. 180).
Religious education concerns a relationship with a transcendent reality, 
moral education has to do with a good life and good conduct. When we 
speak of religio-moral education in this study we are referring to both the 
relationship with transcendent reality and the concomitant orientation to a 
good life.
In present-day society religio-moral education is provided in a religiously 
and morally pluralist context. By that we mean not only the presence of 
diverse religions and worldviews (external pluralism) but also the diver­
sity regarding transcendent reality and a good life within religions (inter­
nal pluralism). To what extent are participants taught to deal with such
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internal and external pluralism? Our approach is based on Keith Ward’s 
distinction between religions in terms of two attributes: the authority that 
decides what is the right way of life, and the scope it offers for pluralism 
(both internal and external). By authority we mean the normative crite­
rion of what is the right way of life. Is the source of authority intrinsic or 
extrinsic to the individual, or is there a dialectic between inner and out­
side world? The second attribute is the approach to pluralism. Religions 
differ in the way in which, and the extent to which they allow for other 
perceptions of how to become a better person in their reflection on the 
practicalities of conducting one’s life.
The topic of this chapter is the first research question formulated in chap­
ter 1: what goal orientations (of religio-moral education) do Christian 
adult educators pursue? A further question concerns the extent to which 
goal orientations include learning to cope with pluralism, both within 
one’s own religion (internal pluralism) and between different religions 
(external pluralism).
First we describe various types of religion on the basis of Ward’s typol­
ogy (4.2). The distinction between these types is based on two attributes: 
their source of authority and their approach to pluralism. We show how 
these two attributes lead to a convergence of Ward’s theology with Kohn 
pedagogics and Rescher’s philosophical approach to pluralism. Kohn’s 
pedagogics is the premise on which we identified different pedagogic 
goal orientations of religious education in chapter 2. Rescher’s typology 
underlies our differentiation between goal orientations of moral educa­
tion in chapter 3. Proceeding from the convergence of these two perspec­
tives with W ard’s theological perspective, we construct an umbrella ty­
pology of goal orientations of religio-moral education (4.3). We then 
formulate our research questions and expectations regarding each ques­
tion (4.4). On this basis we present the results of our empirical research 
project among adult catechists and educators in the Catholic Church in 
the Netherlands (4.5). What goal orientations of religio-moral education 
live in the minds of Christian adult educators? To what extent do they 
agree with each orientation? And what institutional religious beliefs and 
practices characterise educators that prefer certain orientations to others? 
The chapter concludes with a discussion of the research results (4.6).
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4.2 Typology of religion
To Ward religion is the human orientation to a transcendent reality. Re­
ligions may differ greatly, but the existence of a supernatural reality is a 
common denominator:
Religions can differ greatly from one another, but a central, if not absolutely univer­
sal, theme is the existence of a supernatural realm in relation to which some form of 
human fulfilment can be found (Ward, 2004, p.2).
„Way of life’ describes how people develop into better humans in relation 
to this transcendent realm. Religion invariably concerns becoming a bet­
ter person, which entails overcoming one’s egotism and contributing to 
the flourishing of all living beings. Ward distinguishes between different 
types of religion on the basis of their source of authority and approach to 
pluralism.1 The source of authority is the criterion of the development of 
a religious self. It can be either intrinsic or extrinsic to the individual, or 
it may lie in a dialectic between the inner and outside worlds. As for the 
approach to pluralism, it has to do with the relation to other religious 
ways of life and other beliefs within one’s own religion.
On this basis Ward distinguishes between four types of religion. The first 
is the local type, characterised by a search for a connection to the super­
natural realm. People appeal to their ancestors or spiritual powers to help 
them to renounce evil and invoke good fortune. Religious experts have to 
maintain relations with „tribal gods’. These experts develop local myths 
and rituals, which are transmitted largely via oral religious traditions 
(Ward, 2004, p. 1-5, 220f).2 Since the authority lies with the experts, it is 
extrinsic to the individual. As for pluralism, there is no discernible diver­
sity of ways of life. Local types of religion do not raise the question of
1 Ward regards the various types of religion as sequential historical phases, in the course 
of which religion becomes increasingly able to deal with pluralism. We do not dwell on 
the evolutionary assumptions of Ward’s theory since it is irrelevant for the scope of our 
study.
2 These traditions often serve to strengthen the local way of life that needs to be safe­
guarded against assimilation into a broader cultural scene. Local forms of religion sur­
vive and revive everywhere, often as local cults within major world religions or as per­
missible forms of folk religiosity. This is partly a reaction against globalisation, which 
threatens to extinguish or marginalise local cultures (Ward, 2004, p.1-5, 220f).
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religious pluralism. Religion more or less coincides with ethnicity. Since 
we deal with religio-moral education in a Christian and pluralist context, 
we leave local types of religion out of account here. We confine our­
selves to the other three types in which pluralism does feature: the ca­
nonical, critical liberal and global types.
4.2.1 Canonical types of religion
The premise of canonical types of religion is “some final and absolute 
revelation, embodied in one or more holy tex t” (Ward, 2004, p.3). This 
type of religion dictates religious beliefs via sacred texts and moral code 
systems, which are assigned absolute authority. These are the norm for 
orthodoxy and anything deviating from it is ‘heretical’ (Ward, 2004, 
p.222f).3 Thus the religious way of life is immunised to change and can 
be preserved unchanged over time.
Where does the source of authority reside in canonical types of religion 
and what is their approach to pluralism? Authority here relates to the 
criterion of becoming a better person. In canonical faiths this entails 
overcoming one’s individual egotism and submitting to a transcendent 
reality. Human life finds its proper fulfilment in this relationship. Hu­
mans have no access to transcendent reality in their own right but only 
via fixed prescribed sacred texts and moral codes. Human development is 
measured by a standard outside the individual, that is the sacred texts. It 
is codified in the sense that it is laid down in certain texts that wield reli­
gious authority for adherents of that religion. Hence the source of author­
ity is located outside the person.
The second attribute is the approach to pluralism. The religious texts of a 
particular religion are assigned absolute authority. There is only one way 
to become a better person, and that is revealed to people and recorded in 
specific sacred texts. Truth lies in one’s tradition. Its adherents relate to 
other traditions only marginally, if  at all.
3 There are different degrees of orthodoxy. Sometimes sacred texts and moral codes are 
interpreted as literally as possible. But there are other forms of orthodoxy which, while 
declaring their texts authoritative, allow scope for interpretation and the metaphoric or 
allegorical meaning of a text (Ward, 2004, p.222f).
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Largely ignorant of or indifferent to other traditions, each one [tradition] claimed 
sole possession of absolute truth. That truth was in its essential elements unrevisable 
and had to be accepted on authority (Ward, 2004, p.151).
The approach to pluralism in canonical faiths is exclusivist:
Generally, it [exclusiveness] makes the questionable assumption that only one out of 
a possible range of versions of religious truth is valid, without an adequate explora­
tion of the alternatives (Hobson & Edwards, 1999, p.48-49).
Alternatives to that specific religious tradition are not considered. There 
is no scope for religious pluralism, neither within one’s own religious 
way of life nor outside of it.
4.2.2 Critical liberal types of religion
The second variety is the critical liberal type of religion. Critical liberal 
religion may be seen as a reaction to the challenge directed by two prin­
ciples that characterised the Enlightenment (Ward, 2004, p.4):4
1. evidentialism: that all beliefs should be proportioned to publicly 
testable evidence;
2. autonomy: that beliefs, especially moral beliefs, should not be 
based on authority.
These principles require a faith that is open to critical scrutiny and has a 
liberal notion of authority. Critical liberal religion meets both require­
ments. Openness to the principles of evidentialism and autonomy is con­
comitant with an experiential view of revelation:
[...] a new emphasis on experience as a source of revelation produced a form of 
critical faith, which is able to accept ancient tradition as in large part metaphorical
4 These principles confronted European traditional religion from the 16th century on­
wards.: “Orthodoxy attempted to develop a rational and systematic worldview and a 
consistent and codified set of moral principles, but they were based on a given and un­
questionable revelation. In the European Enlightenment, reason was unleashed from 
revelation, and began to insist on the right and duty of critical examination of all truth- 
claims, from whatever source” (Ward, 2004, p.223).
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and symbolic expressions of that personal relation to transcendent reality that is 
taken to be the heart of religion (Ward, 2004, p. 180).
According to Ward such an experiential view of religion, in which the 
primary source of revelation is human experience of the transcendent, is 
typical of critical liberal types of religion. The shift in emphasis to human 
experience of transcendence enabled them to accommodate the principles 
of evidentialism and autonomy. It was accompanied by a realisation that 
revelation calls for human interpretation, which in turn has to be sub­
jected to critical scrutiny (evidentialism). If new information requires so, 
the interpretation has to be amended (Ward, 2004, p.173, 225). As for the 
principle of autonomy, the accent on human experience did not lead to 
rejection of authority as such, but to resistance to authoritative institu­
tions, texts or persons that imposed the „true faith’ on people. In critical 
liberal religions nobody can force others to accept what true faith entails:
This sort of religion posits no external object of worship or source of moral au­
thority. It places the supreme object of reverence within, in the activity of rea­
son (Ward, 2004, p.190).
This does not mean that revelation is subordinated to human reason. The 
ground for accepting religious truths is personal experience which incor­
porates two criteria, i.e. one moral, the other rational:
Religious faith could instead be rooted in experiences of transcendence [...], tested 
against the moral criterion of human flourishing and the greatest possible flourishing 
of all beings, and against the rational criterion of consistency and consonance with a 
constantly developing human knowledge (Ward, 2004, p.200).
The different types of religion Ward describes indicate differences in the 
location of the source of authority and in the approach to pluralism. 
Scope for autonomy is a premise of critical liberal religions. Human be­
ings themselves are the source of authority and the criterion of becoming 
a better person derives from their moral and rational capacity. Critical 
liberal religion allows for autonomy and critical research, and puts the 
accent on human experience. That has implications for its approach to 
pluralism. It does not assume the existence of just one, immutable way of 
religious life to be embraced by everybody (Ward, 2004, p.224). That 
leaves scope for various interpretations of revelation within one’s own 
religion -  what Ward (2004, p.235) calls „internal plurality’ of belief. 
Such pluralism is confined to one’s own tradition and does not extend to
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other traditions, which are not considered. In this regard Ward (2004, 
p.226) speaks about the “intellectual elitism of the liberal tradition, which 
advocates the superiority of one tradition over all others precisely be­
cause it has become critical and experiential” . Other traditions are not 
considered because they -  in contrast to critical liberal religion -  fail to 
comply with the principles of evidentialism and autonomy. One’s own 
critical liberal tradition offers the only way of becoming a better person. 
Within that tradition there is some leeway for different interpretations of 
the religious way of life, but there is no interest in pluralism between 
traditions.
4.2.3 Global types of religion
The last category of religion, the global type, does permit pluralism be­
tween traditions. Ward (2004, p.226) calls this type global because all 
religious ways of life are seen as “parts of one global phenomenon of 
human religiosity” . About global religion:
Sometimes this is characterised as a move from religion to spirituality, from alle­
giance to one exclusive and institutionalised set of dogmas to a fluid and constantly 
changing pattern of practices conducive to positive relationship to spiritual reality, 
enriched by elements from many different faith traditions (Ward, 2004, p.231).
Such a „spiritual reality’ is manifested in many different ways. Each reli­
gious way of life offers an authentic approach to transcendence. Accord­
ing to Ward (2004, p.232) a global perspective is marked by convergent 
spirituality entailing acceptance that many roads converge in one ultimate 
reality. Multiplicity refers to the roads, not to the terminus.
No tradition can ever lay claim to the „whole truth’: each offers only 
„partial truth’. Hence different traditions should be combined in order to 
obtain as complete a picture of „truth’ as possible. Note, the „whole truth’ 
remains unattainable in global religions. The search for truth is ongoing 
and is never completed. There are „truths’ yet to be discovered to reach 
completeness: “Perhaps the truth lies as yet undiscovered, and all existing 
traditions are differing, and equally incomplete, attempts to move to­
wards it” (Ward, 2004, p.226).
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In this respect global religion differs from critical liberal religion, which 
ultimately still lays claim to universality -  the existence of one truth that 
can be found. That which is determined in light of the two principles of 
the Enlightenment is regarded as „the truth’. The global type, on the other 
hand, holds that all traditions only offer „partial truth’. As a result they 
are tolerant and respectful towards other ways of religious life. They ad­
mit the impossibility of certainty: “this tradition has no unchanging text 
or normative authority. It is provisional, not final, and it does not claim 
theoretical certainty” (Ward, 2004, p.231).
The introduction of uncertainty means that global religions allow for plu­
ralism between traditions. It is fully accepted as a permanent fact that 
does not have to be overcome and that has real value (Ward, 2004, p.220- 
238). The aim is not consensus but a continuous search for truth about 
how to become a better person:
Yet all beliefs about God are extremely hard to spell out exactly, and our under­
standing of them is likely to be very inadequate. So the truth is hard to discover and 
even harder to formulate. In such a situation, disagreement can be a good means to 
spur us on to seek a truth as yet not fully formulated (Ward. 2004, p.178).
Such a search allows for dissent and demands encounter between differ­
ent practical ways of life.
4.3 Goal orientations of religio-moral education
The concept of becoming a better person in the various types of religion 
is measured by the criterion of an intrinsic or extrinsic source of author­
ity. In the case of an extrinsic authority some extrinsic source (e.g. a sa­
cred text) determines how human beings can become better persons. If 
the source is intrinsic, the measure of that development lies within the 
person. This section relates types of religion to pedagogic goal orienta­
tions as described in chapters 2 (religious education) and 3 (moral educa­
tion). We will show how goal orientations converge in various forms of 
religion. A key classificatory principle in pedagogics is the distinction 
between conformity and self-determination. The former locates the 
source of authority outside the learner, the latter sees it as intrinsic to the 
person. There is also a third goal orientation, namely transformation. 
Here conformity and self-determination are not considered mutually ex­
clusive principles. Learners are not just passive recipients of a religious 
culture but contribute to cultural change. This allows us to distinguish
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between three goal orientations of adult religio-moral education. As far 
as the approach to pluralism is concerned, this classification converges 
with the typology of Rescher (1993), which comprises three goals of 
moral education (see chapter 3): a preferential monist, a universal non­
moralist and a deliberative pluralist goal orientation. Each orientation 
adopts a different approach to pluralism. We use these classifications to 
develop a typology of goal orientations for religio-moral education. It 
helps us to organise the various goal orientations that have emerged over 
the past fifty years. Our overview does not profess to be exhaustive. We 
merely want to show how the various orientations of adult moral and 
religious education fit into the conceptual framework of the three goal 
orientations that we have identified. We see the goal orientations as ideal 
types (in the Weberian sense), which means that no single author is rep­
resentative of our goal orientation. Goal orientations are conceptual re­
constructions of the defining characteristics of different positions in 
Christian adult education.
On the basis of the two dimensions of location of source of authority (1) 
and approach to pluralism (2) we construct a typology of goal orienta­
tions of religio-moral education. We distinguish between three goal ori­
entations (conformity, self-determination and transformation), into which 
we classify the diverse goals of religious and moral education. The fol­
lowing is a schematic representation of this typology.
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Figure 4.1 Typology of goal orientations of religio-moral education (re= religious edu­
cation, me = moral education)
goal orientation source of authority (1) approach to pluralism (2 )
conformity extrinsic to individual only one acceptable 
position
intra-personal
inter-personal
supra-personal
kerygmatic goal (re) 
hermeneutic goal (re) 
neo-scholastic goal (re)
preferential 
monist goal (me)
self­
determination
intrinsic to individual no acceptable position
intra-personal
inter-personal
supra-personal
mystagogic goal (re) 
existential goal (re) 
non-worldview related goal (re)
universal
non-moralist goal (me)
transformation both intrinsic and extrinsic several acceptable 
positions
intra-personal
inter-personal
supra-personal
critical goal (re) 
participatory goal (re) 
multi-religious goal (re)
deliberative 
pluralist goal (me)
Next we describe the goals of religious and moral education falling under 
the various goal orientations.
4.3.1 Conformity as a goal orientation of religio-moral education
A conformist goal orientation corresponds to a canonical concept of re­
ligion. This concept locates the normative claim of a religion in some 
extrinsic source, such as its holy texts. To become better people individu­
als have to be initiated into the way of life outlined in these texts. There 
is no scope for a pluralist choice of a way of life nor for other interpreta­
tions of the correct way. Other religious ways of life are not considered. 
Participants in religio-moral education are taught to opt for a Christian 
way of life in order to become better people. They have to conform to the 
values of the Christian tradition and its conception of transcendent reality 
(God). The following goals of moral and religious education fall under 
the conformist goal orientation:
A Moral education
A preferential monist orientation to moral education means that partici­
pants are taught to opt for Christian values among the whole range of
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moral preferences.5 The goal orientation is conformist: the normative 
claim is extrinsic to the individual and there is no scope for pluralism. 
One accepts certain predetermined values that have to be transmitted.6 
The explicit intention is that participants should refrain from critical 
evaluation or developing a capacity to make a personal moral choice (cf. 
Van der Ven, 1998a, p. 125-136). Moral education is seen as initiation 
into a particular tradition, which is not conducted against a background 
of other moral traditions. One is taught to consider and adopt just one 
point of view.
B Religious education
Which goals of religious education fall under the conformist type of goal 
orientation? We distinguish between three goals: a kerygmatic, a neo­
scholastic and a hermeneutic goal of adult education (see chapter 2).
A kerygmatic goal is aimed at personal surrender to Jesus Christ. Only 
one perspective is considered. The kerygma of the good news is pre­
sented from outside as a „grand narrative of salvation’. The focus of all
n
catechesis is Christ, not the Teacher, but the Person, who is found in the 
Bible and liturgy. A neo-scholastic goal also accords with a conformist 
goal orientation. This approach is based on proclamation of one absolute 
„Truth’, guaranteed by the church’s doctrinal authority. The goal is to 
construct a Christian identity by appropriating the church’s religious 
teachings. The normative claim is extrinsic, being located in the church’s 
doctrinal authority. Identity construction is seen as a process from outside 
that penetrates the person’s inner world. Finally, a hermeneutic goal is 
also consonant with this model. It entails communicating the meaning of 
the Christian tradition to modern people in their present-day situation. 
The source of authority is extrinsic. Even though the aim is to render the 
meaning of the Bible and tradition in terms of present-day experience, 
the source of authority lies outside the person and only the Christian way
5 The factor ‘preferential monist goal of moral education’ combines a monist and a 
relativist goal. Factor analysis shows that the two goals cluster together (see chapter 
3.4.2).
6 See Van der Ven, 1985, p.40: ‘[...] ultimately the combination o f norms and values in 
the biography o f  educandis is not decisive " [our translation].
7 For a detailed description of the goal of kerygmatic catechesis and the other goals of 
religious education described in this chapter, see chapter 2.4.
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of life is considered (Hemel, 1986; Van der Ven, 1982; De Jong, 2002; 
Konijn, 1973).
4.3.2 Self-determination as a goal orientation of religio-moral 
education
The goal orientation of self-determination corresponds with critical lib­
eral types of religion, which locate the normative claim within the indi­
vidual, more specifically in her ability to examine a human religious tra­
dition’s rationality and capacity to promote human flourishing. As for the 
approach to pluralism, there is scope for diverse interpretations of one’s 
own tradition, but only those within that tradition are considered. Which 
goals of moral and religious education fall under this goal orientation?
A Moral education
The goal of moral education that complies with an orientation to auton­
omy is the universal non-moralist goal, which refuses to adopt a moral 
position. The person does not engage in moral judgment and considers 
behaviour to be morally neutral (cf. Hermans, 1986, p.36f). There are no 
moral reasons for choices in the societal domain and its various sectors 
(e.g. economy and politics). That is a result of functional differentiation 
in modern society, which means that sectors function according to their 
own criteria of rationality. Participants are taught that moral arguments 
no longer play a role in social life. Moral considerations are relegated to
o
the domain of private morality (Zwart, 1993, p.69-109). Moral authority 
is wielded by human beings themselves.
B Religious education
When it comes to religious education the attributes of an orientation to 
self-determination are found in mystagogic and existential goals, and 
those of non-worldview related education. Mystagogic adult education 
seeks to develop participants’ sensitivity to religious images lurking 
within them. The goal orientation is self-determination, the ultimate aim 
being that participants should become their own mystagogues. Any crite­
rion outside the person is rejected (see Van den Berk, 1998, p.111-124;
8 Zwart also describes criticism of this approach. People, especially if they come from 
different backgrounds, must certainly draw on their private morality. If not, they lose 
sight of diversity when it comes to avoiding or curbing conflict. While apparently ac­
cepting pluralism, they in fact put an end to it (Zwart, 1993, p.181-248).
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1999, p.50-63). Another goal of religious education that displays features 
of an orientation to self-determination is existential catechesis, which 
seeks to establish a religious identity by clarifying human existence. The 
point of departure is participants’ experience rather than the Christian 
tradition. The meaning of that experience is not determined by any out­
side agency but by the person self (see Van der Ven, 1982, p.374-397; 
De Jong & Zondag, 1998, p.27-37; De Jong, 2002). Authority rests pri­
marily with the individual. The goal of non-worldview related education 
too, is self- determination. A non-worldview related goal is based on the 
fact that religion appears to have little influence on modern society. As a 
result people increasingly rely on themselves when it comes to construct­
ing their worldview-related identity. Non-worldview related education 
seeks to make participants aware of this (see Geurts, 1997, p.32-97).
4.3.3 Transformation as a goal orientation of religio-moral 
education
The goal orientation of transformation corresponds with a global view of 
religion. We could call it self-critical religion that is conscious of the 
limitations of both canonical texts and human reason. People explore 
religious ways of life to assess their rationality and capacity to promote 
the flourishing of all forms of life. Which goals of moral and religious 
education fall under this orientation?
A Moral education
A transformative goal orientation of moral education corresponds to a 
deliberative pluralist goal.9 Moral deliberation is not meant to achieve 
consensus, but to engage in mutual critical reflection on „moral truth’. 
Consensus can cut the process of confrontation and the search for truth 
prematurely short.10 When pursuing a deliberative pluralist goal partici­
pants learn to weigh a diversity of moral positions. While the outcome of 
such deliberation is a choice, it is not conclusive. Put differently: the 
process of moral deliberation has no conclusion. Its purpose is to broaden
9 The deliberative pluralist goal of moral education comprises the following: a scepti- 
cist, a syncretist and a contextualist goal of moral education.
10 Rescher (1993, p.3-4) is also explicitly opposed to approaches to pluralism that put 
the emphasis on reaching consensus.
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and deepen the process of moral appraisal. That is appropriate in a situa­
tion of moral pluralism regarding a good life (both within a religion and 
between religions). Participants learn to undertake an as rich as possible 
deliberation process in regard to the question of human flourishing.
B Religious education
In religious education a transformative goal orientation can include criti­
cal, participatory and multi-religious goals. A critical goal of religious 
education requires participants to learn to reflect on the religious dimen­
sion of reality by applying critical theological insights with a view to 
emancipating them. By means of these theological insights they learn to 
think for themselves (see Van der Ven, 1982, p.401-407; De Jong, 1998, 
p. 137-150). In their critical reflection they employ modern theological 
notions, but there is no question of conforming to these. The outcome of 
the reflection is not dictated: it remains participants’ own reflection on 
reality. A participatory goal also falls under the transformative type. Re­
ligion is seen as religious practices embedded in religious communities to 
be regarded as communities of practice. Participation in and reflection on 
religious practices such as Bible reading or religiously inspired social 
engagement is the only way to gain insight into the meaning of religion 
and enhance one’s development into a better person (see Hermans, 2002; 
2003). Extrinsic normative sources are presented, but participants also 
reflect personally by relating to such sources. Finally, a transformative 
goal can also entail religious education with a multi-religious goal. Indi­
viduals are presented with information about various religious and 
worldview-related traditions in order to choose for themselves. Religions 
are studied by way of critical comparison. Every religion has an internal 
perspective on human flourishing, but can also be viewed in the perspec­
tive of another religion (i.e. an external perspective) (see Sterkens, 2001, 
p.55-57; De Jong, 1998; 2002).
Figure 4.2 shows the anticipated interrelationship between goals of reli­
gious and moral education.
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Figure 4.2 Overview of goal orientations of religio-moral education
goal orientation goals
conformity preferential monist (moral education) 
kerygmatic (religious education) 
hermeneutic (religious education) 
neo-scholastic (religious education)
self-determination universal non-moralist (moral education) 
mystagogic (religious education) 
existential (religious education) 
non-worldview related (religious education)
transformation deliberative pluralist (moral education) 
critical (religious education) 
participatory (religious education) 
multi-religious (religious education)
4. 4 Research questions
We developed a typology of goals of religio-moral education that we 
encountered both in the literature and in the minds of adult catechists and 
educators (see chapters 2 and 3). Our research questions in regard to 
these types of goal orientations are as follows:
1. What are the goal orientations o f religio-moral education of 
Christian adult educators?
2. To what extent do they agree with these goal orientations?
3. To what extent do the goal orientations o f religio-moral education 
correlate?
4. To what extent are Christian adult educators’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices predictors o f agreement with the goal 
orientations?
On the basis of our theoretical model we anticipate, firstly, that the goals 
of religio-moral education reside under three goal orientations: 
conformity, self-determination and transformation (see the overview in 
figure 4.1 and 4.2).
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Secondly, we expect Christian adult educators with a pluralist approach 
to prefer goals that require them to teach participants to deal with 
pluralism. That applies particularly to the transformative goal orientation, 
to a lesser extent to self-determination and hardly at all to the conformist 
goal orientation. Nonetheless, we expect adult catechists and educators to 
agree with a conformist goal orientation, since both professional and 
personal involvement with the Christian tradition would make them 
accept goals that accentuate transmission of that tradition. We would 
expect them to intensify people’s engagement with the Christian 
tradition.
Thirdly, we expect agreement with a conformist goal orientation to 
correlate negatively with an orientation to self-determination, since the 
assumptions underlying these two goal orientations regards location of 
authority and approach to pluralism as mutually contradictory. The 
conformist goal orientation locates the source of authority outside the 
individual and allows little scope for pluralism, whereas an orientation to 
self-determination locates the source within the person and offers scope 
for pluralism within one’s tradition. Since a transformative goal 
orientation implies a dialectical relation between the other two 
orientations, we do not anticipate any (positive or negative) correlation 
with the other goal orientations.
As for the fourth research question, we expect that agreement with the 
various goal orientations will correlate with Christian adult educators’ 
institutional religious beliefs and practices we described in chapter 1. We 
expect educators who favour a conformist goal orientation of religio- 
moral education to also favour centralised direction by an ecclesiastic 
doctrinal authority, conformity to ecclesiastic policy (believing) and to be 
core church members favouring a traditional prayer life (acting). We 
expect educators who agree with the goal orientations of self­
determination and transformation to be less in favour of direction by a 
doctrinal authority, preferring a democratic ecclesiology and less 
conforming to ecclesiastical policy, favouring more extra-institutional 
forms of spirituality (mystical experience and alternative religiosity).
4.5 Empirical research
In this section we report on our empirical research. First we describe the 
research model by describing the conceptual model (4.5.1), research in­
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strument (4.5.2) and design of analysis (4.5.3) regarding goal orientations 
of religio-moral education. Then we present the research findings that 
answer our research questions (4.5.4).
4.5.1 Conceptual model
The conceptual model of the goal orientations of religio-moral education 
is a combination of the conceptual models of chapter 2 (goals of religious 
education, see section 2.6) and chapter 3 (goals of moral education, see 
section 3.5). On theoretical grounds described above we expect that the 
goals fall under more general goal orientations which correspond with 
Ward’s typology of religion, this is shown in figure 4.1.
4.5.2 Research instrument
To render agreement with goal orientations of religio-moral education 
measurable we use indicators of the distinctive features of each goal ori­
entation. In the case of a conformist orientation it is an extrinsic author­
ity, for self-determination the source of authority is the individual self 
and for transformation there is a dialectical relation between the first two 
possibilities. For each goal orientation we used source of authority as a 
criterion to select goals indicative of that orientation. The indicators refer 
to the envisaged concept (i.e. the various goal orientations). In the case of 
each orientation we took one goal at the level of moral education and 
three at the level of religious education. On theoretical grounds we as­
sume that the goals of each goal orientation correspond with our criterion 
of source of authority. To substantiate this assumption, see section 4.3 
above.
For each goal of moral and religious education we use existing scales that 
were described in earlier chapters (section 2.6 and 3.5). For the overview 
of the scales see table 2.1 and 3.1 in these sections.
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4.5.3 Design of analysis
To answer the questions about the goals of religious -  and moral educa­
tion separately we used factor analyses. To answer the question about the 
goal orientations of religio-moral education together we used a further 
factor analysis. To determine the underlying structure of goals of religio- 
moral education we conducted a second order factor analysis, which 
analyses scales rather than individual items. After all, the goals measured 
on the scales are seen as indicators of particular goal orientations. This 
because we needed to perform an analysis which is not applied to indi­
vidual items but to the entire scale so as to discover their underlying 
structure. This was because we measured the goal orientations of religio- 
moral education on the basis of agreement with both the aforementioned 
scales: goals of religious education and goals of moral education.
4.5.4 Results
The first research question reads: which goal orientations o f religio- 
moral education do Christian adult educators identify?
On theoretical grounds we expect certain goals to correlate. To what ex­
tent does that happen in educators’ minds? Table 4.1 shows the results of 
the second order factor analysis.
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Table 4.1 Oblimin rotated factor matrix (minimal eigenvalue = 1), communality 
(h2),reliability (alpha) and percentage explained variance regarding goals of moral (me) 
and religious (re) education.
goal theoretical
domain
h2 f1 f2 f3
preferential monist (me) conformity .57 .75
neo-scholastic (re) conformity .59 .74
kerygmatic (re) conformity .54 .72
hermeneutic (re) conformity .51 .56 .32 -.30
universal non-moralist (me) self-determination .60 .72 -.26
non-worldview related (re) self-determination .34 .59
participatory (re) transformation .50 - .2 1 .67
deliberative pluralist (me) transformation .36 .59
multi-religious (re) transformation .31 .55
mystagogic (re) self-determination .34 -.30 .50
critical (re) transformation .23 .48
alpha .76 .63 .6 8
explained variance 44.5 %
Factor loadings below .20 omitted 
Legend:
f 1 = conformist goal orientation 
f2  = religio-critical goal orientation 
f3 = transformative goal orientation
This second order factor analysis yields three factors: conformity, religio- 
critical and transformation. Table 4.2 gives an overview of these scales.
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Table 4.2 Overview of scales for goal orientations of religious (re) and moral (me) 
education, reliability (alpha) and number of items.
factors scales reliability
(alpha)
number of 
scales
conformity preferential monist (me) 
kerygmatic (re) 
hermeneutic (re) 
neo-scholastic (re)
.76 4
religio-critical universal non-moralist (me) 
non-worldview related (re)
.63 2
transformation deliberative pluralist (me) 
critical (re) 
participatory (re) 
multi-religious (re) 
mystagogic (re)
.6 8 5
We now will discuss the results for each factor. The scales for the first 
factor corresponds perfectly with the theoretical scales for the conformist 
goal orientation. The second factor comprises two of the four scales for 
the goal orientation of self-determination: the universal non-moralist goal 
of moral education and the goal of non-worldview related religious 
education. This result poses a problem: what does the factor refer to? Can 
one theoretically maintain that it is an indicator of the goal orientation of 
self-determination? The remaining two scales (universal non-moralist 
and non-worldview related) concern awareness that institutional religion 
no longer has a function. The mystagogic and existential goals fall away, 
the latter on statistical grounds. 1 The mystagogic goal resurfaces in the 
third factor of the transformative goal orientation. It means that the 
second factor is determined only by scales that indicate the irrelevance of 
religion to social life. The critical (free-thinking) approach to religion 
disappears from the scale. The remaining scales pertain to a critical 
approach to religion, specifically its role in society at large. Accordingly 
we call this factor religio-critical. Finally, the third factor comprises 
scales of the theoretical concept of a transformative goal orientation plus 
the mystagogic goal in the goal orientation of self-determination. In the 
conclusion we return to the question whether the mystagogic goal falls 
under the transformative goal orientation. At all events, the result does 
not justify re-labelling the third factor.
11 The existential goal’s communality value was too low (<.20). It indicates that sub­
stantively this goal has too little in common with the latent dimension (i.e. the envis­
aged concept).
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To sum up, we conclude that three goal orientations of religio-moral edu­
cation feature in the minds of Christian adult educators: a conformist, a 
religio-critical and a transformative orientation. Their reliability is fairly 
high.
The second research question concerns adult catechists’ and educators’ 
agreement with these goal orientations. The answer appears in table 4.3:
Table 4.3 Mean scale scores and standard deviation (s.d.) of goal orientations of adult 
religio-moral education, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)
scale mean standard deviation
conformity 3.4 .71
religio-critical 1.9 .70
transformation 3.8 .47
The table shows that adult educators are least in favour of the religio- 
critical goal orientation. The mean scale score of 1.9 signifies rejection. 
At 3.4, agreement with the conformist goal orientation is significantly 
higher. It falls just inside the area of agreement (from 3.4 upwards). The 
transformative goal orientation attracts most agreement (mean = 3.8). As 
for the spread of individual scores within the mean scale scores (see 
standard deviations), it is greatest in the conformist and religio-critical 
goal orientations (s.d. .71 and s.d. .70). The lowest spread is that of the 
transformative goal orientation (s.d. .47). That means that adult educa­
tors’ agreement with this goal orientation shows less variation than in the 
case of the other orientations. They not only show greater preference for 
the transformative goal orientation, but are also in agreement with one 
another about it.
To answer the third research question we look at relevant (r >.20) and 
significant (p > 0.01) correlations between the goal orientations. We find 
only one significant correlation: a weak negative correlation between the 
conformist and religio-critical orientations (r -.24). This means that the 
more educators agree with the conformist goal orientation, the less they 
agree with the religio-critical orientation and vice versa. The negative 
correlation is explained by the different premises in regard to approach to 
authority and pluralism. At all events, the negative correlation is weak. 
Besides that there is no significant correlation between the transformative 
orientation and the other orientations. Agreement with the conformist
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goal orientation does not imply rejection of the transformative orienta­
tion. In our discussion we will return to this finding.
The fourth research question concerns the institutional religious beliefs 
and practices of the Christian adult educators. Is there a discernible pro­
file in the institutional religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult 
educators who favour certain goal orientations more than other educators 
do? We answer this question by determining the relation between the 
degree of agreement with a given goal orientation and the institutional 
religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators (see table 4.4).
Table 4.4 Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) be­
tween goal orientations of religio-moral education and religious institutional beliefs and 
practices of Christian adult educators
conformity religio-
critical
transformation
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
.34** -.34**
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
-.2 2 * .23*
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
4 4 **
church involvement 40**
prayer 4 9 **
mystical experience -.2 1 * .33**
alternative religiosity .27* .35**
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
We observe that the religio-critical goal orientation does not relate with 
Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs and practices. It 
means that the level of agreement with this orientation does not reveal 
any profile in regard to institutional religious beliefs and practices. 
Clearly rejection of the religio-critical goal orientation is not linked to a 
specific group of Christian adult educators.
Agreement with the conformist and transformative goal orientations, on 
the other hand, correlates strongly with the educators’ institutional 
religious beliefs and practices. In the case of beliefs table 4.4 shows that
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agreement with conformist goals correlates with rejection of a democratic 
ecclesiology entailing cultural openness (r -.22) and agreement with a 
hierarchic conception of centralised church government (r .34). In 
addition, the more educators subscribe to this orientation, the more 
seriously they take guidelines laid down by the church authority (r .44). 
There is also a relation with the acting dimension of the educators’ 
relationship with the church, for instance their involvement in church life 
(eta .40). Core church members are more in favour of the conformist goal 
orientation (mean =3.6) than modal or peripheral members (mean = 3.1). 
Non-churchgoers are least in favour of this orientation (mean = 2.2). 
Agreement with conformity also relates to prayer life (eta .49). If we 
compare the means, it appears that educators who claim to pray often and 
regularly are more in favour of the conformist goal orientation (mean =
3.7 and mean = 3.4) than those who only pray sometimes (mean = 2.6). 
As for the extra-institutional acting dimension of the relation to the 
church, the more educators agree with this goal orientation, the less they 
indicate having had mystical experiences (r -.21). There also exists a 
relation with interest in alternative religiosity (eta .27). There are three 
categories: strong interest (interest in more than 10 topics), moderate 
interest (interest in 6 to 10 topics) and weak interest (less than 6 topics). 
Educators with a strong interest in alternative religiosity are less in 
favour of the conformist orientation (mean = 3.2) than those with a 
moderate interest (mean = 3.6).
Educators who subscribe to the transformative goal orientation on the 
whole display the reverse of this profile. The more they endorse this goal 
orientation, the more they agree with a democratic ecclesiology of 
cultural experience (r .23) and the more they reject centralised 
ecclesiastic decision making (r -.34) (believing). They also participate 
more in extra-institutional practices: they indicate having had more 
mystical experiences (r .33) and are interested in more forms of 
alternative religiosity (eta .35). A comparison of mean scale scores shows 
that educators with a strong interest in alternative religiosity are more in 
favour of transformative goals (mean = 4.1) than those with moderate 
(mean = 3.8) or weak interest (mean = 3.7).
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4.6 Conclusions and discussion
What answers did we get to our research questions? Below we first 
summarise our conclusions from the study of the underlying relation be­
tween goals of moral and religious education. After that we dwell on 
some noteworthy research findings and their implications for the practice 
of religio-moral adult education.
How do the goal orientations of adult religio-moral catechists and educa­
tors interrelate? We expected to find three types of goal orientations: con­
formity, self-determination and transformation. On the whole this proved 
correct, although the goal orientation for self-determination had to be 
adjusted. In this orientation a universal, non-moralist goal for moral edu­
cation combined with a non-worldview related goal for religious educa­
tion. We called it the religio-critical goal orientation, since the two orien­
tations have a religio-critical approach as common ground. Although the 
source of authority is located within the individual, this position is used 
(only) to criticise religion on the basis of a changing social structure 
(modernisation). The result affirms the relevance of the normative claim 
to authority as a classificatory basis for goal orientations.
To what extent do adult catechists and educators agree with the various 
goal orientations of religio-moral education? They agree most strongly 
with the transformative orientation. From this we conclude that they con­
sider it important to teach participants how to deal with the dialectics 
between self-determination and conformity and the pluralism among tra­
ditions. Since such pluralism is typical of present-day society, this skill is 
important. Adult catechists also subscribe to the conformist goal orienta­
tion. The only one they reject is the religio-critical orientation.
How do the goal orientations of religio-moral education interrelate? The 
conformist goal orientation correlates negatively with the religio-critical 
orientation. This is understandable, since the conformist goal orientation 
locates the normative claim outside the individual, whereas the religio- 
critical orientation locates it within the person. We found no correlation 
with the transformative goal orientation. This orientation does not ex­
clude the other two, because it locates the normative claim in the dialec­
tics between individuals’ inner world and the world around them.
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Who are the social carriers of the various goal orientations? The 
institutional religious beliefs and practices of educators who favour the 
conformist and transformative orientations are virtually antithetical. 
Adult catechists and educators who prefer a conformist goal orientation 
favour a hierarchic ecclesiology and follow ecclesiastic guidelines in 
conducting their work (believing). Their acting is mainly intra- 
institutional: they are core church members, pray often and report few 
mystical experiences and little interest in forms of alternative religiosity. 
Those who agree with a transformative goal orientation, on the other 
hand, reject a hierarchic ecclesiology, favour a democratic ecclesiastic 
structure (believing) and their acting is more inclined towards the extra- 
institutional dimension in that they are more open to mystical experience 
and alternative religiosity. Their respective profiles affirm that the 
location of the source of authority is basic to the distinction between goal 
orientations.
Next we will reflect on some findings that contradict our theoretical as­
sumptions. Firstly, how can we explain that the mystagogic goal forms 
part of a transformative goal orientation (and not of that of self­
determination, as we anticipated)? Theoretically our concept of the mys- 
tagogic goal locates the source of authority within the individual. This 
concurs with a conception of mystagogics that posits the existence of 
primordial symbols in people’s hidden depths, which are activated by 
their encounter with religious traditions. But there is another conception 
of mystagogics that comes closer to the tradition of spiritual guidance 
and assumes the impact of a transformative power on human transforma­
tion (see e.g. Waaijman, 2000). By extension this conception does permit 
the inclusion of a mystagogic goal in the transformative goal orientation. 
As for the approach to pluralism, a mystagogic goal is consonant with a 
transformative orientation. Participants need to be acquainted with (uni­
versal) religious symbols, including those of other religious traditions. 
Besides, the process of spiritual transformation is not confined to the 
Christian tradition(s) but is found in other religions as well. This interpre­
tation of the mystagogic goal is more compatible with our research result.
Secondly, the composition of the religio-critical goal orientation was 
counter to our expectations: how do we explain that it is confined to a 
universal non-moralist goal and a non-worldview related goal? This re­
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suit does reflect an intra-personal location of the normative claim. The 
goal orientation of self-determination converges with that of critical lib­
eral religion (see section 4.3). According to Ward this type of religion is 
based on two principles -  autonomy and evidentialism. Both principles 
could lead to the extinction of religion as a result of autonomous human 
criticism. Ward points this out when he refers to reduced evidentialism 
and a reduced concept of autonomy. Reduced evidentialism accepts only 
scientific criteria (Ward, 2004, p.180). A reduced concept of autonomy 
rests on a negative concept of freedom (being free from) that allows no 
scope for positive freedom (being free to). The two principles do not nec­
essarily entail this reduction, provided they are combined with due regard 
to the intrinsic value of religion when it comes to the question of human 
flourishing, be it one’s own, that of other people’s, or society at large. 
Whether this combination is basic to the goal orientation of self­
determination in the minds of educators calls for further research. Or are 
the principles of evidentialism and autonomy and positive agreement 
with religious values mutually exclusive? Does religion evaporate under 
the harsh light of critical reason? Our research results do not permit an 
answer to this question, but it is an interesting question to dwell upon.
5 Educational methods of Christian adult education in a 
pluralist society
5.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of religious pluralism presents Christian adult educa­
tion with the methodological problem of how to mediate between the 
Christian tradition and present-day experience. This is an increasingly 
pressing hermeneutic problem in religious pedagogy and in practical the­
ology in general (cf. Maex, 2003, p.167). With the Nijmegen empirical 
theologian Johannes van der Ven we consider religious communication 
in the context of the contemporary society to be the object of practical 
theology (Van der Ven, 1998b, p.29-60;. 1996). With this the emphasis of 
practical theology is extended from church leadership to the church as a 
whole in relation to society.1 In this chapter we will follow the approach 
of Van der Ven by using empirical methods and locating practical theol­
ogy within a hermeneutic framework (Van der Ven, 1998b, p.29-60).
By doing so, we combine descriptive (social scientifical) and normative 
(theological) aspects of an empirical oriented practical theology. To de­
scribe developments in the societal context of Christian adult education 
we use the analysis of the sociologist of religion Peter Berger. Berger 
describes different strategies for religious communication in contempo­
rary society. For the evaluation of the contribution of these strategies to 
the practice of Christian adult education we base ourselves on the herme­
neutic approaches of the theologians David Tracy, Edward Schillebeeckx 
and Claude Geffre.
In a religiously pluralist context the Christian tradition needs to be inter­
preted. In the process both that tradition and the contemporary situation 
have to be clarified or, as Claude Geffre puts it:
Any contemporary Christian theological position will consider itself obliged to in­
terpret two basic phenomena: the Christian tradition and contemporary understand­
ing of human existence (Geffre, 1987, p.23).
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1 This broadening of the scope of practical theology is an important shift in the field of 
practical theology which took place in the second half of the twentieth century (Van der 
Ven, 1998b, p.29-60; cf. Dingemans, 1996, p.82-96).
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According to Peter Berger (1979) the modern context is characterised by 
„the heretical imperative to choose’. In an age of religious pluralism the 
diversity of possible views and ways of life raises the question of the 
criterion according to which people opt for one concept rather than an­
other. Whether they opt for the Christian tradition or some other belief 
system, the fact that the „why question’ is posed casts doubt on the plau­
sibility of these traditions as well as the self-evident choice of a given 
tradition. The choice is no longer based on some extrinsic source like 
tradition or authority, but on inner authority such as personal experience 
and considerations. Now that we can no longer rely on an extrinsic au­
thority we ourselves have to choose what to believe. Berger describes 
various possible strategies for transmitting a religious tradition in such a 
pluralist context. Confronted with a plurality of choices the strategy to 
transmit a religious tradition is either a deductive one (starting from the 
authority of the religious tradition) or an inductive one (starting from the 
authority of human experience).
If Berger’s analysis applies at a societal level, it has implications for 
hermeneutic communication between the Christian tradition and modern 
experience in Christian adult education. The problem is how to establish 
such communication between the received tradition and personal expe­
rience in the circumstances outlined by Berger. We believe a theological 
basis for a solution to the problem can be found in the hermeneutic ap­
proaches developed by David Tracy, Edward Schillebeeckx and Claude 
Geffré. In these approaches theology has the task of making
a critical and mutual correlation between the interpretation of the Christian tradition
and that of our contemporary human experience (Geffré, 1987, p.2).
Following Tracy, we distinguish between different hermeneutic models, 
which we use as a basis to identify various educational methods for 
Christian adult education. These relate to the roles assigned to educators 
and participants in the learning process in Christian religio-moral educa­
tion, which shows in the methods of the Christian adult educators. In the 
pluralist context described by Berger we would expect Christian adult 
educators to have a preference for educational methods that allow partic­
ipants scope for contribution, self-determination and freedom of choice.
We start this chapter by describing the context of Christian adult educa­
tion with the aid of Berger’s analysis of the state of religion in a pluralist
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society and his dichotomy of strategies for conveying a religious tradition 
in such a context (section 5.2). On the basis of Tracy’s hermeneutic mod­
els we work out a third strategy of mediation (section 5.3). We then use 
the various models of mediation as a premise for distinguishing between 
different approaches to Christian adult education (section 5.4). Next we 
discuss various educational methods for transmitting tradition in the vari­
ous approaches to Christian adult education (section 5.5). We also formu­
late research questions and expectations regarding Christian adult educa­
tors’ agreement with the different educational methods (section 5.6). 
Then we present the results of empirical research among Christian adult 
educators in the Catholic Church in the Netherlands (section 5.7). Final­
ly, in section 5.8 we comment briefly on the research findings in relation 
to our theoretical discussion.
5.2 Christian adult education in a pluralist context
What is the societal context of practical theology in general and Christian 
adult education in particular? According to the sociologist Berger, our 
modern age is characterised by „the heretical imperative’ to choose:
The modern individual, then, lives in a world of choice, in sharp contrast with the 
world of fate inhabited by traditional man (Berger, 1979, p. 19).
Berger maintains that modern people’s consciousness has been subjected 
to a shift from fate to choice. Society and the self are no longer taken for 
granted. The development of modern technology, division of labour and 
the subsequent development of pluralism opened up an array of choices 
and possible identities, thus creating a need to reflect. In our day the in­
dividual’s biography is to be understood in terms of choices. In every 
possible sphere of life we face the task of choosing. In our daily lives, for 
instance, family life has become an object of planning. Our beliefs and 
values have likewise become matters of choice.2 Awareness of the as­
2 In The sacred canopy Berger uses the metaphor of the market to assert that this imper­
ative to choose affects the religious domain. Religion seems to have become voluntary, 
even a matter of choice and preference. Religious „products’, then, need to be marketed 
instead of imposed, and adapted to the secularised consciousness of its clients, while at 
the same time losing their status of „eternal truths’. Along with this market dynamics, 
the dynamics of change enters the domain of religious content. Naturally this principle
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pect of choice erodes the plausibility of traditions. We no longer invoke 
the authority of tradition but instead turn to personal experience as the 
most convincing evidence of the reality of anything. When religious in­
stitutions and traditions are no longer taken for granted and autonomy 
takes the place of authority, transmission of a religious tradition becomes 
problematic.
Berger distinguishes between two „survival strategies’ that are left for 
religion. In the first -  deductive -  strategy the reaction to the moderating 
powers of modern secularisation and pluralism is a reassertion of the au­
thority of religious tradition. The core of that tradition is regarded as an 
objective, eternal totality revealed by God, from which we have to de­
duce guidelines for action and thought. The second -  inductive -  strategy 
does not assume any such authority for religious tradition. In reaction to 
the pluralist context it does not invoke an immutable tradition but links 
religiosity to human experience. Human experience is considered the 
starting point of all religious reflection and as such the point of departure 
for the inductive strategy (Berger, 1979, p.11-31, 60-65; cf. Claassen, 
1985, p.47-51).
Besides a deductive and an inductive strategy Berger originally proposed 
a third strategy -  reduction. It is the antithesis of the deductive strategy, 
in that authority is ascribed, not to revelation, but to modern secular con­
sciousness. When tradition does not accord with this, it has to be adapted 
in conformity with the standards of modernity. But it means that there is 
no longer any transmission of tradition. In addition the position of the 
reductive option in Berger’s typology has been criticised. Stan Gaede 
argues that Berger makes use of two dimensions instead of one, namely a 
methodological dimension (deductive versus inductive) and a substantive 
one (orthodox versus heterodox). The reductive option, then, is not so 
much a formal methodology for the transmission of a religious tradition, 
but entails its content and a value judgment of the tradition (Gaede, 1981, 
p. 181-185). In response to Gaede, Berger agreed that the reductive option 
may be regarded as a combination of a deductive strategy with a hetero­
dox, substantive conclusion (Berger, 1981, p.193-196, cf. Claassen, 
1985, p.52f; Van Gerwen, 1985, p.124f). Consequently this model is not 
pertinent to a methodological distinction between strategies for transmit-
of changeability is „intrinsically inimical to religious traditionalism’ (Berger, 1967, 
p.145).
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ting a tradition. That leaves us with two strategies: a deductive strategy 
premised on the authority of the tradition and an inductive strategy hing­
ing on the authority of the contemporary situation.
The analysis of Berger enables us to describe developments within the 
societal context addressed by the field of practical theology. With regard 
to the field of Christian adult education in particular, Berger’s analysis 
makes us aware of the problem of transmitting Christian tradition in such 
a context and offers strategies how to mediate between tradition and ex­
perience. We need this description as a basis for the evaluation of these 
strategies in the light of the hermeneutic correlation between tradition 
and experience. This is a main theme of practical theology as we see it.
5.3 Beyond the opposition between tradition and the modern 
situation
In the previous section we described some aspects of the societal context 
of Christian adult education, following Berger’s argument. As a sociolo­
gist of religion he concentrates on how religion can ensure its own sur­
vival in modern society. He describes two strategies to transmit the 
Christian tradition under modern societal conditions: the deductive strat­
egy premised on tradition, and the inductive strategy proceeding from 
human experience. These strategies are mutually contradictory: either 
tradition or the modern situation is authoritative. “Tertium non datur” -  
that seems to be the assumption. But are these premises tenable? Isn’t 
there a third strategy that could resolve the contradiction between deduc­
tive and inductive?
David Tracy maintains that in a secular modern age theology is chal­
lenged by the claims of other sciences and prevailing values such as au­
tonomy and free, open research. At the same time it remains committed 
to the claims and fundamental values of Christianity. How should Chris­
tian theology deal with this tension? Tracy identifies various theological 
models in an attempt to interpret the Christian tradition in the context of 
modernity. In the orthodox model modernist claims are assigned no in- 
tra-theological relevance. Engagement with the truth of traditional Chris­
tianity is seen as the best defence against the „onslaught’ of modern criti­
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cism. Thus theologians’ task is to reflect the tradition and faith of their 
respective churches accurately. In the liberal model, by contrast, theolo­
gians, convinced that faith permeates human existence, explicitly engage 
with the claims and values of the secular modern age. Their task is “to 
rethink and reformulate their tradition in accordance with the values and 
cognitive claims o f modern thought” (Tracy, 1975, p.26).
In Berger’s terms the contrast between the orthodox and liberal models 
may be equated with the contrast between a deductive and an inductive 
strategy. Tracy describes a third model, however, which is not based on 
this contrast. In his view the intrinsically hermeneutic aspect of the task 
of contemporary theology is properly defined in the revisionist model. 
This model requires
a critical reformulation of both the meanings manifested by our common human ex­
perience and the meanings manifested by an interpretation of the central motifs of 
the Christian tradition (Tracy, 1975, p.34).
The model allows for mutual clarification and reconciliation between the 
claims and cardinal values of both a reinterpreted postmodern conscious­
ness and a reinterpreted Christianity. Neither tradition nor present-day 
experience alone would constitute a premise. Instead they have to be crit­
ically interrelated (Tracy, 1975, p.22-42).
We see Edward Schillebeeckx’s critical correlation model as an example 
of such a revisionist approach. Schillebeeckx seeks to make the Christian 
tradition accessible to modern people in a situation where secularisation 
and pluralism have abrogated the self-evidence of the Christian tradition. 
According to him the meaning of what it is to be a Christian cannot be 
inferred exclusively from either Scripture and tradition or from an analy­
sis of contemporary experience and society. It can only by found through 
a mutually critical correlation between both these „sources’. Schille- 
beeckx refers to a false dilemma between individual authority derived 
from „experience’ and the apparently antithetical authority of tradition.
3 Tracy also describes a neo-orthodox and a radical model as self-critical aspects of the 
liberal model. The neo-orthodox model focuses on experience as tragedy, the dark side 
of human existence. In the radical model Christian tradition itself is subjected to criti­
cism. It has to be reformulated in such a way that it no longer exudes an alienating force 
but helps people to rid themselves of illusions and become independent. In this model 
Jesus is the prototype of a liberator. In Berger’s terms we could see the neo-orthodox 
model as a hybrid of deductive and inductive and the radical model as reductive.
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Religious tradition is never found in isolation: it is always interpreted 
anew and is inextricably tied up with a specific cultural context. Expe­
rience, on the other hand, is always socially transmitted. In part it is 
shaped by the societal context, in part it is communicated through lan­
guage. Each experience presupposes a given frame of reference, which 
gives it meaning. A religious tradition is an example of such an interpre­
tive framework and is itself an accumulation of previous personal and 
collective experiences. On the basis of their experience people can criti­
cally test tradition. Schillebeeckx’s critical correlation model proceeds 
from the view that tradition and contemporary experience do not exclude 
each other. They influence each other critically in the process of inter­
preting tradition in the context of contemporary experience (Schille- 
beeckx, 1989, p.35-44, cf. Hermans, 2003; Maex, 2003, p.36-39).
5.4 Different educational approaches in Christian adult education
After this macro-level analysis of strategies to transmit the Christian tra­
dition in a pluralist context we now turn to various approaches in Chris­
tian adult education. Just as various strategies are discernible at the so­
cietal level, so there are diverse strategies in Christian adult education. 
Our angle of approach is the question of how participants in a process of 
Christian adult education internalise the Christian tradition. It is not so 
much a matter of what is learnt, but rather a hermeneutic distinction of 
communication between tradition and experience. On the basis of these 
hermeneutic models we can identify different approaches to Christian 
adult education, which differ in respect of the development of the learn­
er’s identity (cf. Maex, 2003, p.30-98; Ziebertz et all, p.11-31). Many 
authors in the field of Christian religious education have made similar 
classifications in approaches to religious education based on the relation 
between Christian tradition and experiences of people’s life.4
An approach based on the deductive model proceeds from the transmis­
sion of the Christian tradition. This tradition is viewed as an unshakable 
foundation, independent of any historical or social situation, to be applied 
to contemporary human experience. Contemporary experience is not
4 The description of the approaches of socialization, shared praxis and reconceptualising 
by Mary Elizabeth Mullino Moore can serve as an illustration (Moore, 1983, p.27-55).
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supposed to function critically with regard to tradition. Communication 
proceeds deductively from faith to experience, the value of the Christian 
tradition being transmitted from the past to the present. The aim of this 
kind of Christian adult education is to construct a well-defined Christian 
identity and this should not lead to personal choices that could contradict 
the doctrines of the church. We call this a transmission model of identity 
development, implying the development of a predetermined Christian 
identity. Since it entails a precise preconception of what Christianity is, 
we call it a closed identity. An example of such an approach is spelled 
out in the Vatican document Directorium catechisticum generale of 
1971, which states that catechesis should always be based exclusively on 
revelation as conveyed by the universal authority of the Catholic Church. 
Another instance of a deductive approach to Christian adult education is 
kerygmatic catechesis. Although this type of catechesis recognises the 
divide between „learning’ and „living’ and seeks to impart personally 
lived belief, the primary goal remains transmission of a predetermined 
tradition. Contemporary experience is subordinate to tradition and does 
not have any critical function in regard to church doctrine (De Jong, 
1982, p.237-246).
In an inductively based approach to Christian adult education, on the 
other hand, concrete experience is the point of departure for finding a 
relation between the present situation and the Christian tradition as mani­
fested in everyday life. The movement is from experience to the Chris­
tian tradition in order to determine from the contemporary situation what 
elements of the transmitted tradition are pertinent to life here and now. 
The appropriate identity model is exploration. Since there is no precon­
ception of what is Christian and what is not, we call this open identity 
development. We see this approach reflected in existential catechesis. In 
this kind of Christian adult education the starting point is the participants 
with their own existential questions. These questions are supposed to 
give participants access to the religious dimension that is part and parcel 
of human existence. By clarifying that existence one seeks to discover 
points of contact within pupils’ existential horizon and use these to clari­
fy the tradition (cf. Hermans, 2002, p.5-36).
The inductively based model of exploration has been the object of a large 
debate in both Europe as in the United States from the 1970s onward. 
The discussion took place around the underlying assumption of the in­
ductive model that participants “encounter the revelation o f God through
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their experiences’’ (Buchanan, 2005, p.20-37). Due to societal develop­
ments the understanding and knowledge of Christian tradition and 
Church teaching could no longer supposed to be common knowledge. 
The question was whether it is possible for learners and educators in a 
pluralist society to make the link between life experience and Christian 
tradition. As a reaction to this discussion new approaches to Christian 
religious education arose, which tried to bridge this gap. The „shared 
Christian praxis’ approach of Thomas Groome is an important example 
of such a correlational approach. In this approach the life experiences of 
participants are recognised, but at the same time contextualised within 
Christian tradition:
Shared praxis provided opportunities for students to explore knowledge about reli­
gious issues within the context of a Christian faith tradition (Buchanan, 2005, p.31).
Approaches like Groome’s explicit do address pluralism in modern so­
ciety (Browning, 1982, p.418-424).
In an approach to Christian adult education based on a correlative model 
tradition and experience are no longer regarded as opposing entities but 
are correlated. This entails a correlation model of identity construction 
aimed at developing a critical identity in transformational interaction 
between tradition and experience. Chris Hermans uses the metaphor of 
authorship, which allows both for the fact that people make their own 
choices and for the fact that these personal choices are founded on mean­
ings derived from a social group. One becomes the author of one’s own 
life story by making personal choices based on understanding of that 
story via stories derived from religious traditions. Participants form their 
religious identity by defining, firstly, what is part of them in terms of 
their biography, and, secondly, what forms part of the Christian tradition. 
This aspect of choice is especially important for adult learners. But even 
though autonomy in the formation of one’s religious identity remains a 
valuable aim of religious education, this approach recognises an inescap­
able, prior heteronomous element in the process (Hermans, 2001, p.244- 
249).
In Christian adult education such a correlative approach is found in the 
participatory concept of catechesis evolved by Chris Hermans. Here the 
aim of religious education is to construct the religious self by learning,
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while drawing on religious traditions, through participating in religious 
practices (2001, p.33-35).
5.5 Educational methods in Christian adult education
The three approaches to Christian adult education described above have 
implications for the methodological approach of adult educators. We 
suppose that the theological approaches of Christian adult educators cor­
relate with their methodological approach. Educators emphasizing tradi­
tion will prefer other styles of instruction than educators who emphasize 
the experience of the participants of the course. This has to do with the 
location of authority within the learning process. If authority is located 
within tradition this demands a guiding role of the educator. If, on the 
other hand, authority is located within experience there is room for the 
contribution of the learners. A methodological approach entails educa­
tional methods, that is to say, the manner in which learners’ learning 
processes are guided. Educational methods involve the roles of both edu­
cator and learners. In view of the foregoing theoretical discussion we 
assume that these methods can be linked with the three approaches to 
Christian adult education described in section 5.4. In this section we first 
describe educational methods in relation to these approaches and then 
formulate research questions pertaining to the educational methods. Our 
classification of the various educational methods is based on Lowyck 
(1995) and Simons, Van der Linden and Duffy (2000), who distinguish 
among three ways of learning. We choose this classification because it is 
highly applicable to the religious education of adults within the context 
of the church. The classification is based on the degree of guidance of 
educators and learners. This degree of guidance relates to the location of 
authority within different models of mediating between tradition and ex­
perience. Furthermore, the difference with regard to the amount of teach­
er and student control is especially relevant for adult learners.
Guided learning
In the educational method of guided learning, learning is seen as the 
transmission of structured information. The educator is seen as an expert 
and also acts as decision maker: he or she organises and plans the learn­
ing material in advance and takes all relevant decisions regarding me­
thods and aims. The educator also monitors progress and determines how 
learning outcomes are measured. There is little scope for participants to
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contribute. The criterion of the guided learning method is appropriation 
of the transmitted content. The educator is seen as an expert in the field 
of religious community and tradition and is responsible for accurate 
transfer of the tradition. Because tradition is considered the criterion, this 
educational method relates to a deductive approach to Christian adult 
education.
Experiential learning
On the other extreme we distinguish a method termed experiential learn­
ing. In this educational method neither content nor method nor aims are 
decided beforehand. This is because they are not regarded as the starting 
point of learning. The starting point of this kind of learning is the stu­
dents’ personal experience and internal motivation. These, and not learn­
ing goals, determine what and how they learn. The learning process is not 
monitored. Learning should be independent, creative and continuous and 
is determined by the participants’ needs and decisions. When contempo­
rary experience is the criterion, every participant is seen as an expert 
through experience, which qualifies students to guide their own learning 
process. The educator at most guides their individual identity construc­
tion. The criterion of the experiential learning educational method is 
open, because it lies in the biography of the adult learner and has to be 
defined in terms of personal development. As the experiential learning 
method proceeds from participants’ experience, thus allowing scope for 
their contribution and autonomy, it can be connected with an inductive 
approach to Christian adult education.
Mediated learning
The third educational method is termed mediated learning. In this method 
the content, method and aim of learning are defined in the process and 
through negotiation with participants in the course. Educator and partici­
pants together guide the learning. Testing or evaluation of the learnt sub­
ject matter is also a shared responsibility. This mode of learning allows 
for participants’ contributions, decisions and independence without being 
controlled by these. The educator can fulfil a guiding role, but partici­
pants also contribute critically to the learning process. Since the learners 
are seen as participants and co-shapers of the learning process, the educa­
tor can gradually transfer part of the responsibility for the process to 
them. One instance of such an educational model is the hermeneutic-
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communicative model described by Joke Maex. This model envisages 
(religious) education as a game of negotiation and open communication. 
The educator’s and participants’ input jointly constitutes the content of 
the learning process. Both make a constructive input but also assume 
responsibility for it. Active involvement of the learners entails more than 
just attuning themes to the learners’ experience. Participants not only 
make an input in the learning process but actively participate in it, for 
instance in the construction of themes for actual lessons (Maex, 2003, 
p.177-193). The hermeneutic-communicative model is premised on narr­
ative identity. On the basis of this narrative premise Maex substantiates 
the need for active input by participants. Not only the educator but also 
the participants have their own stories, which provide the interpretive 
framework for their participation. Mediated learning can be linked with a 
correlative approach of Christian adult education, the criterion being crit­
ical correlation of tradition and experience. This requires a method that 
allows for both the educator’s expertise and the participants’ experience, 
so that the two can interact critically in the learning process (Lowyck, 
1995, p.215-230; Simons et all, 2000, p.1-15).
5.6 Research questions
To determine actual support for these educational methods we formulate 
four research questions:
1. What are the educational methods o f Christian adult educators?
2. To what extent do they agree with these educational methods?
3. To what extent do the educational methods correlate?
4. To what extent are Christian adult educator’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices predictors o f agreement with the edu­
cational methods?
Based on the foregoing theoretical discussion we have the following ex­
pectations regarding these questions.
First, we assume that religious educators do identify the educational 
methods of guided, experiential and mediated learning as separate cate­
gories.
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Second, we suppose that religious educators approve most strongly of the 
educational method of mediated learning and disapprove most strongly of 
the educational method of guided learning. Between these two poles we 
expect a moderately positive level of agreement with experiential learn­
ing.
Third, we expect that the strategies of guided and experiential learning 
exclude each other in the perception of religious educators and that medi­
ated learning relates to both strategies.
Fourth, we think that agreement with the different educational methods 
will be differentiated according to ecclesiological views. A hierarchical 
church view proceeds from the truth as transmitted to the church by the 
Holy Spirit. Since this truth cannot and should not be adapted to the 
modern world or contemporary needs, the church should distance itself 
from society and its secular values. A democratic church view, on the 
other hand, is characterised by openness to the surrounding culture 
(Schillebeeckx, 1989, p.221-239; Jeurissen, 1993, p.154-156). On the 
basis of this degree of openness we would expect a democratic church 
view to correlate with an experiential educational method and a hierar­
chical church view to correlate with the guided educational method. Fur­
ther we expect that agreement with guided learning correlates with intra- 
institutional practices (church-involvement and prayer) because we think 
the emphasis on the guidance of the educator goes together with an ex­
trinsic conception of authority. Educators who agree with experiential 
and mediated learning allow scope for the contribution of the participants 
and will be more open to extra-institutional practices (mysticism and 
alternative religiosity).
5.7 Empirical research
In this section we deal with empirical research into the aforementioned 
educational methods among Christian adult educators in the Catholic 
Church in the Netherlands. First we describe the research model. After 
that we present the results of our empirical research. The research model 
describes the conceptual model we used to theorise about educational 
methods within Christian adult education (see section 5.5), as well as the
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research instrument we used to measure the different concepts and the 
design of analysis used to interpret the results of our empirical research.
5.7.1 Conceptual model
We have distinguished between three different educational methods in 
terms of different views of tradition and experience and the degree of 
guidance and openness to critical contributions. The concepts are „guided 
learning’, „experiential learning’ and „mediated learning’ (see section 
5.5).
5.7.2 Research instrument
As indicators of guided learning we used emphasis on the educator’s re­
sponsibility and decision-making power regarding the content, method 
and aim of education. As indicators of experiential learning we used em­
phasis on the participants’ autonomy, decision-making power and per­
sonal experience. For mediated learning our indicators were considera­
tion of participants’ needs and negotiation between religious educator 
and participants.
On the basis of these indicators we operationalised each educational 
method in three or four items. An example of an item measuring the 
strategy of guided learning is: “The educator should make the relevant 
decisions about the content, aim and method o f the course". To measure 
experiential learning items like “Learning is a voyage o f discovery and 
participants may decide for themselves what this voyage should be like" 
wereincluded in the questionnaire. An example of an item measuring 
mediated learning is: “Religious educators should allow participants to 
share in decisions on what the education should be like". All items were 
rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1= totally disagree, 5 = totally agree). A 
full overview of the items in the research instrument appears in table 5.1.
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5.7.3 Design of analysis
We performed a factor analysis to determine which educational methods 
are discerned by Christian adult educators. We used bi-variate -  and va­
riance analyses to relate the agreement with these educational methods 
with institutional religious beliefs and practices of the Christian adult 
educators.
5.7.4 Results
To answer the first research question about what educational methods 
religious educators identify we performed a factor analysis. Our factor 
analysis yielded three factors, see table 5.1:
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Table 5.1 Oblimin-rotated factor matrix (minimal eigenvalue =1), commonalities (h2), 
reliability (alpha) and percentage of explained variance regarding educational methods 
of Christian adult education.
Item
theoretical
domain
h2 f 1 f2 f3
I think it is normal for participants 
to express criticism of the course 
instructor
mediated .51 .71
it’s important that the participant’s 
wishes/desires and good/interests 
are taken into account in the course
mediated .50 .70
participants are responsible for their 
own learning process
experiential .23 .42
it’s up to me, the educator, to en­
sure that the participants understand 
what is learnt
guided .23 .42
it’s my responsibility to monitor 
whether the participants achieve the 
learning goals
guided .20 .39
no decisions about content, aim and 
method of the course should be 
made beforehand
experiential .58 .66
learning is a voyage of discovery 
and participants may decide for 
themselves what this voyage should 
be like
experiential .42 .61
I have no fixed, prior aims of learn­
ing; these are determined by cir­
cumstances, personal motivation, 
participant’s experiences etc.
experiential .31 .52
the educator should make the rele­
vant decisions about the content, 
aim and method of the course
guided .56 .66
religious educators should allow 
participants to take part in deciding 
what the education will be like
mediated .43 -.57
I, the educator, determine the 
course’s learning goals
guided .27 .51
alpha .69 .62 .62
explained variance 38,6%
Legend
F1 = mediated learning 
F2 = experiential learning 
F3 = guided learning
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The first factor consists of a mixture of items designed to measure medi­
ated learning and items that measure guided and experiential learning. 
The items measuring mediated learning have a far higher factor score 
(.71 and .70) than those measuring experiential (.42) and guided learning 
(.42 and .39). Hence the factor is determined predominantly by items 
measuring mediated learning. Apart from the significantly lower factor 
loading, it is not surprising that a factor determined by a high factor score 
on mediated learning also absorbs items belonging to the other two fac­
tors, simply because in the theoretical domain mediated learning forms 
an intermediate category between guided and experiential learning. That 
is why we think that the label „mediated learning’ is still appropriate for 
this factor.
The second factor consists solely of items designed to measure experien­
tial learning. This means that religious educators identify with the educa­
tional method of experiential learning and we label this factor „experien­
tial learning’.
The third factor consists of some (two out of four) items designed to 
measure guided learning and includes one item for measuring mediated 
learning. Although this item was meant to measure mediated learning, it 
turned out to be a negative measure of guided learning. So we can say 
that religious educators identify, at least partially, with the guided learn­
ing method and label the factor accordingly.
To answer the second research question we need to look at the level of 
agreement with each method, as reflected in table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Mean scale scores and standard deviation (s.d.) of the educational methods, 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)
scale mean standard deviation
guided learning 3.3 .72
experiential learning 2.6 .73
mediated learning 4.0 .51
The mean of agreement with mediated learning (mean = 4.0) is the high­
est of all. Religious educators are doubtful about guided learning (mean = 
3.3) and disagree with experiential learning (mean = 2.6). The lowest
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standard deviation, indicating the spread on the scale, is that of mediated 
learning (s.d. .51). This implies not only that Christian adult educators 
agree most strongly with the mediated learning educational method, but 
there is also most agreement among them about such agreement.
The third question concerns the relations educators perceive between the 
various educational methods. There is a significant correlation between 
the guided and experiential learning educational methods of r. -.39. This 
strong negative correlation implies that the more religious educators 
agree with the guided learning educational method, the more they disag­
ree with the experiential learning method and vice versa. This finding 
shows that in the minds of religious educators the two educational me­
thods are opposed. The absence of a significant correlation with mediated 
learning shows, furthermore, that agreement with guided or experiential 
learning does not necessarily imply (dis)agreement with mediated learn­
ing; educators agreeing with mediated learning thus form a group on their 
own.
The fourth question refers to the religious institutional beliefs and prac­
tices of the educators who support these educational methods. Table 5.3 
summarises the correlations between the educational methods and the 
aspects of the religious institutional beliefs and practices of Christian 
adult educators that proved to be relevant.
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Table 5.3 Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) be­
tween educational methods and religious institutional beliefs and practices of Christian 
adult educators
guided mediated experiential
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
-.20*
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
.30**
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
-.23* .28**
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
church involvement
prayer
mystical experience
alternative religiosity .26*
* p<0.01  **p<0 . 0 0 1
We briefly describe the significant correlations with ecclesiology for 
each educational method. First, we find significant correlations between a 
guided educational method and the ecclesiological dimensions of centra­
lised decision making (r .20) and structural openness (r -.23). This means 
that the more religious educators agree with the guided learning method, 
the more they agree with the view that the church should be centrally 
governed and the less they agree with the view that the church should go 
along with new ideas in society.
With regard to the mediated learning educational method, we find sig­
nificant correlations with ecclesiological dimension of centralised deci­
sion making (r -.20). This means that the more educators agree with me­
diated learning the less they agree with the view that the church should 
be centrally governed.
The strategy of experiential learning, finally, correlates with the ecclesio- 
logical dimensions of structural (r .28) and cultural openness (r .30). The 
more educators agree with an experiential learning method, the more they 
agree with the views that church membership should be open to everyone 
and that the church should go along with new ideas in society.
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With regard to the dimension of acting it shows that educators who are 
interested in more than 6 topics of alternative religiosity agree more with 
the method of guided learning (mean = 3.5) than educators who have a 
lower interest in alternative religiosity (mean = 3.1). It appears that the 
choice of educational method further does not relate to the intra- and ex­
tra-institutional practices of the educators, we will discuss this in the 
concluding chapter.
5.8 Conclusions and discussion
Which educational method do Christian adult educators favour? We con­
cluded that Christian adult educators distinguish between guided, expe­
riential and mediated learning as distinct educational methods (first re­
search question). Of the three, mediated learning elicits most agreement 
and experiential learning least (second research question). This confirms 
our expectation that mediated learning is most widely accepted, but re­
futes our expectation that Christian adult educators agree more with ex­
periential learning than with guided learning. Thirdly, we concluded that 
guided and experiential learning are mutually exclusive in the minds of 
Christian adult educators, while mediated learning does not correlate 
significantly with either of them (third research question). The first part 
of this finding is consistent with our expectation in this regard. As for 
social support of the educational methods, it appears to be differentiated 
according to ecclesiology and interest in alternative religiosity (fourth 
research question). This partly confirms our expectation in this respect.
How do we evaluate these findings in the light of our theoretical discus­
sion? Firstly, we address two unexpected research outcomes, secondly, 
we point in the direction of pedagogical, sociological and theological 
conclusions with regard to the practice of Christian adult education in a 
pluralist society.
We did not expect a higher level of agreement with the guided learning 
educational method than with experiential learning, because guided 
learning does not seem to accommodate the modern requirement of par­
ticipant autonomy. The research finding that there is still some agreement 
with heteronomy becomes comprehensible if viewed in the light of a 
narrative concept of identity. As mentioned in relation to a correlative 
approach to Christian adult education, religious identity formation does
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not come about simply by letting participants exchange their experiences, 
but occurs in dialogue with religious traditions. Formation of a religious 
identity requires the input of expertise and narratives from religious tradi­
tions. A guided method of instruction permits such input. Nevertheless 
we think we need to look beyond the opposition between experiential and 
guided learning, because both educational methods have their limitations. 
Mediated learning seems to be an educational method that overcomes the 
one-sidedness of experiential and guided learning by taking cognisance 
of both the Christian tradition and the expertise of the religious educator, 
as well as critical contributions from the participants’ experience. 
Against this background the finding that mediated learning elicits the 
greatest agreement from Christian adult educators is significant.
Another interesting finding is that mainly ecclesiology as a problem of 
church leadership relates to notions of leadership among Christian adult 
educators. Our findings confirm that guided and experiential learning 
relate to the educator’s ecclesiological view regarding openness to the 
surrounding culture. It appears, however, that only the opposition be­
tween guided and experiential learning relates to this ecclesiological di­
mension. Mediated learning relates only to the formal dimension of the 
organisation of internal ecclesiastic relations, which allows for democrat­
ic decision making and not to the more substantive dimension of cultural 
openness. This correlation between mediated learning and democratic 
decision making can be interpreted with reference to a correlative ap­
proach. With regard to intra-church relations Schillebeeckx says that the 
religious community was meant to be a koinonia, a fellowship of free and 
equal partners. Nobody has the right to repress or manipulate the funda­
mental freedom of God’s children. If the church wants to serve the cause 
of Jesus Christ, it can never be an institution with hierarchic structures of 
dominion but has to be organised democratically. Schillebeeckx de­
scribes how even in patristic and medieval theology the receptio of dog­
mas by the religious community was thought to be a condition for the 
efficacy of ecclesiastic authority. Following this tradition ecclesiology 
has adopted the idea of the indefeasibility of human freedom of choice. If 
the Christian tradition is transmitted in an authoritarian or hierarchic 
manner, consent of belief is disregarded and the tradition of a liberating 
Jesus Christ obscured (Schillebeeckx, 1989, p.221-239; Kung, 1975, 
p.441f). Nichols emphasises that such a democratic church view does not
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rule out leadership and authority within the community, but merely en­
tails that leadership should not take the form of an authoritarian hierarchy 
(1997, p.6-14).
In this theoretical framework the correlation between ecclesiological 
democratic decision making and the mediated learning educational is 
understandable. Both models allow for the Christian adult educator’s 
guidance and expertise, as well as the experience and critical contribution 
of the participants.
How do these findings contribute to the improvement of the practice of 
Christian adult education? We hope the findings can provide a bit of an 
empirical basis for recommendations in this respect. Understanding the 
pedagogical techniques associated with different approaches of Christian 
adult education may help the religious educator to decide which educa­
tional is appropriate within a specific situation.
Berger’s analysis proved to be very helpful in describing different strate­
gies of mediation between Christian tradition and present-day experience. 
The presentation of ’survivalstrategies’of Christian tradition within a 
pluralised context turned out to be appropriate for the description and 
categorisation of learning processes within Christian adult education. 
However, the research results also indicate we should move beyond the 
opposition between deductive and inductive in describing adequate edu­
cational methods. Donald Miller points to this need:
What I find surprising is that, while Berger is in favor of religious experience, he 
seems, I believe quite unintentionally, to ignore the fact that religious experience is 
always contextual (i.e. that people seldom simply have a religious experience un­
connected from a particular set of religious symbols) (Miller, 1981, p.188-191).
Which educational method may actually contribute to the mediation be­
tween Christian tradition and contemporary experience in a pluralist so­
ciety? Although all educational methods have their benefits, there needs 
to be a balance between guidance of the educator and the contribution of 
participants. If too much emphasis is placed on the aspect of guidance, 
participants might not learn to relate the Christian tradition to their own 
experience. If guidance is lacking within the learning process, partici­
pants might not learn to relate these experiences to the basic stories of 
Christian tradition and culture (cf. Vermeer & Van der Ven, 2001, p.107- 
125). For this reason a mediated educational method could be recom-
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mended. In chapter 7.3 we will elaborate on the evaluation of the differ­
ent educational methods.
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6 Relationship between goal orientations and educational 
methods within Christian adult education
6.1 Introduction
Christian religious and moral education has assumed diverse forms in 
recent decades. There is a plurality of both goal orientations and educa­
tional methods. Thus some workers operating in this field want their edu­
cational activities to promote conformity with the religious teachings of a 
specific tradition (here the Catholic Church). Others focus their courses 
on enabling participants to decide for themselves what they want to be­
lieve and how to live in accordance with their beliefs. Yet others try to 
combine conformity and self-determination in Christian adult education 
(transformation). Apart from this plurality of goal orientations there is 
also a diversity of methods of instruction. Some settle for a learning style 
in which the educator largely directs the process (guided learning). Oth­
ers prefer to base their teaching mainly on participants’ own experience 
(experiential learning). Again others prefer various intermediate forms 
(mediated learning).
This chapter is not so much about differences in goal orientation and 
educational methods as about the interrelationship between the two. The 
first question is whether there is in fact a relation between choices at the 
level of goal orientation and educational methods in religious and moral 
adult education. The question is important, since the ideal seems to be 
that there should be at least a logical connection. Theoretically it appears 
desirable that methods should match goals in educational processes. In 
reality, however, such coherence of goal orientation and methods does 
not necessarily exist. Maybe (some) Christian adult educators have other 
„reasons’ for selecting certain methods. Could it be that they simply „do 
something’ without insisting on systematic coherence? And even if there 
is a connection, what exactly does it consist in? Does one choose a me­
thod because it accords with the goals, or at any rate with the goal orien­
tation? Or the other way round? Or does one choose a particular goal 
orientation and a particular method for the same reason, but that reason is 
extraneous to both goals and method?
This last possibility we find particularly interesting in the context of an 
issue that was part of the motive for this study. That is the issue of reli­
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gious, worldview-related and moral pluralism, and how one deals with it 
when it comes to learning in religious and moral adult education in the 
Netherlands. It could be that educators consider it a good thing and there­
fore opt for a goal orientation and methods that leave a lot of scope for it 
or even encourage it. Or they may see it as harmful and strive for unifor­
mity, also when it comes to method. What is the status of the current 
practice of Christian religious and moral adult education?
To gain insight into the relationship between goal orientations and educa­
tional methods we conducted research among Christian adult educators in 
the Netherlands. We already specified the goal orientations (chapter 2, 3 
and 4) for religious-moral adult education that we identified in our study. 
Next we indicated the various educational methods of Christian adult 
education (chapter 5). In educational literature one finds different types 
of relationship between goals and educational methods, which we de­
scribe in section 6.2. Then we formulate research questions (6.3) and 
report on the findings of the empirical research (section 6.4). Finally we 
list our principal conclusions and reflect on these (section 6.5).
6.2 Relationship between goal orientations and educational 
methods of religio-moral education
We have identified three types of goal orientation (conformity, religio- 
critical and transformation, see chapter 4) and three types of educational 
methods (guided -, experiential -  and mediated learning, see chapter 5) 
within Christian adult education. We describe these types of goal orienta­
tion (6.2.1) and educational methods (6.2.2) and the relation between 
them (6.2.3).
6.2.1 Goal orientations of Christian adult education
There are many ways of classifying the goal orientations of religious and 
moral adult education. In our research we opted for a classical pedagogic 
classificatory principle (Kohn, 1969). What or who decisively determines 
the choices we make? Does authority derive from within the person or is 
it extrinsic to the person? This criterion of authority is important when 
dealing with pluralism. If the source of authority is extrinsic to the per­
son, there seems to be little or no room for pluralism. But if  people can
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choose for themselves there is much more leeway, for instance to choose 
one’s individual position within the Christian tradition (internal plural­
ism) and for interaction between the Christian tradition and other reli­
gions (external pluralism). On the basis of this criterion we distinguish 
between three main types of goal orientation in religious and moral edu­
cation: conformity, self-determination and transformation (see chapter 4). 
In the case of conformity the aim is that learners learn to adapt to the 
requirements of their social environment. The authority is extraneous. 
Through religious and moral education, adult learners opt for a Christian 
lifestyle. They internalise only values that accord with the Christian tradi­
tion and Christian notions about transcendent reality. Within this ap­
proach believers’ orthodoxy is controlled, hence there is not much room 
for internal pluralism. As a result they do not relate much to other reli­
gions, if at all. Other religious traditions are not considered. There is no 
scope for religious pluralism, either within their own religious way of life 
or outside it.
The religio-critical goal orientation is the exact opposite. Here authority 
resides within the person. The aim is for participants to develop autono­
my and maturity. Individuals should learn to make choices based on 
ideas to which they freely subscribe. This goal orientation offers more 
scope for pluralism, because the choices of Christian adults can diverge 
(to a lesser or greater degree) from the orthodoxy controlled by church 
institutions. Paradoxically, however, in this goal orientation pluralism is 
restrained by self-determination. Why? There is only one criterion of 
choosing what to believe, namely one’s own reasons (whatever they are) 
for assenting to certain beliefs. Paradoxically, pluralism (the many) is 
reduced to just one option (the one). On the level of the Christian com­
munity as a whole this implies pluralism, because Christians differ in 
their beliefs (within certain limits of collective ideas and practices). But 
on the personal level there is only one option. Hence we might say that 
the religio-critical goal orientation is characterised by restrained plural­
ism.
We identify yet another goal orientation of religious and moral educa­
tion: that of transformation. According to Bruner (1996) a learner is not 
just a passive recipient of culture but also learns to participate actively in 
the process. According to this view culture is not merely maintained by
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learners: they also create it. The learner is not only changed but also 
changes! And he learns to make his own contributions to cultural change. 
That is why we call this goal orientation transformational. Here we can­
not say that authority is exclusively intrinsic or extraneous. Everything 
one learns is initially presented from outside.1 Individuals learn to relate 
this extraneous matter to their inner selves. The criterion of choosing 
certain beliefs or practices lies in the dialectical relation between what 
reaches people from outside and what they have inside them. This goal 
orientation allows participants to discover their own religious and moral 
experience through introduction in religious traditions. Thus the idea is to 
do justice both to the prescribed tradition and individuals’ right to decide 
for themselves what they accept or reject. In this orientation the plurality 
(many) is never reducible to uniformity (the one). There is always some­
thing „outside’ the person from which he or she can learn and grow in 
faith. The dialectics between „outside’ and „inside’ is fundamental and 
cannot be overcome. Individuals are always aware that there are other 
choices, both within their own religious tradition and between religions. 
In dealing with pluralism this goal orientation takes as its criterion the 
dialectics between „outside’ and „inside’. The difference from the other 
goal orientations is that participants do not learn from just one religion or 
from many religions. The goal orientation of transformation can be 
combined with a mono-religious or a multi-religious learning process.
6.2.2 Educational methods of Christian adult education
The educational process not only has various goal orientations but also 
applies different methods. These, too, can be classified in several ways. 
This study is based on the classifications of Lowyck and Simons, Van der 
Linden and Duffy (Lowyck, 1995, p.215-230; Simons et al., 2000, p.1- 
15). Following their approach, our classificatory principle is the direction 
of the learning process, more specifically who directs it. Again we distin­
guish between three methods: guided learning, experiential learning and 
mediated learning (see chapter 5). In the educational method of guided
1 We are referring to the first general law of learning formulated by the learning 
psychologist L. Vygotsky, namely that everything one learns comes from outside. 
Learning is not a purely intra-mental activity, but is first and foremost a social (inter­
mental) process of appropriating an idea, attitude or skill that is presented by someone 
else (cf. Hermans, 2001, p283-314).
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learning learning is seen as the transfer of structured information. The 
educator is regarded as an expert in the field of a religious tradition and is 
responsible for conveying it accurately. He takes the relevant decisions 
and organises and plans contents, methods and goals in advance. He is 
also responsible for presentation and measurement. There is little oppor­
tunity for participants to contribute. Individuals’ own experience has no 
critical function when it comes to the subject matter (e.g. church doc­
trine) and remains subordinate to the religious tradition (cf. De Jong, 
1982, p.237-246).
In experiential learning neither contents, nor methods, nor goals are fixed 
in advance. The educational premise is none of these three, but lies in the 
personal experience and inner motivation of participants. Learning ought 
to be a creative, ongoing process determined not by the educator but by 
the needs and decisions of the participant. Every participant is seen as an 
experiential expert, hence she remains largely independent. She directs 
the learning process herself. The educator at most guides the individual’s 
identity construction. There is ample scope for participants’ own contri­
butions and autonomy. This approach is adopted in existential catechesis, 
in which participants and their existential questions are the point of de­
parture.
In the mediated learning model contents, methods and goals are defined 
in the course of the learning process and are negotiated with the partici­
pants. Educators and participants together direct the education. There is 
scope for critical input, decisions and autonomy on the part of partici­
pants, but also for the educator’s guidance and expertise. The learner is 
regarded as a participant and co-shaper of the learning process. As a re­
sult educators can gradually delegate some of the responsibility for the 
learning process to the participants. The joint input of educator and par­
ticipants constitutes the learning contents. Both parties contribute con­
structively and both assume responsibility. The learner’s active involve­
ment is not restricted to the process of attuning themes to their own 
experience. Participants contribute actively to all educational aspects, 
such as choosing themes or setting goals (Maex, 2003, p.177-193).2
2 The hermeneutic communicative model is based on narrative identity. On this premise 
Maex (2003) advocates scope for participants to make an active input. Not only the
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6.2.3 Relation between goal orientations and educational methods
These classifications of types of goal orientation and educational me­
thods bring us to the question of whether, and if so how, choices in both 
areas relate, at any rate in the minds of adult educators in a Christian 
framework in the Netherlands. To find an answer we conducted an em­
pirical study, proceeding from the following possibilities. Either goal 
orientations decisively influence methods, or methods determine the goal 
orientation, or goal orientations and educational methods influence each 
other mutually.
Classical curriculum theory on the whole assumes the first of these rela­
tions. To the founders of modern curriculum theory in the 1960s the edu­
cational goal was focal. It was considered to direct the subsequent learn­
ing process -  as Knoers (1980, p.13) puts it, it conditioned the curriculum 
process. Goals function as signposts and criteria determining what should 
be learnt, and how.
The chief function of the more specific platform of objectives is to guide the making 
of curriculum decisions on what to cover, what to emphasize, what content to select, 
and which learning experiences to stress (Taba, 1962, p.197).
This approach has a long history in Western pedagogic thinking, starting 
with the Greek concept o fpaideia, which indicates the person’s integra­
tion with the whole of civilisation, and culminating in the concept of Bil­
dung (transl.: education) among thinkers like Wilhelm von Humboldt in 
the 18th and 19th centuries (Nipkow, 1990, p.33). For Von Humboldt 
Bildung means cultivating true humanity. True humanity is not just a 
reflection of the actual state of humankind but also has a utopian conno­
tation: what humanity could ideally be! This school of educational 
thought is marked by an ongoing debate on the relation between individ­
ual freedom and the predefined concept of what humans should be. For 
the purpose of this study we need not dwell on that debate. The pertinent 
point is that education is determined by some conception of what it is to 
be human. A Christian concept of a true human being determines the goal 
orientation of education. Educational methods flow from the decisions 
made in goal orientations; or, to put it differently, means follows ends
educator but also the participants have their own stories, which constitute the ‘interpre­
tive framework’ of their participation.
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(Taba, 1962, p.196-199; Knoers, 1980, p.6-14, Van Gelder, 1979, p.68- 
72).
Under the influence of developments in cognitive psychology the actual 
learning process has received more attention since the 1970s. According 
to social constructivists, for example, learning is not a process of passive 
assimilation but a social process in which learners actively construct 
knowledge. Their approach focuses on learning and how it happens, and 
then considers the envisaged effect (Lowyck, 1995, p.242; Simons et al., 
2000, p.2). One could see it as a transition from a ‘product-oriented’ to a 
‘process-oriented’ approach to learning. Learning is the starting point, 
goals are secondary. A representative of this approach is Robert M. 
Gagné (1977). One of his major works is entitled Principles o f instruc­
tional design (Gagné & Briggs, 1974). Designed education is based on 
knowledge of how human beings learn. It starts by analysing the task that 
learners have to perform on completion of the learning process. The first 
task analysis is called information processing analysis.
Such analysis is carried out by identifying the sequence of decisions and associated 
actions involved in a performance that is a target objective. The resulting description 
provides a kind of flow-chart of the operations which make up the targeted perfor­
mance, including the mental operations involved (Gagné & Briggs, 1974, p.100).
Objectives are analysed as performances, including mental operations. 
They are what learners learn to do. On the basis of this task analysis the 
educator formulates educational objectives, instructional sequences of 
lessons, media selection and methods of assessing students’ performance 
(Gagné & Briggs, 1974). If one compares this with the approach based 
on a concept of true humanity (Bildung), one sees that it has a completely 
different focus, namely the instruction process. This type of educational 
reasoning emerged when cognitive psychology started to study the way 
people process information (since the 1960s). The crux of the approach is 
that the instructional design directs education.
The third possibility is that one does not decide on the one aspect on the 
basis of the other, but that the two presuppose each other. Goal orienta­
tion and educational method are interdependent, and for effective learn­
ing they should be closely interrelated. The first two notions about the 
relation between orientation and method presuppose a one-way traffic
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from one to the other. Either one or the other is taken as the guideline and 
criterion, giving it priority over the other. In reality, however, neither is 
conceivable without the other. Goal orientation and educational methods 
are intrinsically linked. The choice of one coincides with the choice of 
the other (Lowyck, 1995, p.215-230). This kind of reasoning in education 
is exemplified by social constructivism (Hermans, 2003). It is a critical 
reaction to the information processing approach, which divorces learning 
from learning contents. According to this approach the learner’s whole 
identity is involved in the learning process. Decisions about instruction 
are influenced by decisions about the aim of religious education, which is 
defined in terms of the learner’s religious identity. Hence the relation 
between educational methods and goal orientations is one of mutual in­
fluencing.
6.3 Research questions
Against the background of our conceptual framework we formulated the 
following research questions:
(1) (a) To what extent does a preference for educational methods 
(guided, experiential, mediated learning) influence a preference 
for conformity as the goal orientation o f Christian adult educa­
tion, while controlling for institutional religious beliefs and prac­
tices o f Christian adult educators?
(b) To what extent does a preference for conformity as the goal 
orientation o f Christian adult education influence a preference 
for educational methods (guided, experiential, mediated), while 
controlling for institutional religious beliefs and practices of 
Christian adult educators?
(c) To what extent is there a two-way influence between a prefer­
ence for educational methods (guided, experiential, mediated) 
and a preference for conformity as the goal orientation o f Chris­
tian adult education, while controlling for institutional religious 
beliefs and practices o f Christian adult educators?
(2) (a) To what extent does a preference for educational methods 
(guided, experiential, mediated) influence a preference for the re- 
ligio-critical goal orientation o f Christian adult education, while 
controlling for institutional religious beliefs and practices of 
Christian adult educators?
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(b) To what extent does a preference for the religio-critical goal 
orientation o f Christian adult education influence a preference 
for educational methods (guided, experiential, mediated), while 
controlling institutional religious beliefs and practices o f Chris­
tian adult educators?
(c) To what extent is there a two-way influence between a prefer­
ence for educational methods (guided, experiential, mediated) 
and a preference for the religio-critical goal orientation o f Chris­
tian adult education, while controlling for institutional religious 
beliefs and practices o f Christian adult educators?
(3) (a) To what extent does a preference for educational methods 
(guided, experiential, mediated) influence a preference for trans­
formation as the goal orientation o f Christian adult education, 
while controlling for institutional religious beliefs and practices 
o f Christian adult educators?
(b) To what extent does a preference for transformation as the 
goal orientation o f Christian adult education influence a prefer­
ence for educational methods (guided, experiential, mediated), 
while controlling for institutional religious beliefs and practices 
o f Christian adult educators?
(c) To what extent is there a two-way influence between a prefer­
ence for educational methods (guided, experiential, mediated) 
and a preference for transformation as the goal orientation of 
Christian adult education, while controlling for institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices o f Christian adult educators?
We formulated three research questions, the first question concerns the 
goal orientation of conformity, the second that of the religio-critical goal 
orientation and the third that of transformation. What relation do Chris­
tian adult educators see between goal orientations and educational me­
thods? Logically, this relation can have three different directions: (a) pre­
ference for educational methods influences preference for goal 
orientations; (b) preference for goal orientations influences preference for 
educational methods; or (c) there is a two-way influence of goal orienta­
tion on educational methods and vice versa. Based on developments 
within educational theory described in section 6.2.3, we expect goal 
orientation and educational methods to be intrinsically linked. Hence we
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expect that the relation between educational methods and goal orienta­
tions is one of mutual influencing (model c).
Regarding the question of which educational method relates to a specific 
goal orientation we can formulate some expectations. We expect the edu­
cational method of guided learning to relate to the goal of conformity, 
because a conformist goal orientation stresses authority ‘outside’ the 
learner. Educators with such an orientation will probably assume a direc­
tive role and hence choose guided learning as their educational method. 
We expect the educational method of experiential learning to relate to the 
religio-critical goal orientation, since it stresses authority ‘within’ the 
learner. Christian adult educators who prefer this goal will give learners 
freedom in the instruction. This would imply a preference for experiential 
learning, which is an educational ‘journey’ for both learner and educator 
with no fixed goal. We expect the educational method of mediated learn­
ing to be connected with the goal of transformation. Transformation pre­
supposes a dialectic or diacritical relation between authority both ‘out­
side’ and ‘inside’ the learner. Christian adult educators who prefer this 
orientation will opt for a learning process that is influenced by both 
learner and educator. This is precisely what the method of mediated 
learning is about.
For each research question this influence is controlled for institutional 
religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators. In other 
words, is the relation the same for educators with different institutional 
religious beliefs and practices? The theoretical framework on which we 
based our distinction of different types of goal orientations centers on 
whether authority for acceptance of beliefs lies ‘outside’ (extrinsic) or 
‘inside’ (intrinsic) persons (see chapter 4).
We can formulate expectations about possible influences of these beliefs 
and practices of the educators on a goal orientation based on the ‘outside’ 
or ‘inside’ criterion of authority. We expect Christian adult educators to 
prefer a conformist goal orientation if they disagree with cultural and 
structural openness in the church, if  they agree with centralised decision­
making, see the bishop as the one who determines the contents of Chris­
tian adult education (believing), are involved in church activities, have an 
intense prayer life (intra-institutional acting) ,have little interest in alter­
native religiosity and report few mystical experiences (extra-institutional 
acting: mystical experiences are a type of religious acting that can also be
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found outside the institutional church). Our expectation with regard to the 
religio-critical goal orientation is the reverse of conformity. We expect 
Christian adult educators to prefer the religio-critical goal orientation if 
they agree with cultural and structural openness in the church, disagree 
with centralised decision-making, want to decide on the contents of 
Christian adult education themselves (believing), are less involved in 
church activities, have a less intense prayer life (intra-institutional act­
ing), are interested in alternative religiosity and report more mystical 
experiences (extra-institutional acting). With regard to the goal of trans­
formation, we expect a positive attitude in respect of agreement with cul­
tural and structural openness of the church and disagreement with a hie­
rarchic Church model (centralised decision making). We also expect a 
preference to decide for themselves what the contents of the education 
should be (believing). Further we expect involvement in church activi­
ties; less intense prayer life; interest in alternative religiosity; and more 
mystical experiences (acting). But the reason for this expectation is dif­
ferent than for the religio-critical goal orientation. Transformation im­
plies a balance between the influence of learner and educator. If the con­
tents and goal of the education are decided on beforehand by the bishop, 
this would restrict the scope for active participation in the learning 
process. Therefore we expect that educators will want to determine the 
contents and goal themselves and will prefer not to be subject to the bi­
shop’s authority.
6.4 Empirical research
In this section we first describe the conceptual model (6.4.1), research 
instrument (6.4.2) and the design of analysis (6.4.3). Next we describe 
the empirical results (6.4.4).
6.4.1 Conceptual model
In our analytical model educational methods and goal orientations are 
endogenous variables, which means that they are at the heart of the mod­
el. Our aim is to build a theory about these variables and, more precisely, 
the direction of influence between them. The value of the endogenous
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variables is determined by the values of the other variables in the system. 
The institutional religious beliefs and practices of the Christian adult 
educators are so-called exogenous variables (x-variables), because their 
value is determined by factors extraneous to the model. The value of 
these beliefs and practices (such as level of interest in alternative religios­
ity) can influence the value of the endogenous variables (i.e. agreement 
with educational methods and goal orientations). In each of our research 
questions this is referred to as “controlling for institutional religious be­
liefs and practices o f the Christian adult educators”. Figure 6.1 gives an 
overview of the variables in our analytical model.
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Figure 6.1 Structural model to analyse the direction of influence between educational 
methods and goal orientations of Christian adult education while controlling institution­
al religious beliefs and practices of the Christian adult educators.
Exogenous variables Endogenous variables
Institutional religious
beliefs and practices Goal Educational
orientations methods
Ecclesiology
Conformity to 
ecclesiastical policy
Church involvement
Prayer life
Conformity Guided learning
Self­
determination
Experiential
learning
Transformation Mediated
learning
Mystical experience
Alternative
religiosity
Legend: indicates direction of the prediction
This model implies that agreement with goal orientations influence 
agreement with educational methods. Because we expect that the influ­
ence is one of mutual influence the arrows are depicted both from goal 
orientation tot educational method, as from educational method to goal 
orientation. The institutional religious beliefs and practices influence 
both goal orientation and educational method.
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6.4.2 Research instrument
The first endogenous variable in our research is the goal orientations of 
Christian adult education. We distinguish between three types of goal 
orientation: conformity, religio-critical and transformation. In chapters
2,3 and 4 we referred to different goals of moral and religious education 
that can be considered part of one of the goal orientations. Within the 
goal orientation of conformity we mentioned monist moral education, 
neo-scholastic education, kerygmatic education and hermeneutic educa­
tion. Within the religio-critical goal orientation we identified universal 
non-moralistic education as a moral educational goal, and non­
worldview-related education as religious goal. Within the goal orienta­
tion of transformation we distinguished deliberative pluralist moral edu­
cation as a goal for moral education, and participatory, critical, multi­
religious and mystagogic education as religious educational goals. For 
the scale construction of the goals of religious-moral education we refer 
the reader to section 4.5.
The second endogenous variable in our research is educational methods. 
We distinguished three educational methods: guided, experiential and 
mediated learning. For the factor analysis and a more detailed description 
of the scale construction we refer to a section 5.7.
The exogenous variables consist of different aspects of the institutional 
religious beliefs and practices of the Christian adult educators we de­
scribed in section 1.5.
6.4.3 Design of analysis
To analyse the predictors of goal orientations of adult educator we used 
the Structural Equation Modelling (SEM technique) (cf. Kline, 2005). 
We want to know which variables predict agreement with goal orienta­
tions in Christian adult education. In each research question we formu­
lated three predictive directions:
- choice of educational method predicts level of agreement with a 
goal orientation;
- level of agreement with a goal orientation predicts choice of edu­
cational method;
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- choice of an educational method predicts agreement with a goal 
orientation and vice versa.
To carry out an SEM analysis one needs to build a model, we described 
this model in 6.4.1.
6.4.4 Results
With the help of the LISREL program we made an SEM analysis for 
each of the formulated research questions. Altogether there were nine 
analyses: three research questions with three sub-questions each. Only 
one analysis yielded an adequate level of fit, namely research question 
3(c). Although this may seem disappointing, the result is not surprising 
considering we expected the direction of influence to be mutual, also that 
model c would be adequate. In the next section we return to this result, 
more specifically the fact that it was impossible to build a model for the 
goal orientations of conformity and religious criticism.
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Figure 6.2 Structural model of the direction of influence between educational methods 
and the transformational goal orientation while controlling for the institutional religious
3
beliefs and practices of the Christian adult educators (beta coefficients)
.28
Research question 3(c) was: To what extent is there a two-way influence 
between a preference for educational methods (guided, experiential, me­
diated) and a preference for transformation as the goal orientation of 
Christian adult education, while controlling for the institutional religious 
beliefs and practices o f Christian adult educators?
The result of our analysis is reflected in figure 6.2. The goal orientation 
of transformation is connected with two educational methods. In our 
model greater agreement with experiential learning predicts the goal 
orientation of transformation, and transformation predicts greater agree­
ment with mediated learning. But the direction of influence between 
transformation and one of the two educational methods could also run the 
other way. To be more precise, greater agreement with mediated learning 
predicts greater agreement with transformation and greater agreement
3 The goodness of fit of the model is quite high: x2 =7.031; d.f. = 7; p = .042; gfi = .993; 
agfi = .902; nfi =.985; rmsea = .026.
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with transformation predicts greater agreement with experiential learn­
ing. As we expected, both models would yield the same goodness of fit. 
In an SEM model the prediction cannot run in both directions at the same 
time, so figure 6.2 shows the model in which greater agreement with ex­
periential learning predicts the goal orientation of transformation, and 
transformation predicts greater agreement with mediated learning. But 
we repeat: on theoretical ground described in section 6.2.3 the direction 
could also be the reverse. This direction of mutual influence we expected, 
but we expected only a relationship with mediated learning, and not with 
experiential learning. We will return to this remarkable result in the dis­
cussion.
Both the goal orientation of transformation and the educational methods 
of experiential learning and mediated learning are influenced by some 
institutional religious beliefs and practices of Christian adult educators. 
First, we see a direct influence of level of interest in alternative religiosi­
ty (extra-institutional acting) on transformation (P .28). We expected this 
prediction, because transformation is more open to pluralism. Next, we 
see three predictors representing adult educators’ ecclesiological ideas 
(believing). Greater agreement with a culturally open church predicts 
greater agreement with experiential learning (P .22). Also, greater agree­
ment with a structurally open church predicts greater agreement with 
experiential learning (P .22). Finally, educators who affirm a hierarchic 
church model of centralised decision-making agree less with mediated 
learning (P -.23). In other words, educators who reject hierarchical guide­
lines agree more with transformation as a goal orientation. Affirmation of 
centralised decision-making also predicts less agreement with transfor­
mation: educators who disagree with it, are more in favour of transforma­
tion; those who agree with a hierarchic decision making process in the 
church disagree more with transformation (P -.22).
6.5 Conclusion and discussion
What are the results of our research and how do we assess them in the 
context of dealing with pluralism in Christian adult education?
Our findings concern the two-way influence between a preference for a 
particular educational method (guided, experiential, mediated) and a pre­
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ference for transformation as the goal orientation of Christian adult edu­
cation. Our research shows that adult educators consistently choose the 
goal of transformation in connection with the educational methods of 
experiential and mediated learning. This consistency is understandable, 
because the goal of transformation presupposes a dialectical relationship 
between authority ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ the learner. To put it differently: 
learners learn to make their own reasoned religious and moral choices, 
and at the same time they are challenged to scrutinise there identity criti­
cally and constructively from the perspective of a religious tradition (the 
Christian tradition[s], but not only Christianity). The research shows that 
the relationship between choices of a goal orientation and educational 
method does not go in one direction only. The choice of an educational 
method influences the goal orientation, and vice versa. To put it diffe­
rently, the choices of educational method and goal orientation influence 
each other mutually.
There are two predictors for the goal orientation of transformation: rejec­
tion of centralised decision-making, and greater interest in alternative 
religiosity. Rejection of a hierarchic process of decision making in the 
church also predicts more agreement with mediated learning. Two other 
notions about the church (believing) are predictors for experiential learn­
ing: cultural openness and structural openness of the church. None of the 
other characteristics influence the goal orientation of transformation or 
the educational methods in our model. Together these characteristics 
present a religious profile of Christian adult educators as being open to 
pluralism -  both as regards alternative religiosity, introducing modern 
ideas in the church (cultural openness) and not refusing anybody church 
membership (structural openness), and by rejecting a hierarchic policy in 
the church (not being open to democratic process in the church). For the 
Christian adult educators, apparently their notion of the church is deci­
sive for the level of agreement of the goal orientation of transformation.
This finding has two striking features. Firstly, the only relationship is that 
between the choice of educational method and the goal orientation of 
transformation (model research question 3). There are no significant rela­
tions between choice of educational method and the goal orientations of 
conformity (model 1) and religious criticism (model 2). Secondly, within 
model 3, there is an unexpected correlation between the goal orientation 
of transformation and the choice of a particular educational method. We 
expected this goal orientation to correlate with a choice of mediated
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learning as an educational method. This expectation proved correct: hav­
ing a transformational goal orientation indeed influences the choice of 
mediated learning. But we did not anticipate that there would also be a 
relation with the choice of experiential learning as an educational me­
thod. This finding, however, does not conflict with our theoretical as­
sumptions regarding authority. In experiential learning authority resides 
within the individual and the learner is personally responsible for the 
learning process. Since the transformational goal orientation allows scope 
for both the authority and expertise of the educator and the authority of 
participants, this relation seems explicable. It means that there is a rela­
tion between the degree of responsibility for the learning process that is 
left to the participant and a transformational goal orientation that entails a 
dialectic relation between authority within and outside the individual. 
Since there is no relation with the educational method of guided learning 
but only with the experiential learning method, these results justify the 
conclusion that a transformational goal orientation accords with an edu­
cational method that leaves the participant scope for directing the proc­
ess. Both educational methods meet this requirement, with experiential 
learning offering maximum scope for self-direction. It also seems to in­
volve two groups of educators. The first comprises educators with a de­
mocratic concept of the church opting for a democratic educational 
method (experiential learning), which influences the choice of a trans­
formational goal orientation. The second group consists of educators with 
a transformational goal orientation who opt for the mediated learning 
method because they reject a hierarchic image of the church.
The other unexpected result (the absence of a relation between preference 
for the conformative -  and religio-critical goal orientations and educa­
tional methods) raises more questions. It implies that Christian adult edu­
cators could choose a goal orientation and an educational method which 
are dissonant. This could entail, for example, that an educator with a con­
formist goal orientation favours experiential learning as educational me­
thod. This method, however, does not fit the desired goal of conformity. 
This could be judged a fortunate inconsistency if one rejects conformity 
as the goal of Christian adult education. Maybe the adult educators are 
aware that the hierarchy of the Catholic Church favours a type of Chris­
tian adult education aimed at conformity, so their preference for this goal 
mirrors the institutional expectation. However, on different grounds they
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might favour an educational method that allows adults greater input and 
influence on the learning process. They might also have experienced in 
their professional practice of adult education that guided learning does 
not work. Christian adults might have an aversion to this kind of instruc­
tion. For either of these reasons adult educators might favour educational 
methods other than guided learning. The inconsistency between the edu­
cators’ choice for goal orientations and methods is evaluated in the con­
cluding chapter. In the concluding chapter we will also dwell on the 
questionwhich goal orientations and educational methods offer the 
broadest perspective on learning to cope with pluralism.
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7 Conclusion and discussion
How do Christian adult educators deal with pluralism? And what would 
be a proper approach? The topic of this study is Christian adult educa­
tors’ approach to pluralism as evidenced by their choice of educational 
methods and goal orientations for religio-moral education. In this final 
chapter we give a brief resume of the findings of our empirical research 
(7.1). We then examine the contribution it makes to theory building in 
religious pedagogics (7.2). The chapter concludes with an evaluation of 
educators’ choice of educational methods and goal orientations in light of 
a substantiated approach to pluralism (7.3).
7.1 Summary: results of empirical research
This section summarises our answers to the research questions as formu­
lated in the first section of this study (1.6). First we deal with the findings 
regarding the goal orientations of Christian adult education (first research 
question, 7.1.1). This is followed by a description of results on the choice 
of educational methods (second research question, 7.1.2). Next we out­
line the results regarding educators’ institutional religious beliefs and 
practices (third research question, 7.1.3). The section concludes with our 
research findings on the relation between the educators’ choice of goal 
orientations and their preferred educational methods (fourth research 
question, 7.1.4).
7.1.1 Goal orientations of Christian adult education
The first research question concerns the goal orientations of Christian 
adult education. It reads:
1(a) What are the goal orientations o f Christian adult educators?
1(b) To what extent do they agree with these goal orientations?
In this section we discuss our empirical research results in relation to the 
goal orientations. An educational goal orientation broadly outlines the 
direction in which learners should develop. A goal orientation is not a 
goal in the sense of the testable outcome of a learning process, that is, 
what learners should have mastered. It is a broader perspective,
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describing the orientation of the set goal and may include several goals. 
Following the critical convergence model of Nipkow (1975) and Van der 
Ven (1982, p. 173-175) we use different approaches to classify the goal 
orientations of Christian adult education. We substantiate this classifica­
tion by way of a pedagogic reflection on the goal and structure of the 
educative process, as well as a philosophical classification of approaches 
to pluralism and a substantive theological view of religion. This critical 
convergence model means that the various perspectives fulfil a mutually 
critical function. A classification based on one perspective can be criti­
cised from the angle of another perspective. This process produces prem­
ises for further reflection, to be indicated in section 7.3.
The different perspectives are described in detail in section 4.2 (theologi­
cal perspective: types of religion by Ward), 5.5 (pedagogical perspective: 
educational methods by Kohn and Bruner) and 3.2 / 3.3 (philosophical 
perspective: approaches to pluralism by Rescher). Section 4.3 shows how 
the pedagogic, philosophical and theological perspectives converge in the 
same logic, which is that all Christian adult education aims at religious 
identity construction based on two criteria. We derive these criteria from 
the theologian Keith Ward (2004), namely: (1) the location of the source 
of authority, and (2) the approach to pluralism. The convergence of the 
different perspectives results in describing a process of religious identity 
construction, in which approach to authority and approach to pluralism 
serve as differentiating criteria to help us classify the goals of religio- 
moral education.
In canonical religions, individuals construct their religious identity by 
accepting the prescribed Christian way of life, implying conformity with 
the prevailing religious tradition. Pedagogically this theologically defined 
type of religion converges with the goal orientation of conformity. In 
both cases the source of authority is extrinsic to the person (1). In these 
religions the approach to pluralism is that no alternatives are considered: 
in constructing their religious identity people rely exclusively on their 
own tradition. This approach to pluralism is inherent to canonical relig­
ions and converges with the philosophical position of preferential mo­
nism as described in section 3.5.4. In both the theological and the phi­
losophical perspective only one position is accepted (2).
In critical liberal religions the human capacity for critical thought is fo­
cal. Using source of authority as a criterion, the theological perspective
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on the critical liberal type of religion converges with a pedagogic goal 
orientation that locates the source of authority outside the individual (1). 
This implies that the pedagogic process of religious education should 
enable learners to decide for themselves what to believe. The goal orien­
tation of self-determination meets this requirement. As for the approach 
to pluralism (2), the premise is that no single position is universally ac­
ceptable. It converges with a philosophical perspective in which partici­
pants learn not to accept any particular position. That is the case with 
non-moralism as defined by Rescher and described in section 3.3.
Global religions assume that people accept that there are various ways to 
achieve human flourishing, that they can explore for themselves. To this 
end they rely on their own critical powers, but also on notions deriving 
from other people and from different traditions. Pedagogically the basic 
criterion of this type of religion converges with the pedagogic goal orien­
tation of transformation. In both instances the source of authority (1) is 
not located either within or outside the person, but lies in a dialectical 
relationship between inner and outside world. In these religions and in 
this goal orientation, pluralism (2) is not only a fact, but also necessary. 
A wide range of religious traditions allow participants to draw on various 
traditions in their search for a definition of human flourishing. This posi­
tion converges with deliberative pluralism as described in section 3.5.4., 
teaching participants that various positions are acceptable. They weigh 
different positions that are presented from outside, but decide for them­
selves which to accept and which to reject, either on rational grounds or 
otherwise.
On the basis of the convergence of the different perspectives we con­
structed a typology of goal orientations of religio-moral education. The 
theoretical structure of our typology is outlined in detail in section 4.3 
and illustrated schematic in figure 4.1.
We now turn to some empirical data pertaining to this typology of goal 
orientations, to answer the first research question: 1(a) what are the goal 
orientations o f Christian adult education.
We conducted a second order factor analysis to determine whether the 
educators discern between the mentioned goals of religio-moral educa­
tion: conformity, self-determination and transformation. The outcome of
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this analysis is described in section 4.5.4. The first goal orientation, con­
formity, is what we expected. The factor comprises the kerygmatic, her­
meneutic and neo-scholastic goals of religious education and the prefer­
ential monist goal of moral education, in which only one position is 
acceptable.
The analysis yields only the non-worldview related goal of religious edu­
cation and the universal non-moralist goal of moral education as compo­
nents of the goal orientation of self-determination. The mystagogic and 
existential goals of religious education fall away. The two goals left both 
are critical of the role of religious institutions in modern society. Non­
moralist education seeks to make learners aware that moral arguments 
are not considered rational in societal life. Justifications of moral prefer­
ences are only relevant at an individual level. Individuals make autono­
mous choices according to their own moral preferences. The goal of non­
worldview related education is to critically confront the vacuum left by 
religion in its institutional manifestations. In present-day society, people 
could still aspire to transcendence and struggle against the experience of 
meaninglessness throughout their lives. Autonomy refers to individuals’ 
freedom to form their own religious ideas. Without the existential and 
mystagogic goals this factor is confined to goals which are critical of 
religion in its institutional manifestation. The source of authority is lo­
cated within the person, but the goal is not anymore to form own reli­
gious ideas, but to exercises negative criticism on religion. We call this 
goal orientation religio-critical, because the goals are confined to a reali­
sation that religion and moral considerations no longer play a role in so­
cietal life.
The third factor comprises goals classified under the goal orientation of 
transformation, hence a critical, participatory and multi-religious goal of 
religious education and a deliberative pluralist goal of moral education. 
However, one additional goal - which we expected to fall under the goal 
orientation of self-determination -  appears here, namely the mystagogic 
goal of religious education. In section 7.3 we try to account for this find­
ing.
The answer to research question 1(a) is that Christian adult educators 
distinguish between three goal orientations of religio-moral education: 
the conformist, religio-critical and 
transformative orientations.
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We turn to the second part of the first research question 1(b): To what 
extent do they agree with these goal orientations? Educators’ average 
agreement with the conformist goal orientation is 3.4, which falls just 
within the area of agreement (from 3.4 upwards). Hence on average they 
agree with a goal directed to conformity with an extrinsic authority and 
with the goal that participants should be taught to opt for the Christian 
tradition. They agree least with the religio-critical goal orientation, which 
is that participants should realise that religious and moral considerations 
no longer play a role in society. The mean scale score of 1.9 indicates 
rejection of this goal orientation. The strongest agreement is with the 
transformative goal orientation (3.8). This comprises goals of transform­
ing participants and a pluralist approach to different religious traditions 
and moral viewpoints.
7.1.2 Educational methods
Our discussion of Christian adult educators’ educational methods in 
chapter 5 answered our second research question. It reads:
2(a) What are the educational methods o f Christian adult educators? 
2(b) To what extent do they agree with these educational methods?
An educational method here refers to a Christian adult educator’s modus 
operandi: the way he or she structures the learning process. The extent to 
which the process is, or is not, directed by the educator is crucial. Fol­
lowing the classifications of Lowyck (1995, p.215-230) and Simons, Van 
der Linden and Duffy (2000, p.1-15) we differentiate between three edu­
cational methods: guided, experiential and mediated learning. In guided 
learning the educator takes the role of an expert in the religious tradition 
and makes all important decisions affecting the learning process. He di­
rects the educational process and participants contribute little to it. 
Within experiential learning, on the other hand, it is directed mainly by 
the learners. Learning is regarded as a creative, ongoing process directed 
not by the educator but by the needs and decisions of participants, who 
are experiential experts. In mediated learning, educators and participants 
direct the learning process together. It allows for participants’ critical
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input and autonomy, as well as for the educator’s direction and expertise. 
The educational methods are extensively described in chapter 5.
Empirically adult catechists and educators agree most strongly with me­
diated learning (mean score of 4.0), in which the direction of the learning 
process is determined interactively by educator and participants. They 
also agree with the educational method of guided learning, in which the 
learning process is directed mainly by the educator, although agreement 
falls in the area of positive ambivalence (the mean score of 3.3 borders 
on agreement). Educators reject the experiential learning method, in 
which the process is directed mainly by participants (mean score 2.6).
7.1.3 Institutional religious beliefs and practices of Christian 
adult educators
Throughout the discussion of the goal orientations and educational meth­
ods of Christian adult education, we attend to the third research question:
3) To what extent are Christian adult educators’ institutional religious 
beliefs and practices predictors o f their agreement with goal orientations 
and educational methods?
The question is important, because the interviewed Christian adult educa­
tors are professionals working in the institutional context of the Catholic 
Church in the Netherlands.
We distinguish between institutional ideas (believing) and practices (act­
ing). Believing primarily entails recognition of the doctrinal authority of 
the church: ecclesiology and conformity to ecclesiastical policy. In the 
case of acting we want to know if educators’ actions conform to such 
intra-institutional practices as church attendance and prayer, or whether 
they are open to less institutional forms of spirituality such as mystical 
experience and alternative religiosity (extra-institutional). The six aspects 
are described extensively in section 1.7.2.
In this section we summarise whether and to what extent Christian adult 
educators’ institutional religious beliefs and practices relate with their 
goal orientations and educational methods. On the basis of our theoretical 
discussion we anticipate conformity-oriented approaches to correlate in
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the believing dimension with a hierarchical ecclesiology (centralised de­
cision making) and a high degree of conformity to ecclesiastic policy. In 
the case of a conformist goal orientation to religio-moral education, au­
thority is located outside the person and only one religio-moral position 
is accepted. Educators who have a preference for an exclusively Christian 
point of view will be more inclined than other educators to have their 
work directed by a centralised ecclesiastic doctrinal authority, and will 
therefore adhere more strictly to its guidelines. In the acting dimension, 
too, we expect educators with a conformist goal orientation to engage in 
intra-institutional practices (church involvement, frequent prayer) and to 
have little interest in alternative religiosity and mystical experience.
The goal orientation of self-determination locates the source of authority 
within the individual, who does not settle for only one religio-moral posi­
tion. Because several positions are considered and individuals may 
choose among them, we expected this goal orientation to correlate with a 
democratic ecclesiology (structural and cultural openness), low confor­
mity to ecclesiastic policy (believing) and openness to extra-institutional 
acting (mystical experience and interest in alternative religiosity).
Educators who subscribe to a transformative goal orientation locate the 
source of authority in the interaction between the individual’s inner 
world and the outside world and are open to more than one religio-moral 
position. Accordingly, we expect them to reject centralised decision mak­
ing where believing is concerned, and to support a democratic ecclesiol- 
ogy (structural and cultural openness). As for acting, we expect them to 
be less involved in church life and pray less frequently (intra- 
institutional) and to be more open to mystical experience and more inter­
ested in alternative religiosity (extra-institutional).
The results of variance -  and correlation analyses largely confirm these 
expectations, agreement with a religio-critical goal orientation, however, 
does not correlate with educators’ believes and practices. As far as eccle- 
siology is concerned it turned out that the more educators agree with con­
formist goals, the more they subscribe to centralised decision making. 
Adult catechists and educators with a strong preference for the goal of 
transformation, on the other hand, reject centralised decision making and 
favour cultural openness. With regard to conformity to ecclesiastical pol­
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icy, educators whose educative actions are guided by institutional guide­
lines agree more strongly with the goals of conformity than those who 
are guided purely by agreements with colleagues.
Agreement with the goal orientations of conformity and transformation 
also relates to the acting dimension. Educators who have a conformist 
goal orientation are more involved in church life and pray more often 
(intra-institutional) than other educators. In the extra-institutional 
dimension there is a correlation with fewer mystical experiences and a 
relation with interest in alternative religiosity: educators with a strong 
interest in alternative religiosity are less in favour of the conformist 
orientation than those with a moderate interest. By and large, educators 
who agree with a transformative goal orientation display a reverse extra- 
institutional profile: they report more mystical experiences and greater 
interest in themes of alternative religiosity.
With regard to agreement with educational methods, our theoretical dis­
cussion led us to expect a correlation with educators’ ecclesiology when 
it came to source of authority (located within and/or outside the individ­
ual) and scope for the educator’s expertise and/or participants’ input. We 
expected a hierarchical ecclesiology (centralised decision making) to 
correlate with the guided educational method, since in both cases the 
source of authority is located outside the person. In the case of ecclesiol- 
ogy it means that decisions are not left to individual believers but are 
taken by an institution. In the case of method of education, it means that 
decisions on the substance of the educative process are not taken by the 
participants but by expert educators. By the same token, we expected a 
democratic ecclesiology (structural and cultural openness) to correlate 
with the experiential and mediated educational methods, because this 
ecclesiology and method locate the source of authority within the person, 
creating scope for participants’ input (method), openness to changes in 
the environing culture (cultural openness), and for the idea that everyone 
can become a church member (structural openness).
We did find a significant correlation between agreement with guided 
learning and Christian adult educator’ ecclesiology (believing). The 
greater their agreement with guided learning is, the more they subscribe 
to centralised decision making in the church and the less they support 
structural openness. Conversely, agreement with experiential learning 
correlates with a democratic ecclesiology of structural and cultural open­
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ness. Finally, in the case of agreement with mediated learning: the more 
educators agree with this method, the less they subscribe to centralised 
decision making.
Thus choice of educational methods correlates with Christian adult edu­
cators’ ecclesiology (believing). Ecclesiology is manifestly a strong pre­
dictor. We also anticipated a relation with the acting dimension, in the 
sense that educators who opt for methods that allow scope for partici­
pants’ input (experiential and mediated learning) would also be more 
open to individual extra-institutional forms of acting (mystical experi­
ence and alternative religiosity). However, we found this relation only 
with agreement with the guided method and interest in alternative religi­
osity: educators who are interested in more than 6 topics of alternative 
religiosity agree more with the method of guided learning than educators 
who have a lower interest in alternative religiosity.
7.1.4 Relation between educational methods and goal orientations
The last research question concerns the relation between goal orientations 
and educational methods in Christian adult education:
4. To what extent does Christian adult educators’ agreement with 
goal orientations and educational methods correlate; and what is 
the direction o f this influence, while controlling for their institu­
tional religious beliefs and practices?
Logically there are three possibilities: (a) choice of goal orientation in­
fluences choice of educational method; (b) choice of educational method 
influences choice of goal orientation; or (c) choice of goal orientation and 
choice of method influence each other, meaning that there is mutual in­
fluencing but not in any particular direction. In the case of all three pos­
sibilities we controlled for the influence of educators’ institutional reli­
gious beliefs and practices.
We expected the choice of a goal orientation and preference for an edu­
cational method to influence each other, since the choice of one coincides 
with the choice of the other (see section 6.2.3). Furthermore certain
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methods are more apt to attain certain goals, while the choice of a 
method presupposes a particular goal orientation. Thus we expected edu­
cators who sought to transmit a fixed tradition to participants (conformist 
goal orientation) to choose a method that permits little input from partici­
pants and strong direction by the educator (guided learning). Conversely, 
we expected the educational method of guided learning to be most effec­
tive in achieving a conformist goal orientation. In the case of a goal ori­
entation of self-determination, the choice was expected to correlate with 
the educational method of experiential learning, which entails a predomi­
nantly participant-directed learning process. Finally, we expected the 
choice of a transformative goal orientation to entail the choice of the 
educational method of mediated learning. Thus on substantive grounds 
we expected choice of goal orientation and educational method to influ­
ence each other mutually.
Firstly, it transpired that influence between preference for educational 
method and goal orientation was confined to the transformative goal 
orientation. What we did not anticipate was that preference for the other 
goal orientations of religio-moral education (conformist and religio- 
critical) did not correlate with the choice of educational methods, 
although didactically it would seem logical that they should cohere. The 
absence of this correlation is a major reason for doing further research 
into the relation between methods and goal orientations in religio-moral 
education.
Hence the rest of our description of the relation between educational 
methods and goal orientations applies only to the transformative goal 
orientation of religio-moral education. In that model there appears to be 
no particular direction of influencing (of educational method on goal 
orientation or vice versa): preferences for goal orientations and 
educational methods influence each other mutually (c).
The results of our empirical study of the transformative goal orientation 
are largely what we expected. In our model, greater agreement with 
experiential learning predicts the goal orientation of transformation, and 
transformation predicts greater agreement with mediated learning. But 
the direction of influence between transformation and one of the two 
instructional methods could also run the other way. To be more precise, 
greater agreement with mediated learning may predict greater agreement 
with transformation and greater agreement with transformation may
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predict greater agreement with experiential learning. Both models would 
yield the same goodness of fit (also see 6.4).
In our investigation of the correlation between methods and goal orienta­
tions we consistently controlled for the influence of educators’ institu­
tional religious beliefs and practices. This means we asked the question 
whether the relation is the same for educators with different institutional 
religious beliefs and practices. Since the only correlation we found was 
between the transformative goal orientation and the educational methods 
of experiential and mediated learning, our description of this influence is 
confined to the transformative model. As indicated earlier, we expected 
agreement with transformation to correlate with rejection of conformity 
to ecclesiastical policy and centralised decision making, and with agree­
ment with a democratic ecclesiology of structural and cultural openness 
(believing) as well as extra-institutional forms of acting.
Both the transformative goal orientation and the educational methods of 
experiential and mediated learning are influenced by some aspects of 
Christian adult educators’ institutional religious beliefs and practices. We 
expected this prediction, because transformation is more open to plural­
ism. First, we see two predictors representing adult educators’ ecclesio- 
logical views (believing). Greater agreement with a culturally open 
church predicts greater agreement with experiential learning (P .22). 
Also, greater agreement with a structurally open church predicts greater 
agreement with experiential learning (P .22). Educators who affirm a 
hierarchic church model of centralised decision making agree less with 
mediated learning (P -.23). Affirmation of centralised decision making 
also predicts less agreement with transformation: educators who disagree 
with it, are more in favour of transformation; those who agree with a hi­
erarchic decision-making process in the church disagree with transforma­
tion (P -.22). Finally, we see a direct influence of level of interest in al­
ternative religiosity (extra-institutional acting) on transformation (P .28).
There are educators with a democratic concept of the church opting for a 
democratic educational method (experiential learning), which influences 
the choice of a transformative goal orientation. There are also educators 
with a transformative goal orientation who opt for the mediated learning 
method and reject a hierarchic ecclesiology and have an interest in alter­
native religiosity.
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7.2 Theoretical contribution of the research
There has been a lot of theorising on adult religious education (see e.g. 
Blasberg-Kuhnke and Englert). Blasberg-Kuhnke (1992) describes in 
some detail how pluralism has put traditional forms of transmission un­
der pressure („ Tradierungskrise ’), as well as new models of adult cate- 
chesis that have arisen in response to these challenges. Englert (1992) 
likewise reviews existing concepts of religious education in a changing 
context (anti-modern, modern and trans-modern) and stresses the need to 
transform them.
There has also been substantial writing about the goals of religious edu­
cation in a pluralist era. Our study differs from previous studies, firstly, 
because its approach is empirical. We not only constructed a typology of 
goal orientations, but also tested it empirically. Secondly, our description 
of the various approaches to Christian adult education covers the goals of 
both religious and moral education, and attempts to categorise these. It 
describes and analyses not only the goal orientations, but also the educa­
tional methods of Christian adult education, and examines the relation 
between goal orientations and methods. A third distinctive feature is that 
we operationalised the approach to pluralism with the aid of Rescher’s 
typology. This means that it enhances current research into Christian 
adult education. In this section we explain in greater detail the new in­
sights gleaned from our research, as well as areas in which our findings 
prompt further research.
(1) Our study is innovative in that it seeks to systematise goal orienta­
tions. We based our systematisation on theoretical notions derived from 
theology (Ward’s typology of religions), pedagogics (location of source 
of authority in the educative process) and philosophy (different ap­
proaches to pluralism as described by Rescher). This enabled us to iden­
tify three goal orientations of Christian adult education: conformity, self­
determination and transformation.
We validated our classification of goal orientations by ascertaining 
whether there was any clustering within the orientations. In some re­
spects our classification appeared to deviate from our expectations. The 
classification into goal orientations of conformity, self-determination and 
transformation was confirmed, but the contents of the goal orientations of 
self-determination and transformation deviated.
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Firstly, we expected that the self-determination goal orientation of re- 
ligio-moral education would comprise the mystagogic, existential and 
non-worldview related goals of religious education and the non- 
moralistic and scepticist goals of moral education. We based this on the 
fact that in all these goals the source of authority is located within the 
person, who does not necessarily have to opt for just one position.
However, factor analysis yielded only two goals: a non-worldview re­
lated goal of religious education and a non-moralistic goal of moral edu­
cation. The goal orientation of self-determination converges with Ward’s 
definition of the critical liberal type of religion. Thus the goal orientation 
of self-determination turned into a religio-critical orientation. How must 
we understand this? According to Ward (2004) the critical liberal type is 
based on two principles: autonomy and evidentialism. The two principles 
could cause religion to disappear under the searchlight of autonomous 
human criticism. Ward points this out when he refers to a reduced evi- 
dentialism and reduced concept of autonomy. A reduced evidentialism 
applies only those criteria of acceptance that are applied in the sciences 
(Ward, 2004, p.180). A reduced concept of autonomy is based on a nega­
tive concept of freedom (being free from) without any scope for positive 
freedom (being free to). The two principles need not lead to these reduc­
tions if they are coupled with awareness of the intrinsic value of religion 
when it comes to the question of human flourishing, both one’s own and 
that of other people and society at large. Or are the principles of eviden­
tialism and autonomy and positive acceptance of the value of religion 
mutually exclusive? Is religion in fact obliterated by the fierce light of 
critical reason? Our research findings do not permit us to answer the 
question, but they call for further research.
Secondly, we expected the transformative goal orientation to comprise a 
critical, a participatory and a multi-religious goal of religious education 
and a syncretist and a contextualist goal of moral education. It turned out 
that two goals that we had expected to fall under the goal orientation of 
self-determination ended up under the transformative orientation: the 
mystagogic goal of religious education and the scepticist goal of moral 
education. How does one explain this? In the case of religious education 
we were theoretically guided by a definition of the mystagogic goal 
which located the source of authority within the individual. This follows
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from a definition of mystagogics that assumes the hidden presence of 
primeval symbols in the depths of the human self, which are brought to 
the surface by the encounter with religious traditions. But there is another 
view of mystagogics that comes closer to the tradition of spiritual guid­
ance. This approach assumes the impact of a transforming power on hu­
man transformation (see e.g. Waaijman, 2000). This definition makes it 
seem less strange that the mystagogic goal should fall under the trans­
formative goal orientation. In its approach to pluralism, too, the mys- 
tagogic goal also accords with the transformative goal orientation. Par­
ticipants need to encounter (universal) religious symbols, including those 
of other religious traditions. The process of spiritual transformation is not 
confined to Christian tradition(s), but is also found in other religions. 
This interpretation of the mystagogic goal helps to explain this research 
finding.
In moral education the transformative goal orientation comprises the 
scepticist, contextualist and syncretist goals. A common denominator of 
these three goals is that they are all pluralist in their recognition of the 
plausibility of diverse moral positions, although there are differences in 
the degree of acceptance. Scepticism ultimately accepts no position at all, 
contextualism accepts only one and syncretism accepts all positions. 
How does one explain the convergence of such differing, mutually exclu­
sive approaches? Educators appear to put the accent on the plausibility of 
different viewpoints, rather than on the rationality of a choice. They fo­
cus on the process of moral deliberation rather than on a choice made on 
rational grounds. The combined pluralist goal that we found among the 
educators may be regarded as a form of moral deliberation. That is why 
we could call it a deliberative pluralist goal. Participants learn to consider 
various positions (pluralist) carefully (deliberatively), ultimately settling
-  or not settling -  for one or more of them. On the basis of the common 
denominator of the three goals -  consideration of several moral prefer­
ences -  we label it the deliberative pluralist goal of moral education. It 
entails a tension between reasons and making a choice. Without the rea­
sons one has no grounds for making or legitimising a certain choice. The 
more reasons one considers, the bigger one’s freedom of choice. An im­
portant research question is how educators deliberate when they attach 
equal weight to the use or non-use of rational arguments to arrive at a 
choice. This calls for further research.
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(2) The second novel aspect of this study is that we attempt to link the 
choice of goals to methods. The question about the relation between 
methods and goals is crucial in all fields of education, but so far it has not 
been posed in the pedagogics of religious Christian adult education. We 
not merely investigate this theoretically, but also examine to what extent 
educators make this connection in practice.
Where a relation between method and goal featured (i.e. in the transfor­
mative model) we found that the choice of goal orientation does not de­
termine the choice of a method or vice versa; instead there is mutual in­
fluencing. This is an important research result with a view to theory 
building.
It also seems that orientation and method influence each other only in the 
case of educators with a transformative goal orientation. In the other 
models we found no systematic correlation in this regard. Lack of clarity 
about the relation between goal orientation and educational method can 
impede participants’ learning, since Christian adult educators may choose 
dissonant goal orientations and educational methods. From an instruc­
tional point of view this inconsistency is a matter of concern. It is confus­
ing for learners, because the outcome of the learning process may not be 
what they expected. And for adult educators that outcome is frustrating 
because they do not achieve what they aim for. It should be clear to both 
learners and educators what they are doing in this respect.
We think this study suggests an angle for further research into this theme. 
Actual influence between the choice of method and goal orientation was 
confined to the transformative model. In the case of the other models a 
theory on the relation between method and goal orientation still needs to 
be developed. We hope the findings can provide some empirical basis for 
recommendations in this respect. Understanding the methodological di­
mensions associated with different approaches of Christian adult educa­
tion may help religious educators to decide which instructional method is 
appropriate to which situation.
(3) A third novel aspect of our research into goal orientations and educa­
tional methods of Christian adult education is that we consistently al­
lowed for the institutional religious beliefs and practices of educators and
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operationalised them with regard to both their believing and acting di­
mensions.
Our expectations at this level largely concurred with the research data, in 
which ecclesiology (believing) turned out to be a major factor. There is a 
significant correlation between ecclesiology and the choice of a goal ori­
entation and an educational method -  in the case of a choice of experien­
tial and mediated learning and the transformative goal orientation the 
influence is decisive.
This strong correlation between choice of goal orientation and/or educa­
tional method and educators’ ecclesiology could be a major pointer to 
further research and the future of Christian adult education. The relation 
with the believing dimension is a noteworthy finding. The relation with 
acting aspects may well become clearer if  they are operationalised differ­
ently in further research. In our view, closer scrutiny of the action dimen­
sion is to be recommended.
To conclude this section we mention a question with profound implica­
tions for the practice of Christian adult education. It concerns the fact that 
it is conducted in a multi-religious society. Should Christian adult educa­
tion broaden its scope to include other religions as well, moving towards 
interreligious dialogue? Such questions call for further research in the 
field of practical theology. We hope our discussion will prompt serious 
consideration of a different approach to present-day Christian adult edu­
cation.
7.3 Normative practical evaluation
We have noted which goal orientations and educational methods are most 
common in the practice of Christian adult education. It indicates that on 
the basis of their goal orientations and educational methods, Christian 
adult educators teach participants how to approach pluralism. In addition 
to an empirical and analytical account of the approach to pluralism in 
Christian adult education, this study deals with the normative question of 
the evaluation of educative approaches to pluralism. To what extent do 
Christian adult educators, via their goal orientations and educational 
methods, teach participants how to deal with pluralism? Do certain edu­
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cational methods and goal orientations equip participants more thor­
oughly to cope with present-day pluralist society?
What is a sound, considered approach to pluralism? Following the critical 
convergence model, we attempted to have different perspectives con­
verge. These perspectives gave us criteria to evaluate the approach to 
pluralism. Proceeding from Ward’s theological perspective, it is impor­
tant to realise that for religion to survive in a pluralist era one has to con­
sider diverse angles on transcendent reality (religious education) and a 
good life and good conduct (moral education). From a philosophical per­
spective we followed Rescher, who holds that pluralism poses the chal­
lenge of allowing for dissent. That entails that the goal of moral consid­
eration is not consensus, but a deliberative search for moral and religious 
‘truth’. Remarkably, Ward goes further than Rescher in accepting perma­
nent dissent. Rescher advocates contextualism, which ultimately requires 
a person to opt for a particular position, namely the one that is most de­
fensible on rational grounds. Ward prefers a global type of religion, in 
which diverse ways of life exist side by side -  an approach comparable to 
what Rescher calls syncretism. That makes Ward more radical in his ac­
ceptance of pluralism than Rescher. While we accept the importance of 
deliberation and a search for rational arguments, we opt for Ward’s no­
tion of religion, in which diverse ways of life are and remain acceptable. 
From a pedagogic point of view it means that both educator and partici­
pant are given scope to present their various beliefs and appraise them 
with a view to religious identity construction.
These different perspectives show that a sound approach to pluralism 
means: not trying to level existing differences, but making them produc­
tive in religio-moral adult education. To do this, one has to comply with 
certain logical conditions. We mention some of these, while not profess­
ing that our list is exhaustive. (1) Differences can only play a productive 
role in Christian adult education if one realises that they are an objective 
reality and (2) that they are valuable, so we learn to respect people with 
different points of view; (3) this is possible only if we learn to consider 
different viewpoints and make a free choice between them, and (4) if we 
learn to give reasons for this choice and to appraise these reasons. These 
conditions provide the following criteria to evaluate an approach to plu­
ralism: realism, respect, free choice and deliberation.
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1. Objective existence o f differences (realism)
Participants learn that there are objective differences between concep­
tions o f a good life.
We live in a situation where freedom of choice has become an important 
issue (Berger, 1969). Religious traditions have numerous answers to the 
question of how to become a better person. Religions moreover differ 
greatly about the way to reach salvation. In a pluralist society, we cannot 
ignore this religio-moral diversity.
Striving for consensus may help to avoid conflict, but it obscures funda­
mental differences. Dissent should be permitted, for that is the only way 
to recognise the complexity of our religio-moral situation. Substantive 
differences of opinion are a challenge and a reason to continue the de­
bate. As described in chapter 3, enforced consensus prematurely cuts 
short the hermeneutic process of confrontation and the search for ‘truth’ 
(cf. Rescher, 1993; Zwart, 1993).
In our view the goal orientation of transformation is best suited to a plu­
ralist societal context. This orientation proceeds from the reality of dif­
ference, since it presupposes that participants can only shape their reli­
gious identity in and against the background of a diversity of worldviews 
and religious traditions, from which they can choose. They learn that 
there are different conceptions of a good life and how to handle this dis­
sent through deliberation.
As for method, the mediated instruction method is recommended, espe­
cially in a pluralist context. This method meets the first criterion of real­
ism by permitting the input of all participants and augmenting this with 
the perspectives of the educator and different traditions. The method of 
mediated learning proceeds from the reality of dissent in a pluralist social 
context and equips participants with the necessary skills to cope with 
such an environment.
2. Respect for others
Participants learn to respect other viewpoints and the people who hold 
them.
If one recognises that differences exist, one has to value them and respect 
those who express other views. That is the only way to demonstrate their
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constructive value. Differences concern aspects of reality, not the whole 
of it. Recognition of others, too, is not total but is confined to aspects of 
the person.
A concern not to be seen as inferior, that one's image in the larger culture or institu­
tion not be a degraded one, is not the same as the need for recognition of one's dis­
tinct identity (Blum, 1998, p.87).
The recognition concerned is something else than recognition of one's 
distinct identity as equal to another identity. It is impossible to value a 
complete identity, only aspects of an identity are valued. The central 
question is not comparison between cultural identities but recognition of 
the distinctiveness of cultures, more specifically, of cultural markers pre­
sented by individuals as signifying his or her cultural distinctiveness. 
Apprehension of value does not require a comparison, but simply to treat 
each culture in its own right. Secondly, it does not presume an overall 
total value for a given culture, but only that something is of value (Blum, 
1998, p.73-99).
A vital condition for dealing with pluralism constructively is that partici­
pants learn to respect different viewpoints and the people who hold them. 
To this end the goal orientation of transformation is most apposite. It 
acknowledges the learner’s autonomy, as well as the fact that people 
grow only if they are addressed by the outside world so they will know 
how to become a better person for others in a just society. Thus it stimu­
lates participants to respect others and makes them aware of their need of 
others in the common search for truth.
When it comes to choosing an instructional method, mediated learning is 
most appropriate. This method teaches participants to view a problem 
from diverse angles through cooperation. It confronts them with the fact 
that people do not share the same views, that not all trends within Chris­
tianity have the same religious ideas, and it stimulates them to respect 
this diversity (Lowyck, 1995).
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3. Freedom o f choice
Participants are free to choose between the various viewpoints.
Freedom is a condition for coping with pluralism. Participants should be 
free to choose among the different viewpoints, otherwise there is no plu­
ralism in practice. In practice pluralism requires respect for individual 
autonomy and freedom of choice with regard to religious identity forma­
tion (Hobson & Edwards, 1999, p.21f, 47-49, 57, 96).
To impose belief would be to disregard the epistemological and anthropological 
consequences of pluralism. Postulating an absolute truth is considered inconsistent 
with a situation of religious diversity, in which no single opinion can claim universal 
validity (Hobson & Edwards, 1999, p.9).
This implies proper use of freedom of choice. Christian adult education 
aims at adult people’s construction of their identity. Adult faith requires 
personal assent (see Blasberg-Kuhnke, 1992).
Goal orientations and educational methods that are conducive to partici­
pants’ making a personal choice are most compatible with the ‘pluralist 
imperative’. Both the transformative and the religio-critical goal orienta­
tion meet the criterion of freedom of choice. Participants are allowed to 
appropriate religious tradition(s) in an adult, critical manner. As for edu­
cational methods, both experiential learning and mediated learning allow 
participants freedom of choice. Our preference is for mediated learning. 
Although all instructional methods have their benefits, there has to be a 
balance between guidance by the educator and participants’ contribution. 
If too much emphasis is placed on guidance, participants don’t have free­
dom of choice. If guidance is totally lacking from the learning process, 
participants might not learn how to exert their freedom of choice because 
there may be no alternatives offered to their own point of view.
4. Deliberation
Participants learn to give reasons for their viewpoint and to appraise 
these reasons.
Agreement in a pluralist society is not imposed by a central doctrinal 
authority or by the dominance of a particular tradition or moral perspec­
tive. It is reached through deliberation. It requires a deliberative process 
via an exchange of arguments and criticism of one’s own arguments 
(Zwart, 1993, p.261-264; cf. Rescher, 1993, p.98-126; Jansen, 1994,
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p.55, 84-86). In this context the ethics of believing is also relevant. Ac­
cording to Hobson and Edwards, acceptance of a religious belief entails 
epistemological obligations and moral responsibility for its implications. 
Everybody has a duty to appraise all available arguments in favour of 
their religious beliefs and those of other people. On the assumption that 
those others do the same and their beliefs are based on equally sound 
grounds, we have to respect their religious convictions as well (Hobson 
& Edwards, 1999, p.85-90):
We do have the ability to weigh up evidence and can be held accountable if we do 
not carry out adequate enquiry before passing judgement, or are not sufficiently 
concerned to determine rationally the issue one way or the other. [...] we condemn 
the political or religious fanatic’s narrowness in not considering all the available 
evidence or for not considering alternative viewpoints (Hobson & Edwards 1999, 
p.87).
A deliberative approach to moral pluralism, advocated by the ethicist 
Hub Zwart and others, takes cognisance of the ethics of believing. The 
accent is not so much on assent to a moral choice as on a process of 
moral deliberation. A morally pluralist situation calls for maximum ap­
praisal of choices. The outcome of deliberation may be a decision, but it 
is realised that the choice is not final. Hence we do not adopt Rescher’s 
view that one ultimately has to choose the most rational position (contex- 
tualism). The aim is to broaden and deepen the process of moral delibera­
tion. Zwart speaks of a pluralist imperative, which implies readiness to 
deliberate.
For religio-moral adult education this means that participants learn to 
deliberate and give reasons for their own viewpoint. When it comes to 
goal orientations, this seems to conflict with the classical goal orientation 
of initiation into the Christian tradition. The conformist type of goal ori­
entation presupposes that there is only one truth, to which people must 
conform, and that truth has already been found. The ultimate aim is to 
achieve uniformity. But this endeavour does not accord with a pluralist 
society. The goal orientation of self-determination does allow for plural­
ism, but the different conceptions simply exist alongside each other. It is 
a matter of individual development and each individual is entitled to his 
own views, but these views are never related. It is a case of letting every­
one be. Deliberation is an individualistic process. The transformative 
goal orientation, whilst allowing for differing views, also offers tools to
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decide between them. This is done by critically relating individuals’ dif­
fering ideas, not only to each other but also to the perspectives of various 
religious traditions. The transformative goal orientation does not profess 
to have absolute certainty and leaves scope for not-knowing. Hence this 
type is most apposite to the complex reality of religious and moral plural­
ism. The appropriate educational method is mediated learning, in which 
participants have scope for their own deliberation but are also presented 
with arguments that help them to choose.
Conclusion
Ward maintains that religion in its traditional form cannot survive in a 
pluralist society. Awareness of a multiplicity of ways to salvation obliges 
people to relate to other ways of life. This is possible on the basis of the 
aforementioned criteria of realism, respect, freedom of choice and delib- 
eration.The transformative goal orientation satisfies these criteria most 
adequately. The fact that this goal orientation is most widely accepted by 
Christian adult educators is promising for the future of the Christian re­
ligion in Dutch society, since it teaches adult participants a sound ap­
proach to pluralism. But there is also a group of adult educators who 
agree with the conformist goal orientation, which is not open to pluralism 
(either internal or external). It does not properly equip Christian adults 
for life in a pluralist society. In view of the fact that internal and external 
pluralism is bound to increase, encouragement of the transformative goal 
orientation is desirable.
At the same time it is important that goals and methods harmonise. Our 
research data show that the choice of a transformative goal orientation in 
fact influences the choice of a method (unlike the choice of the other goal 
orientations). The choice of a transformative goal orientation and the 
concomitant educational method of mediated learning will contribute to a 
sound approach to pluralism in Christian adult education in the Nether­
lands.
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Appendixl 
Measuring instruments regarding aspects of educators’ institutional 
beliefs and practices 
1 Ecclesiology (believing)
Theoretical domain
The concept of church organisation (ecclesiology) was measured with an 
instrument derived from Jeurissen (1993, 154-156, 179). He divides atti­
tudes towards church organisation into attitudes towards the church’s 
internal and external relations. The organisation of internal relations 
translates into democratic decision making in the church. The organisa­
tion of external relations translates into the church’s openness to society 
and is divided into attitudes towards the social inclusiveness and cultural 
adaptation of the church.
Internal relations: centralised decision making
• The church is best administered by a few authoritative people, 
who can take responsibility.
• The faithful should be able to decide for themselves what happens 
in the church.
• The responsibility of what happens in the church should not be 
put in the hands of a small group of administrators.
• It is not good for believers to have a say in decisions about every­
thing that happens in the church.
• Ecclesiastical policy should be determined by a small group of re­
sponsible administrators.
• It is not good for every believer to be able to interfere with all de­
cisions in the church.
External relations: cultural openness
• The church should always keep up with changing ideas in society.
• The church should keep abreast of new ideas in our modern world 
as much as possible.
• The church should not go along with all kinds of new ideas in 
modern society.
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External relations: structural openness
• Everyone should be able to become a member of the church.
• The church should never reject people who want to become 
members.
• The church has a right to attach conditions to membership. 
Empirical domain
1. Oblimin-rotated factor matrix (minimal eigenvalue = 1), commonalities (h2) means, 
standard deviation and percentage of explained variance regarding ecclesiology.
Item h 2 f 1 f 2 f3
it is not good for believers to have a say 
in decisions about everything that hap­
pens in the church
.47 -.71
it is not good for every believer to be 
able to interfere with all decisions in the 
church
.55 -.64
the church is best administered by a few 
authoritative people, who can take re­
sponsibility
.35 -.58
church policy should be determined by a 
small group of responsible administrators
.27 -.53
the responsibility of what happens in the 
church should not be put in the hands of 
a small group of administrators
.34 .53
the faithful should be able to decide for 
themselves what happens in the church
.29 .41
the church should keep abreast of new 
ideas in our modern world as much as 
possible
.79 .86
the church should always keep up with 
changing ideas in society
.24 .48
everyone should be able to become a 
member of the church
.66 .81
the church should never reject people 
who want to become members
.39 .62
the church has a right to attach condi­
tions to membership
.31 -.52
mean* 2.4 3.3 3.0
standard deviation .67 .90 .85
% explained variance 42.4%
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) 
Factor loadings below .20 were left out 
Legend:
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f 1 = centralised decision making 
f2  = cultural openness 
f3 = structural openness
2 Conformity to ecclesiastic policy (believing)
Educators’ conformity to ecclesiastic policy was measured by asking 
them whether and to what extent they are guided by the following in case 
of differences about catechetical contents:
• guidelines of diocesan church authorities;
• policy directives of their institution/deanery/parish;
• agreements with colleagues.
Based on the answering pattern we designed a cumulative index:
• Value 0: none of these;
• Value 1: guided by agreement with colleagues;
• Value 2: guided by agreement with colleagues and policy 
directives of their institution/deanery/parish;
• Value 3: guided by agreement with colleagues and policy 
directives of their institution/deanery/parish and guidelines of 
diocesan church authorities.
Value label 
Percent
Value
. 0 0
1 . 0 0
2 . 0 0
3.00
Frequency
30
33
62
19
7
Percent
19.9
21.9 
41.1 
1 2 . 6  
4.6
Valid Percent
2 0 . 8
22.9
43.1
13.2 
missing
Cum.
2 0 . 8
43.8
8 6 . 8  
1 0 0 . 0
Total 151 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
Valid cases 144 Missing cases 7
N  Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation
144 .00 3.00 1.5 .97
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3 Church involvement
Church involvement can vary in degree depending on church member­
ship, frequency of church attendance (almost never, a few times a year, 
once a month, once a week or more often) and/or church activity (scale 
taken from Felling, Peters & Scheepers, 2000).
Based on the answering pattern we distinguish between three categories:
Value label Value
0.00 no church involvement
1.00 peripheral to modal church involvement
2.00 high church involvement (core church member)
Value label Value Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum. 
Percent
.00 5 3.3 3.3 3.3
1.00 29 19.2 19.2 22.5
2.00 117 77.5 77.5 100.0
Total 151 100.0 100.0
Valid cases 151 Missing cases 0
4 Prayer (acting, intra-institutional)
Prayer patterns were measured by asking them how often they pray. In­
tensity of Christian adult educators’ prayer practice range from 1= often 
to 4 = never.
Value label Value
1.00 Yes, often
2.00 Yes, regularly
3.00 Yes, sometimes
4.00 No, never
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Value label Value Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum.
Percent
1 . 0 0 73 48.3 48.7 48.7
2 . 0 0 55 36.4 36.7 85.3
3.00 2 2 14.6 14.7 1 0 0 . 0
4.00
- 1 .7 missing
Total 151 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
Valid cases 150 Missing cases 1
5 Mystical experience (acting, extra-institutional)
The extent to which people indicate having had mystical experience, for 
instance a feeling that time and space do not exist or a sense of oneness 
with everything (scale taken from Hood, 1975; 1993). Mystical expe­
rience was measured by asking whether and how often educators have 
had the following experiences:
• Have you ever had a sense of union with all things?
• Have you ever had an experience in which time and space ceased 
to exist?
• Have you ever had an experience that you would call sacred?
• Have you ever had a feeling that everything is perfect?
• Have you ever had an experience that left you with a feeling of 
wonderment?
Value label Value
1.00 Yes, often
2.00 Yes, sometimes
3.00 No, never
Valid cases 150 Missing cases 1
N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation
150 1.00 3.00 2.0 .59
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6 Alternative religiosity (acting, extra-institutional)
Interest in alternative or new forms of religiosity such as New Age, eso- 
tericism, astrology, yoga (scale taken from De Hart, 1990). Alternative 
religiosity was measured by asking which of following alternative topics 
educators read about in books or journals, or learn about in lectures:
□  mysticism
□  esoterics
□  teachers/gurus
□  astrology
□  I-Ching
□  Tarot
□  course o f  miracles
□  Buddhism
□  shamanism
□  alternative medicine
□  runes
□  numerology
□  yoga
□  anthroposophy
□  holistic medicine
□  Hinduism
□  Gnosticism
□  Taoism
□  theosophy
□  new scientific paradigms
□  New Age
□  tantra
□  the Celestine Prophecy
□  Osho / Baghwan
Based on the answering pattern we distinguish between three categories:
- Low interest (when educators mention interest in less than 6 
of these topics);
- Moderate interest (when educators mention interest in 6 to 10 
of these topics);
- High interest (when educators mention interest in more than 
10 of these topics).
Value label Value
1 . 0 0  interest in 0 - 5  topics
2 . 0 0  interest in 6 - 1 0  topics
3 . 0 0  interest in more than 1 0  topics
Value label 
Percent
Value Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cum.
1 . 0 0 48 31.8 31.8 31.8
2 . 0 0 54 35.8 35.8 67.5
3.00 49 32.5 32.5 1 0 0 . 0
Total 151 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
Valid cases 151 Missing cases 0
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Appendix 2
Factor analyses regarding goal orientations and educational methods 
of Christian adult education
1. Oblimin-rotated factor matrix (minimal eigenvalue = 1), commonalities (h2), reliabil­
ity (Alpha’s), means, standard deviation and percentage of explained variance regarding 
goals of Christian religious adult education.
Item
h2 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9
participants 
become aware 
of their own 
experience and 
faith convic­
tions
.67 .79
participants 
become aware 
of the faith that 
is in them
.56 .62
participants 
become familiar 
with the faith 
truths of the 
church
.87 .92
participants are 
introduced to 
the truth taught 
by the church
.75 .71
participants 
learn to see that 
religion hardly 
plays a role in 
society any 
longer
.72 .85
participants 
realise that 
religion no 
longer has much 
influence on 
individuals and 
society
.72 .85
participants 
form their own 
view of societal 
issues from a 
critical theo­
logical perspec-
1.0
1.02
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tive
participants 
learn to think 
about problems 
in society on the 
basis of critical 
theological 
insights
.50 -.60
participants are 
introduced to 
the multiplicity 
of religions and 
worldviews
.73 .87
participants 
become ac­
quainted with 
different reli­
gious beliefs 
and traditions
.83 .86
participants live 
their lives from 
a personal 
commitment to 
Christ
.75 .83
participants 
acquire a per­
sonal faith in 
Christ
.68 .81
participants 
understand their 
life from an 
understanding 
of deep human 
symbols
.64 .74
participants 
develop a sensi­
tivity for reli­
gious images 
that lie hidden 
in every person
.61 .31 .48
participants 
develop their 
own religious 
identity by 
together giving 
meaning to 
religious activi­
ties
.75 -.82
participants 
develop their 
religious iden­
tity by discover­
ing the meaning
.35 -.26 -.38
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of religious 
activities as a 
group
participants 
look at their 
lives in terms of 
the message 
offered by the 
Bible and by 
tradition
.74 -.68
participants 
learn about the 
ways in which 
the Bible and 
tradition are 
relevant today
.49 .29 -.20 -.35
alpha .73 .86 .83 .78 .86 .83 .63 .60 .66
mean* 4.4 2.8 2.2 3.7 3.3 3.5 4.1 4.1 4.1
standard
deviation
.63 1.07 .93 .77 .89 1.02 .70 .66 .74
% explained 
variance:
68.7 %
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) 
Factor loadings below .20 were left out
Legend: 
f 1 = existential 
f2  = neo-scholastic 
f3 = non-worldview 
f4 = critical 
f5 = multi-religious 
f6  = kerygmatic 
f7 = mystagogic 
f 8  = participatory 
f9 = hermeneutic
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2. O b lim in  ro ta ted  fac to r m atrix  (m in im al e igenva lue  = 1), com m onality  (h2), re liab ility
(A lp h a’s), m eans, standard  d ev ia tio n  and  percen tage  ex p la in ed  variance  regard ing
g oa ls  o f  m o ra l e d u c a t io n
item h2 f 1 f 2 f3
participants learn to appreciate that val­
ues do not really feature in public life
.65 .78 -.21
participants will realise that values have 
hardly any influence in public life these 
days
.52 .72
participants adopt Christian values .70 .83
participants adopt values that accord with 
the Christian tradition
.68 .82
participants learn to choose from the 
totality of moral values those that accord 
with our Christian culture
.63 .79
from the multiplicity of values partici­
pants develop a preference for those that 
prevail in our Christian culture
.61 .77
participants learn to make sound moral 
decisions after evaluating diverse moral 
values
.65 .79
participants learn to choose among dif­
ferent values on the basis of sound argu­
mentation
.55 .73
participants learn to clarify their own 
moral values
.57 -.23 .69
participants learn to enhance their moral 
sensibility
.55 -.29 .67
participants become aware of their moral 
values
.62 -.40 .67
participants learn to consider what the 
right moral behaviour is in each situation
.42 .63
participants learn to make proper moral 
choices in real-life situations
.38 .24 .57
alpha .75 .88 .86
mean* 1.7 3.3 4.1
standard deviation .74 .79 .55
explained variance 57,9 %
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) 
Factor loadings below .20 were left out 
Legend:
f 1 = universal non-moralist goal of moral education 
f 2  = preferential monist goal of moral education 
f3 = deliberative pluralist goal of moral education
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3. O b lim in  ro ta ted  fac to r m a trix  (m in im al e igenva lue = 1), com m unality  (h2), re liab ility
(alpha), m eans, standard  d ev ia tio n  and  percen tage  exp la ined  variance  regard ing  g o a ls  o f
m o ra l (m ) a n d  re lig io u s  ( r )  e d u c a tio n .
goal h2 f1 f2 f3
preferential monist (m) .57 .75
neo-scholastic (r) .59 .74
kerygmatic (r) .54 .72
hermeneutic (r) .51 .56 .32 -.30
universal non-moralist (m) .60 .72 -.26
non-worldview related (r) .34 .59
participatory (r) .50 -.21 .67
deliberative pluralist (m) .36 .59
multi-religious (r) .31 .55
mystagogic (r) .34 -.30 .50
critical (r) .23 .48
alpha .76 .63 .68
mean* 3.4 1.9 3.8
standard deviation .71 .70 .47
explained variance 44.5 %
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) 
Factor loadings below .20 were left out 
Legend:
f 1 = conformist goal orientation 
f2  = religio-critical goal orientation 
f3 = transformative goal orientation
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4. O b lim in -ro ta ted  fac to r m atrix  (m in im al e igenva lue = 1), com m onalities (h2), re liab ili­
ty  (alpha), m eans, standard  dev ia tio n  and  percen tage  o f  exp la ined  variance  regard ing
e d u c a t io n a l m e th o d s  o f  C hris tian  ad u lt education .
Item
h2 f 1 f2 f3
I think it is normal for participants to express 
criticism of the course instructor
.51 .71
it’s important that the participant’s 
wishes/desires and good/interests are taken 
into account in the course
.50 .70
participants are responsible for their own 
learning process
.23 .42
it’s up to me, the educator, to ensure that the 
participants understand what is learnt
.23 .42
it’s my responsibility to monitor whether the 
participants achieve the learning goals
.20 .39
no decisions about content, aim and method of 
the course should be made beforehand
.58 .6 6
learning is a voyage of discovery and partici­
pants may decide for themselves what this 
voyage should be like
.42 .61
I have no fixed, prior aims of learning; these 
are determined by circumstances, personal 
motivation, participant’s experiences, etc.
.31 .52
the educator should make the relevant deci­
sions about the content, aim and method of the 
course
.56 . 6 6
religious educators should allow participants 
to take part in deciding what the education 
will be like
.43 -.57
I, the educator, determine the course’s learn­
ing goals
.27 .51
alpha .69 .62 .62
mean* 4.0 2. 6 3.3
standard deviation .51 .73 .72
explained variance 38,6%
* scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) 
Factor loadings below .20 were left out
Legend:
f 1 = mediated learning 
f2  = experiential learning 
f3 = guided learning
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Appendix 3
SEM (Structural Equation Modelling) Analysis
Figure 6.1 Structural model to analyse the direction of influence between educational 
methods and goal orientations of Christian adult education while controlling institution­
al religious beliefs and practices of the Christian adult educators.
Exogenous variables Endogenous variables
Institutional religious
beliefs and practices Goal Educational
orientations methods
Ecclesiology
Conformity to 
ecclesiastical policy
Church involvement
Prayer life
Conformity Guided learning
Self­
determination
Experiential
learning
Transformation Mediated
learning
Mystical experience
Alternative
religiosity
Legend: indicates direction of the prediction
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Figure 6.2: Structural model of the direction of influence between instructional me­
thods and the transformational goal orientation while controlling for the relation to the 
church of the Christian adult educators (beta coefficients)1.
.28
The goodness of fit of the model is quite high: x2 =7.031; d.f. = 7; p = 
.042; gfi = .993; agfi = .902; nfi =.985; rmsea = .026.
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Appendix 4 
Correlation-analyses
1. Significant (p<0.001) and relevant (r > .30) correlations (Pearson’s r) between goals 
of Christian religious adult education by orientation
intra-personal
conformity
self­
determination
trans­
formation
inter-personal
.50
supra-personal
2. Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) between 
conformity-oriented goals of religious education and religious institutional beliefs and 
practices of Christian adult educators
kerygmatic hermeneutic neo-scholastic
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
.23* 3 9 **
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
-.28*
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
-.25*
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
3 7 ** .38**
church involvement .52** 3 7 **
prayer 4 9 ** .26* .38**
mystical experience
alternative religiosity 32**
* p<0.01  **p<0.001
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3. S ign ifican t*  and  re levan t associa tions (e ta ’s) and  co rre la tions (r  >  .20) b e tw een  self­
d e te rm in a tio n -o r ie n te d  goals o f  re lig ious ed u ca tio n  an d  relig ious in stitu tional be lie fs
and  p rac tices o f  C h ris tian  ad u lt educators
mystagogic existential non­
worldview
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
-.31** - 2 9 **
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
.23*
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
church involvement .26* .25*
prayer
mystical experience .27*
alternative religiosity .34**
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
4. Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) between 
transformation-oriented goals of religious education and religious institutional beliefs 
and practices of Christian adult educators
critical participatory multi­
religious
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
-.26*
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
.27*
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
church involvement
prayer
mystical experience 29**
alternative religiosity .26* .26*
* p<0.01  **p<0.001
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5. S ign ifican t*  and  re levan t associa tions (e ta ’s) and  co rre la tions (r  >  .20) b e tw een  goals
o f  m oral ed u ca tio n  and  re lig ious institu tional be lie fs  an d  p rac tices  o f  C h ris tian  adu lt
educators
universal
non-moralist
preferential
monist
deliberative
pluralist
eta r
eta
r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
40** -.31**
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
40**
church involvement
prayer 41**
mystical experience -.35** .30**
alternative religiosity 27**
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
6 . Significant* and relevant associations (eta’s) and correlations (r > .20) between goal 
orientations of religio-moral education and religious institutional beliefs and practices of 
Christian adult educators
conformity religio-
critical
transformation
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
.34** -.34**
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
-.2 2 * .23*
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
4 4 **
church involvement 40**
prayer 4 9 **
mystical experience -.2 1 * .33**
alternative religiosity .27* .35**
* p<0.01  **p<0.001
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7. S ign ifican t*  and  re levan t associa tions (e ta ’s) and  co rre la tions (r  >  .20) b e tw een  e d u ­
cational m ethods an d  re lig ious in s titu tiona l b e lie fs  and  p rac tices  o f  C h ris tian  adu lt e d u ­
cators
guided mediated experiential
eta r eta r eta r
ecclesiology:
centralised decision making
-.20*
ecclesiology: 
cultural openness
.30**
ecclesiology: 
structural openness
-.23* .28**
conformity to ecclesiastical 
policy
church involvement
prayer
mystical experience
alternative religiosity .26*
* p<0 . 0 1  **p<0 . 0 0 1
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Appendix 5
Variance-analyses
1. Goals of religious education
Levels of agreement with an existential goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
church involvement:
Mean S.d. G0
No church involvement G0 3.6 1.56
peripheral/modal G1 4.5 .53 *
core church member G2 4.5 .58 *
Group differences eta= .25, p= .0087
G1 G2
0 . 0 0
1 . 0 0
2 . 0 0
no church involvement
peripheral to modal church involvement
high church involvement (core church member)
Levels of agreement with a hermeneutic goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
church involvement:
Mean S.d. G0
No church involvement G0 2 . 1 .74
peripheral/modal G1 4.0 .78 *
core church member G2 4.2 .60 *
Group differences eta= .52, p= .0000
G1 G2
0 . 0 0
1 . 0 0
2 . 0 0
no church involvement
peripheral to modal church involvement
high church involvement (core church member)
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Levels of agreement with a hermeneutic goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
prayer:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
yes, often G1 4.2 .65 *
yes, regularly G2 4.1 .66 *
yes, sometimes G3 3.6 1.04
Group differences eta= .26, p= .0059
Levels of agreement with a kerygmatic goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
prayer:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
yes, often G1 3.6 .92 *
yes, regularly G2 3.7 .90 *
yes, sometimes G3 2.3 .80
Group differences eta= .49, p= .0000
Levels of agreement with a kerygmatic goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
0-5 topics G1 3.3 .99
6 - 1 0  topics G2 3.9 .91 * *
more than 1 0  topics G3 3.2 1.01
Group differences eta= .32, p= .0004
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Levels of agreement with a m ystg o g ic  goal of religious education
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to
church involvement:
Mean S.d. G0 G1 G2
No church involvement G0 3.6 1.56
peripheral/modal G1 4.4 .52 * *
core church member G2 4.0 .66
Group differences eta= .26, p= .0069
0 . 0 0
1 . 0 0
2 . 0 0
no church involvement
peripheral to modal church involvement
high church involvement (core church member)
Levels of agreement with a mystagogic goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1
0-5 topics G1 3.8 .81
6 - 1 0  topics G2 4.1 .64 *
more than 1 0  topics G3 4.4 .50 *
G2 G3
Group differences eta= .34, p= .0002
Levels of agreement with a multi-religious goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
0-5 topics G1 3.1 .79
6 - 1 0  topics G2 3.2 .88
more than 1 0  topics G3 3.6 .91 * *
G roup d ifferences eta=  .26, p=  .0063
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Levels of agreement with a n eo -sch o la stic  goal of religious education
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to
church involvement:
Mean S.d.
No church involvement G0 1.4 .65
peripheral/modal G1 2 . 2 .97
core church member G2 3.0 1 . 0 2
Group differences eta= .37, p= .0000
G0 G1 G2
0 . 0 0
1 . 0 0
2 . 0 0
no church involvement
peripheral to modal church involvement
high church involvement (core church member)
Levels of agreement with a neo-scholastic goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
prayer:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
yes, often G1 3.1 1 . 1 0 * *
yes, regularly G2 2.7 .92 *
yes, sometimes G3 2 . 0 .85
Group differences eta= .38, p= .0000
Levels of agreement with a participatory goal of religious education 
(mean, standard deviation) and group differences (eta) with regard to 
interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
0-5 topics G1 3.8 .64
6 - 1 0  topics G2 4.0 .73
more than 1 0  topics G3 4.3 .53 *
* *
G roup d ifferences eta=  .26, p=  .0063
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2. Goals of religio-moral education
Levels of agreement with conformity (mean, standard deviation) and 
group differences (eta) with regard to church involvement:
Mean S.d. G0 G1 G2
No church involvement G0 2 . 2 .76
peripheral/modal G1 3.1 .74 *
core church member G2 3.6 .63 * *
Group differences eta= .40, p= .0000
0 . 0 0  no church involvement
1 . 0 0  peripheral to modal church involvement
2 . 0 0  high church involvement (core church member)
Levels of agreement with conformity (mean, standard deviation) and 
group differences (eta) with regard to prayer:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
yes, often G1 3.7 .63 *
yes, regularly G2 3.4 .62 *
yes, sometimes G3 2 . 6 .64
Group differences eta= .49, p= .0000
Levels of agreement with conformity (mean, standard deviation) and 
group differences (eta) with regard to interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
0-5 topics G1 3.4 .73
6-10 topics G2 3.7 .64 *
more than 1 0  topics G3 3.2 .71
G roup d ifferences eta=  .27, p=  .0038
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Levels of agreement with tra n sfo rm a tio n  (mean, standard deviation)
and group differences (eta) with regard to interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1 G2 G3
0-5 topics G1 3.6 .43
6 - 1 0  topics G2 3.8 .49
more than 1 0  topics G3 4.1 .41 * *
Group differences eta= .35, p= .0001
3. Educational methods
Levels of agreement with guided learning (mean, standard deviation) 
and group differences (eta) with regard to interest in alternative religion:
Mean S.d. G1
0-5 topics G1 3.1 .72
6 - 1 0  topics G2 3.5 .69 *
more than 1 0  topics G3 3.5 .69 *
G2 G3
Group differences eta= .26, p= .0059
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Summary (Samenvatting) 
1. Samenvatting resultaten empirisch onderzoek
In dit hoofdstuk volgt een samenvatting van de antwoorden op de onder­
zoeksvragen. Eerst bespreken we de resultaten met betrekking tot de doe- 
loriëntaties van Christelijke volwassenenvorming (eerste onderzoeks­
vraag, 1.1). Daartoe geven we nog eens kort onze typologie van 
doeloriëntaties weer, alvorens de empirische gegevens met betrekking 
tot deze typologie te bespreken. Daarna beschrijven we de resultaten 
rondom de keuze voor vormingsmethoden (tweede onderzoeksvraag, 
1.2). Vervolgens geven we een beschrijving van de resultaten met be­
trekking tot de religieuze institutionele opvattingen en praktijken van de 
vormingswerkers (derde onderzoeksvraag, 1.3). We sluiten deze samen­
vatting af met de onderzoeksresultaten rondom het verband tussen de 
keuze voor doeloriëntaties van de vormingswerkers en hun keuze voor 
vormingsmethoden (vierde onderzoeksvraag, 1.4).
1.1 Doeloriëntaties van Christelijke volwassenenvorming
De doeloriëntaties van de vormingswerkers vormden het onderwerp van 
de eerste onderzoeksvraag. Deze luidde:
1a) Wat zijn de doeloriëntaties van de vormingswerkers?
1b) In welke mate stemmen ze met deze doeloriëntaties in en in hoeverre 
zijn er verschillen in de mate van instemming?
Een doeloriëntatie geeft in algemene zin aan in welke richting de lerende 
zich zou moeten ontwikkelen. Een doeloriëntatie is geen doel in de zin 
van het toetsbare eindresultaat van een leerproces, ofwel wat de lerende 
geleerd zou moeten hebben. Een doeloriëntatie is een verder reikend 
perspectief die de gerichtheid van de doelbepaling aangeeft. Onder één 
doeloriëntatie kunnen verschillende doelen vallen.
Typologie van doeloriëntaties van Christelijke volwassenenvorming 
Geïnspireerd door het kritische convergentiemodel zoals uitgewerkt door 
Nipkow (1975) en Van der Ven (1982, p. 173-175) hanteren we verschil­
lende aanzetten voor de ordening van doeloriëntaties van Christelijke
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volwassenenvorming. We verantwoorden deze ordening zowel vanuit 
een pedagogische reflectie op het doel en de inrichting van het vormings­
proces, als vanuit een filosofische indeling in wijzen van omgaan met 
pluralisme en een theologische inhoudelijke visie op religie. Het kritisch 
convergentiemodel houdt in dat de verschillende perspectieven een kriti­
sche functie ten opzichte van elkaar hebben. De indeling vanuit het ene 
perspectief kan bekritiseerd worden vanuit het andere perspectief. Dit 
levert uitgangspunten voor verdere reflectie op zoals in paragraaf 7.3 is 
aangeduid.
In deze paragraaf beschrijven we hoe het pedagogische -, filosofische -  
en theologische perspectief op doeloriëntaties volgens dezelfde logica 
convergeren. Deze logica is gebaseerd op het gegeven dat Christelijke 
volwassenenvorming altijd gericht is op religieuze identiteitsvorming. 
Deze religieuze identiteitsvorming kent een theologisch en pedagogisch 
perspectief. De theoloog Keith Ward (2004) hanteert twee criteria om 
verschillende typen van religie te onderscheiden: de locatie van de bron 
van autoriteit (1) en de omgang met pluralisme (2). Deze twee criteria 
convergeren met een pedagogisch onderscheid in doeloriëntaties van 
religieus-morele vorming en een filosofisch onderscheid in wijzen van 
omgang met pluralisme. Vanuit een convergentie van deze perspectieven 
gaat het om religieuze identiteitsvorming waarbinnen de omgang met 
autoriteit en de omgang met pluralisme onderscheidende criteria zijn. 
Met behulp van deze criteria ordenen we verschillende doelen van religi- 
eus-morele vorming.
Theologisch perspectief (K. Ward)
In navolging van het religiebegrip van Ward (2004) spreken we allereerst 
over religieus-morele vorming. Deze vorming heeft zowel betrekking op 
opvattingen over een transcendente werkelijkheid (religieuze vorming), 
als op het goede leven en handelen (morele vorming). Ward maakt een 
onderscheid tussen verschillende typen religies. Hij hanteert daarbij twee 
onderscheidende kenmerken, namelijk de autoriteit die bepaalt welke 
levensweg juist is (1) en de mate waarin recht kan worden gedaan aan 
pluralisme -  zowel intern als extern (2). Op basis van deze twee kenmer­
ken onderscheidt Ward drie typen van religie die voor onze typlologie
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van belang zijn: het canonieke, kritisch-liberale en globale type van reli­
gie.1
Bij het canonieke type wordt het menselijke handelen van buitenaf ge­
normeerd (bijvoorbeeld door Jezus Christus). Het model van het goede 
leven ligt verankerd in voorgegeven teksten. Hoe men moet handelen 
staat in deze teksten beschreven. Een beter mens worden houdt in dat 
men zich conformeert aan de opvattingen over het goede leven zoals deze 
canoniek vastgelegd zijn. We zien dat de bron van autoriteit buiten de 
mens geplaatst wordt (1). Binnen het canonieke religietype is nauwelijks 
ruimte voor pluralisme (2). Er is geen ruimte voor interpretaties die tot 
afwijkingen van het vastgelegde model kunnen leiden. Er wordt absolute 
autoriteit toegekend aan de religieuze teksten van de eigen religieuze 
traditie. Er bestaat slechts één wijze van ontwikkeling naar een beter zelf 
en deze ligt vast in de openbaring die zijn neerslag heeft gekregen in be­
paalde heilige teksten. In de eigen traditie ligt de waarheid besloten. Tot 
andere religieuze tradities verhoudt men zich niet of nauwelijks.
Binnen het kritisch-liberale model van religie is niet voorgegeven wat de 
ontwikkeling tot een beter mens inhoudt. Mensen bepalen dit mede zelf 
op grond van hun eigen gezag en ervaringen. Binnen het kritisch-liberale 
type is ruimte voor autonomie een van de uitgangspunten. De bron van 
autoriteit ligt bij de mens zelf (1); het criterium voor de ontwikkeling tot 
een beter mens ligt in de morele en rationele vermogens van de mens. 
Het kritisch-liberale religietype kenmerkt zich vanuit een nadruk op de 
menselijke ervaring verder door ruimte voor autonomie en kritisch on­
derzoek. Dat heeft gevolgen voor de omgang met pluralisme (2). Men 
gaat er niet van uit dat er één onveranderlijke religieuze levensweg is 
welke door iedereen aanvaard dient te worden (Ward 2004, 224). Daar­
door is er binnen de eigen religieuze traditie ruimte voor verschillende 
interpretaties van het geopenbaarde. Ward noemt dit een „internal plura­
lity o f belief’ (2004, 235).
Het derde type religie is het globale type. Hier ligt het criterium om te 
bepalen wat „human flourishing’ inhoudt zowel binnen als buiten het 
individu. De mens onderzoekt de religieuze levenswijze kritisch op rede­
1 Zoals in de inleiding en hoofdstuk 4 beschreven onderscheidt Ward oorspronkelijk 
vier typen.
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lijkheid en bevordering van het welzijn van alle levensvormen. De crite­
ria die voor dit onderzoek gelden, ontleent het individu echter ook aan 
iets buiten zichzelf (1). Een tweede kenmerk van het globale type religie 
is dat er maximaal ruimte is voor pluralisme (2), ook buiten de eigen tra­
ditie (extern pluralisme). Het pluralisme wordt ten volle geaccepteerd als 
een blijvend gegeven dat niet opgeheven dient te worden en waardevol is 
(Ward 2004, 220-238). Men streeft niet naar consensus, maar is in een 
voortdurend zoekproces op zoek naar waarheid omtrent de wijze waarop 
men een beter mens kan worden.
In hoofdstuk vier (4.1 en 4.2) wordt een uitgebreide beschrijving gegeven 
van het theologische perspectief van Ward en de verschillende typen re­
ligie.
Pedagogisch perspectief (M. Kohn)
Voor een nadere bepaling van pedagogische doeloriëntaties op het gebied 
van religieus-morele vorming maken we gebruik van een klassiek peda­
gogisch onderscheid tussen „conformiteit’ en „zelfbepaling’ (Kohn 1969). 
Het criterium op basis waarvan dit onderscheid gemaakt wordt conver­
geert met het eerste criterium dat Ward gebruikt om verschillende typen 
van religie te onderscheiden, namelijk de locatie van de bron van autori­
teit (1). In het pedagogisch onderscheid van Kohn gaat het daarbij om de 
vraag aan wie de autoriteit wordt toegekend in het leerproces. Bij con­
formiteit beoogt men dat de lerende zich aanpast aan de eisen van de so­
ciale omgeving. De bron van autoriteit ligt hierbij buiten de persoon. Bij 
de pedagogische doeloriëntatie van zelfbepaling ligt deze bron juist bin­
nen de persoon. Men streeft naar de ontwikkeling van de deelnemers tot 
autonomie en mondigheid. Op basis van de theorie van de pedagoog 
Bruner (1996) onderscheiden we een derde pedagogische doeloriëntatie 
van transformatie. Daarbij wordt de lerende niet alleen als passieve ont­
vanger in de cultuur ingewijd, maar neemt hij of zij ook zelf actief deel 
aan dit proces. We kunnen niet zeggen dat de bron van autoriteit of bin­
nen of buiten het individu ligt. Het gaat om een dialectische verhouding 
tussen beiden. Aan de hand van deze indeling kunnen we drie typen doe­
loriëntaties onderscheiden: doeloriëntaties die vooral gericht zijn op het 
overnemen van de Christelijke traditie en waarden (conformiteit), doelo­
riëntaties die eerder gericht zijn op de ontwikkeling van de autonomie 
(zelfbepaling) en ook doeloriëntaties die de wisselwerking tussen beiden 
als uitgangspunt hebben (transformatie).
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Binnen Christelijke volwassenenvorming gaat het om religieuze identi­
teitsvorming. Om het proces van identiteitsvorming scherp in beeld te 
krijgen brengen we nog een onderscheid aan in drie verschillende con­
cepten van identiteit. Dit doen we op grond van de theorie omtrent het 
zelf van persoonlijkheidspsycholoog Hubertus Hermans (1995; Hermans
& Van Kempen 1995). De ontwikkeling van het zelf is te beschrijven in 
termen van verschillende ik-posities in een denkbeeldige ruimte. Her­
mans hanteert daarbij drie ruimtelijke metaforen om de plaatsing van de 
verschillende ik-posities ten opzichte van elkaar weer te geven: binnen, 
tussen en boven. In een intra-persoonlijke definitie van identiteit krijgt de 
identiteit gestalte binnen het individu. In een inter-persoonlijke definitie 
van identiteit is er sprake van verschillende Ik-posities, die in constanten 
interactie met elkaar zijn. De identiteit krijgt gestalte tussen individuen. 
In een supra-persoonlijke definitie van identiteit ligt identiteit in een in­
stantie die gelokaliseerd is boven individuen. Identiteit wordt bepaald 
door datgene wat boven of buiten het individu ligt. De verschillende doe- 
loriëntaties en identiteitsconcepten worden uitgebreid beschreven in 
hoofdstuk 2 (2.2 en 2.3).
Binnen elke doeloriëntatie hebben we met behulp van de verschillende 
definities van identiteit accenten aangebracht. Op deze wijze ontstaat een 
typologie van doeloriëntaties van religieuze vorming waarbinnen de bron 
van autoriteit (eerste criterium van Ward) binnen het leerproces en de 
definitie van religieuze identiteit de onderscheidende criteria zijn. Op 
basis van deze typologie hebben we negen doeloriëntaties van religieuze 
vorming onderscheiden (zie 2.4).
Filosofisch perspectief (N. Rescher)
Om te bepalen hoe binnen verschillende doeloriëntaties van Christelijke 
volwassenenvorming deelnemers op verschillende wijze met pluralisme 
om leren gaan baseren we ons op de filosoof Nicolas Rescher. De om­
gang met pluralisme is het tweede criterium aan de hand waarvan Ward 
verschillende typen van religie onderscheid (2). Rescher heeft een typo­
logie van wijzen van omgaan met pluralisme ontwikkeld. Deze typologie 
is gebaseerd op de dimensies van overwegen van verschillende morele 
alternatieven (a) en de eventuele aanvaarding van een (of meerdere) van 
deze alternatieven (b). Door deze dimensies te combineren ontstaan zes 
verschillende posities ten opzichte van moreel pluralisme. De verschil­
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lende posities worden bij Rescher geordend aan de hand van de mate 
waarin het mogelijk is het eigen morele standpunt te verantwoorden. Het 
resultaat is een typologie van mogelijke wijzen van omgaan met moreel 
pluralisme, waarin men één (monisme), geen (nihilisme) of meerdere 
(pluralisme) morele posities overweegt en accepteert. Als slechts één 
positie geaccepteerd wordt spreken we van monisme als ook slechts één 
positie overwogen wordt. Indien men wel meerdere posities overweegt, 
maar op grond van gewoonte en traditie voor één positie kiest, dan 
spreekt Rescher van relativisme. Een tweede mogelijkheid is dat geen 
enkele positie geaccepteerd wordt. Theoretisch bestaat de mogelijkheid 
dat men geen enkele positie overweegt en geen enkele positie accepteert. 
Rescher noemt dit nihilisme, in het kader van morele vorming spreken 
we over non-moralisme, waarbij men leert geen van de morele posities te 
kiezen omdat morele overwegingen in het publieke leven geen rol (meer) 
spelen. Als men geen enkele positie accepteert, maar wel verschillende 
posities overweegt, noemen we dit scepticisme. Men accepteert geen 
enkele positie omdat een keuze op rationele gronden niet mogelijk zou 
zijn. De derde mogelijkheid is dat meerdere posities geaccepteerd kunnen 
worden. Het syncretisme houdt in dat men de posities allemaal over­
weegt en ook allemaal aanvaardt (net als bij het scepticisme gaat men 
ervan uit dat het niet mogelijk is een keuze te maken). Bij het contextua- 
lisme overweegt men alle posities, maar kiest voor een positie, deze keu­
ze is op redelijke gronden gebaseerd.
Gebaseerd op deze typologie van Rescher kunnen we zes doelen van mo­
rele vorming onderscheiden waarin deelnemers op verschillende wijzen 
leren omgaan met pluralisme. Bij deze doelen leren deelnemers één van 
te voren vastgestelde positie te accepteren (één positie acceptabel), voor 
géén enkele positie te kiezen (géén positie acceptabel), of meerdere posi­
ties te accepteren en hieruit eventueel te kiezen (meerdere posities accep­
tabel).
Typologie van doeloriëntaties van religieus-morele vorming 
Vanuit een convergentie van al deze verschillende perspectieven op reli­
gieuze identiteitsvorming ontwikkelen we een typologie van doeloriënta­
ties van religieus-morele vorming. De onderliggende ordeningscriteria 
zijn de locatie van de bron van autoriteit (1) en de omgang met pluralis­
me (2).
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Binnen het canonieke religietype ontwikkelt het individu zijn of haar 
religieuze identiteit door de voorgegeven Christelijke levenswijze over te 
nemen. Dit houdt in dat de gelovige zich conformeert aan de heersende 
religieuze traditie. Dit theologisch omschreven religietype convergeert 
vanuit de pedagogiek met een pedagogische doeloriëntatie van conformi­
teit. In beide gevallen wordt de bron van autoriteit buiten de persoon ge­
legd (1). De omgang met pluralisme binnen het canonieke religietype is 
dat alternatieven niet overwogen worden: men kan alleen uit de eigen 
traditie putten om zijn of haar religieuze identiteit te ontwikkelen. Deze 
wijze van omgaan met pluralisme is inherent aan het canonieke religiety­
pe en convergeert met de filosofische posities van het monisme en relati­
visme zoals Rescher deze onderscheidt. Zowel binnen het theologisch als 
het filosofisch perspectief wordt slechts één positie geaccepteerd (2).
Binnen het kritisch-liberale type van religie speelt het kritische denkver­
mogen van de mens een centrale rol. Vanuit het criterium „bron van auto­
riteit’ convergeert dit theologische perspectief op het kritisch-liberale 
religietype met een pedagogische doeloriëntatie waarbij de bron van au­
toriteit binnen de mens wordt gelegd (1). Dit houdt voor het pedagogi­
sche proces van religieuze vorming in dat de mens leert zelf te bepalen 
wat hij of zij gelooft. De doeloriëntatie van zelfbepaling voldoet aan deze 
kenmerken. Wat de omgang met pluralisme betreft (2) is het uitgangs­
punt dat er geen enkele positie is die door iedereen aanvaard dient te 
worden. Dit uitgangspunt convergeert met een filosofisch perspectief 
waarin deelnemers leren géén enkele positie te accepteren. Dit is het ge­
val bij het non-moralisme en scepticisme zoals door Rescher omschre­
ven.
Het globale religietype houdt in dat mensen accepteren dat er verschil­
lende wegen tot „human flourishing’ zijn en deze zelf kunnen onderzoe­
ken. Ze gebruiken hierbij hun eigen kritische vermogens, maar ook noties 
van anderen en afkomstig uit verschillende tradities. Pedagogisch gezien 
convergeert het onderliggende criterium van dit religietype met de peda­
gogische doeloriëntatie van transformatie. In beide gevallen kan de bron 
van autoriteit (1) noch binnen, noch buiten de mens aangewezen worden, 
maar is deze gelegen in de dialectische verhouding tussen binnen en bui­
ten. Binnen dit religietype en deze doeloriëntatie is pluralisme (2) niet 
alleen een gegeven, maar ook noodzakelijk. Een grote variëteit aan reli­
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gieuze tradities geeft meer mogelijkheid uit verschillende tradities te put­
ten in de zoektocht naar de definitie van „human flourishing’. Deze posi­
tie convergeert met het door Rescher beschreven syncretisme en contex- 
tualisme, waarin deelnemers leren dat meerdere posities acceptabel zijn. 
Hierin overweegt men verschillende posities die van buitenaf aangereikt 
worden, maar beslist zelf welke posities wel en niet te accepteren, al dan 
niet op grond van redelijke argumenten.
Aan de hand van de twee dimensies van de locatie van de bron van auto­
riteit (1) en de omgang met pluralisme (2) construeerden we een typolo­
gie van doeloriëntaties van religieus-morele vorming. We onderscheiden 
drie doeloriëntaties van religieus-morele vorming (conformiteit, zelfbe­
paling en transformatie) waarbinnen verschillende doelen van religieuze 
en morele vorming te ordenen zijn. We beschrijven welke doelen van 
religieuze en morele vorming onder de verschillende doeloriëntaties val­
len.
1.1.1 Doeloriëntatie van conformiteit
Onder de conformistische doeloriëntatie vallen doelen waarbij de bron 
van autoriteit buiten de mens wordt gelegd (1) en deelnemers slechts één 
positie leren accepteren (2). Wat religieuze vorming betreft gaat het om 
drie doelen, namelijk een intrapersoonlijke-, interpersoonlijke -  en sup- 
rapersoonlijke vorm van religieuze identiteitsvoming:
• Een „kerygmatisch doel’ gericht op de persoonlijke overgave aan 
Jezus Christus (intrapersoonlijk).
• Een „hermeneutisch doel’ bestaande uit het doorgeven van de be­
tekenis van de Christelijke traditie voor het hedendaagse individu 
en de huidige situatie. Hier ligt het accent binnen het proces van 
identiteitsvorming op de relatie van de lerende tot anderen (inter­
persoonlijk).
• Een „neoscholastieke doel’ berustend op verkondiging van de ene, 
absolute „Waarheid’, die haar garantie vindt in het kerkelijke 
leergezag. Het doel is de vorming van een Christelijke identiteit 
door de toe-eigening van de kerkelijke geloofsleer. Hier ligt het 
accent op het individu in relatie tot het instituut (suprapersoon-
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lijk).
Wat morele vorming betreft zijn er twee doelen met een conformistische 
doeloriëntatie aan te wijzen waarbij het doel is dat deelnemers zich de 
enige juiste levensweg toe-eigenen (gesloten keuze). De twee doelen 
hebben gemeen dat slechts één bepaalde morele preferentie accepteert, al 
dan niet na de alternatieven wel (relativistisch) of niet (monistisch) 
overwogen te hebben.
• Een „monistisch doel’ waarbij deelnemers leren slechts één more­
le positie (de Christelijke) te overwegen en aanvaarden.
• Een „relativistisch doel’ waarbij deelnemers leren meerdere posi­
ties te overwegen, maar op grond van traditie en cultuur kiezen 
voor één positie (de Christelijke).
1.1.2 Doeloriëntatie van zelfbepaling
De doelen die onder een doeloriëntatie van zelfbepaling vallen hebben 
gemeen dat (1) de bron van autoriteit binnen het individu zelf gelegd 
wordt en (2) deelnemers leren géén van de verschillende posities te ac­
cepteren. Wat religieuze vorming betreft onderscheiden we weer een 
intra, inter- en suprapersoonlijke variant:
• Een „mystagogisch doel’ waarbij deelnemers een gevoeligheid 
ontwikkelen voor de religieuze beelden die in de mens zelf ver­
scholen liggen (intrapersoonlijk).
• Een „existentiële doel’ waarbij het beoogde resultaat de eigen be­
staansverheldering van de deelnemers is. Hier ligt het accent meer 
op de relatie tot de ander (interpersoonlijk).
• Een „a-levensbeschouwelijk doel’ is tenslotte gericht op het om 
gaan met het gegeven dat religie in de tegenwoordige samenle­
ving nog weinig invloed lijkt te hebben. Het vormen van de reli­
gieuze identiteit gebeurt vooral in relatie tot instituten volgens de­
ze benadering (suprapersoonlijk).
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De doelen van morele vorming die onder een doeloriëntatie van zelfbepa­
ling vallen hebben gemeen dat het doel is dat mensen zich geen enkele 
positie toe-eigenen, maar zelf kritisch na blijven denken. Géén enkele 
van de verschillende posities wordt geaccepteerd. De doelen van morele 
vorming die hieraan voldoen zijn:
• Een „non-moralistisch doel’ waarin deelnemers leren dat morele 
overwegingen geen rol spelen in het publieke leven.
• Een „scepticistisch doel’ waarbij de deelnemers leren de verschil 
lende morele posities te overwegen, maar deze niet te aanvaarden 
(omdat er geen instrument is waarmee ze een keuze zouden kun­
nen maken).
1.1.3 Doeloriëntatie van transformatie
Bij de doelen die vallen onder een doeloriëntatie van transformatie ligt de 
bron van autoriteit noch louter buiten de persoon, noch louter binnen de 
persoon, maar in de wisselwerking tussen beide (1), waarbij mensen le­
ren dat verschillende posities acceptabel zijn (2). Drie doelen van religi­
euze vorming voldoen aan deze criteria: een intrapersoonlijk -, een inter­
persoonlijk en een suprapersoonlijk doel:
• Een „kritisch doel’ van religieuze vorming houdt in dat deelnemers 
met behulp van kritische theologische inzichten zelf na leren denken 
over de religieuze dimensie van de werkelijkheid. Het doel is bevrij­
ding en emancipatie van de deelnemers. De identiteitsconstructie 
wordt vooral in intrapersoonlijke termen gedefinieerd.
• Een „participatief doel’ is gerelateerd aan participatie aan en reflectie 
op religieuze praktijken. Het accent ligt hierbij op interpersoonlijke 
identiteitsvorming.
• Een „multireligieus doel’ beoogt dat het individu een eigen keuze kan 
maken tussen verschillende religieuze en levensbeschouwelijke tradi­
ties. Hier wordt de identiteit vooral gevormd in relatie tot het supra- 
persoonlijke domein.
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Op het gebied van de morele vorming vallen die doelen onder een doelo- 
riëntatie van transformatie waarbij mensen leren verschillende posities te 
overwegen en op hun merites te beoordelen en hierbij zowel gebruik te 
maken van noties uit de traditie als hun eigen kritisch denkvermogen. 
Daarbij zijn verschillende posities in principe acceptabel en kunnen deel­
nemers eventueel vrij kiezen uit de verschillende posities. Dit zijn de 
volgende doelen van morele vorming:
• Een „syncretistisch doel’ waarbij deelnemers leren de verschillende 
morele posities te overwegen en ook allemaal te aanvaarden (omdat 
er geen instrument is waarmee ze een keuze zouden kunnen maken).
• Een „contextualistisch doel’ waarbij deelnemers leren de verschil­
lende morele posities te overwegen en op grond van rationele over­
wegingen een keuze te maken voor één van deze posities.
Empirische gegevens
We bespreken nu de empirische gegevens betreffende deze typologie van 
doeloriëntaties. Zoals in hoofdstuk 4 beschreven hebben we een factor­
analyse van de tweede orde uitgevoerd om te onderzoeken of de doelen 
van religieuze -  en morele vorming inderdaad op deze wijze samenhan­
gen.
Na de factoranalyse houden we drie doeloriëntaties van religieus-morele 
vorming over. De eerste doeloriëntatie van conformiteit ziet er uit zoals 
we hadden verwacht, deze factor bestaat uit de kerygmatische -, herme­
neutische- en neoscholastieke doelen van religieuze vorming en de mo­
nistische en relativistische doelen van morele vorming waarbij slechts 
één positie acceptabel is.
Bij de tweede factor blijkt echter dat na de factoranalyse alleen het a- 
levensbeschouwelijke doel van religieuze vorming en het non- 
moralistische doel van morele vorming overblijven als invulling van een 
doeloriëntatie van zelfbepaling. De mystagogische en existentiële doelen 
van religieuze vorming vallen hier weg, alsmede het scepticistische doel 
van morele vorming. We noemen deze doeloriëntatie religie-kritisch om­
dat deze alleen nog bestaat uit doelen gericht op de bewustwording dat
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De derde factor bestaat uit de doelen die vallen onder een doeloriëntatie 
van transformatie, dus uit een kritisch -  , participatief -  en een multireli­
gieus doel van religieuze vorming en de syncretistische en contextualisti- 
sche doelen van morele vorming. Er komen echter nog doelen bij waar­
van we verwacht hadden dat die onder de doeloriëntatie van zelfbepaling 
zouden vallen, namelijk het mystagogische doel van religieuze vorming 
en het scepticistische doel van morele vorming. In paragraaf 7.3 proberen 
we een verklaring te geven voor de uitkomst dat deze doelen onder de 
doeloriëntatie van transformatie blijken te vallen.
Er zijn drie doeloriëntaties van religieus-morele vorming die door vor­
mingswerkers onderscheiden worden: conformiteit, religiekritiek en 
transformatie. De gemiddelde instemming van de vormingswerkers met 
de conformistische doeloriëntatie is 3,4. Deze score ligt net in het gebied 
van de instemming (vanaf 3,4). Ze zijn het dus gemiddeld eens met doel­
stellingen die gericht zijn op conformatie aan een externe autoriteit en 
waarin deelnemers leren voor de Christelijke traditie te kiezen.
Ze stemmen het minste in met de religiekritische doeloriëntatie, waarin 
het er om gaat dat deelnemers beseffen dat religieuze -  en morele over­
wegingen geen rol meer spelen op het maatschappelijke vlak. De gemid­
delde schaalscore van 1,9 betekent dat ze deze doeloriëntatie afwijzen. 
Het meest stemmen ze in met de transformatieve doeloriëntatie (3,8). 
Hierin passen doelstellingen gericht op transformatie van de deelnemers 
en een pluralistische omgang met verschillende religieuze tradities en 
morele standpunten.
1.2 Vormingsmethoden
Met het bespreken van de vormingsmethoden van Christelijke volwasse- 
nenvorming in hoofdstuk 5 is een antwoord gegeven op de tweede onder­
zoeksvraag. Deze luidde:
2a) Wat zijn de vormingsmethoden van de vormingswerkers?
2b) In welke mate stemmen ze met deze vormingsmethoden in en in 
hoeverre zijn er verschillen in de mate van instemming?
religie en morele overwegingen geen rol meer spelen in het maatschappe­
lijke leven.
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Een vormingsmethode verwijst naar de werkwijze van de vormingswer­
ker: de manier waarop hij of zij het leerproces inricht. De mate waarin dit 
leerproces al dan niet door de werker gestuurd wordt is hierin cruciaal. 
Aan de hand van de indeling van Lowyck (1995, 215-230) en Simons, 
van der Linden en Duffy (2000, 1-15) hebben we een onderscheid ge­
maakt in drie verschillende vormingsmethoden: guided -, experiential - 
en mediated learning. Bij de methode van „guided learning’ vervult de 
vormingswerker de rol van expert op het gebied van de religieuze traditie 
en neemt alle relevante beslissingen met betrekking tot het leerproces. 
Het vormingsproces wordt gestuurd door de vormingswerker, er is wei­
nig ruimte voor de bijdragen van de deelnemers. Bij de methode van „ex­
periential learning’ wordt de vorming daarentegen grotendeels gestuurd 
door de lerende. Leren wordt gezien als een creatief en voortdurend pro­
ces, dat niet door de vormingswerker wordt bepaald, maar door de be­
hoeften en beslissingen van de deelnemer als ervaringsexpert. Binnen de 
methode van „mediated learning’ sturen vormingswerkers en deelnemers 
het leerproces samen. Er is ruimte voor de kritische bijdragen, beslissin­
gen en autonomie van de deelnemers, maar ook voor de sturing en exper­
tise van de vormingswerker (zie verder hoofdstuk 5).
De volwassenenencatecheten en vormingswerkers stemmen het meest in 
met de vormingsmethode van „mediated learning’ (4,0), waarbij de stu­
ring van het leerproces bepaald wordt door een wisselwerking tussen 
vormingswerker en deelnemers. Ze stemmen ook in met de vormingsme­
thode van „guided learning’ waarbij het leerproces vooral door de vor­
mingswerker bepaald wordt, maar de instemming ligt in het gebied van 
de positieve twijfel (de gemiddelde score van 3,3 ligt op de grens van 
instemming). De vormingswerkers wijzen de methode van „experiential 
learning’, waarbij het leerproces vooral door de deelnemers gestuurd 
wordt, af (gemiddelde score 2,6).
1.3 Religieuze institutionele opvattingen en praktijken van de 
vormingswerkers
Bij het bespreken van de doeloriëntaties en vormingsmethoden van 
Christelijke volwassenenvorming is steeds de derde onderzoeksvraag
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3) In hoeverre hangt de instemming met vormingsmethoden en 
doeloriëntaties samen met de religieuze institutionele opvattingen en 
praktijken van de vormingswerkers?
Deze vraag is van belang omdat de vormingswerkers werken als profes­
sional in relatie tot het institutionele verband van de katholieke kerk in 
Nederland.
We hebben een onderscheid gemaakt in institutionele opvattingen (belie­
ving) en praktijken (acting). Bij believing gaat het met name om de er­
kenning van het leergezag , bij acting om de vraag of vormingswerkers 
hun handelen conformeren aan intra-institutionele praktijken als kerk­
gang of het gebed, of open staan voor een minder institutioneel ingeka­
derde vorm van spiritualiteit als mystieke ervaring en alternatieve zinge­
ving (extra-institutioneel). We hebben de volgende zes aspecten 
onderscheiden:
1. kerkopvatting (believing);
2. conformatie aan kerkelijk beleid (believing);
3. kerkelijke betrokkenheid (acting, intra-institutioneel);
4. bidden (acting, intra-institutioneel);
5. mystieke ervaring (acting, extra-institutioneel);
6. alternatieve religiositeit (acting, extra-institutioneel).
Samenhang met doeloriëntaties van Christelijke volwassenenvorming
Op het gebied van conformatie aan kerkelijk beleid zien we dat vor­
mingswerkers die zich bij hun vormingsactiviteiten door alle richtlijnen 
laten leiden sterker met conformiteitsdoelstellingen instemmen dan vor­
mingswerkers die zich alleen door afspraken met collega’s laten leiden.
Wat de kerkopvatting betreft blijkt het inderdaad zo te zijn dat hoe meer 
vormingswerkers instemmen met conformiteitsdoelstellingen, des te 
meer ze ook instemmen met „gecentraliseerde besluitvorming’. De vol- 
wassenenencatecheten en vormingswerkers die een sterkere voorkeur 
hebben voor zelfbepalings - en transformatiedoelstellingen wijzen „ge­
centraliseerde besluitvorming’ daarentegen af en stemmen juist in met 
een democratisch kerkbeeld van structurele en culturele openheid.
naar de religieuze institutionele opvattingen en praktijken van de vor­
mingswerkers aan de orde geweest:
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Ook hebben we een samenhang teruggevonden tussen instemming met de 
doeloriëntaties van conformiteit en transformatie met de acting-dimensie. 
Vormingswerker met een conformiteitsdoeloriëntatie vertonen een hoge­
re kerkelijke betrokkenheid en zeggen vaker te bidden (intra- 
institutioneel) dan andere vormingswerkers. Op extra-institutioneel ge­
bied bestaat er een samenhang met minder mystieke ervaring en minder 
interesse in alternatieve zingeving. De vormingswerkers die met het 
transformatieve type doeloriëntatie instemmen vertonen in grote lijnen 
het tegenovergestelde profiel. Hoe meer ze met deze doeloriëntatie in­
stemmen, des te meer ze instemmen met een democratische kerkopvat­
ting en des te sterker ze „ gecentraliseerde besluitvorming’ afwijzen. Ook 
geldt dat zij meer aangeven mystieke ervaringen gehad te hebben en inte­
resse in alternatieve zingevingthema’s (extra-institutionele acting). De 
instemming met de religiekritische doeloriëntatie vertoont echter geen 
samenhang met de praktijken van de vormingswerkers. Aan de afwijzing 
van dit type doeloriëntatie valt geen acting profiel te koppelen.
Samenhang met vormingsmethoden van Christelijke 
volwassenenvorming
Wat de instemming met de vormingsmethoden betreft blijkt er inderdaad 
een significante correlatie te zijn tussen instemming met „guided lear­
ning’ en de kerkopvatting van de vormingswerker (believing). Hoe meer 
ze instemmen met „guided learning’, des te meer ze instemmen met „ge­
centraliseerde besluitvorming’ binnen de kerk en des te minder ze in­
stemmen met structurele openheid. Als ze instemmen met „experiential 
learning’, stemmen ze juist wel in met de democratische kerkopvatting 
van structurele en culturele openheid. Over de instemming met mediated 
learning kunnen we tenslotte nog zeggen dat hoe meer vormingswerkers 
met deze methode instemmen, des te minder ze instemmen met gecentra­
liseerde besluitvorming.
We zien dus een samenhang tussen de keuze voor vormingsmethoden en 
de kerkopvatting van vormingswerkers (Believing). Kennelijk zijn opvat­
tingen sterkere predictoren. We hadden ook een samenhang met de ac­
ting- aspecten verwacht, namelijk dat vormingswerkers die kiezen voor 
een methode waarbij ruimte is voor de inbreng van de deelnemers (expe­
riential en mediated learning) ook meer ruimte bieden aan meer individu­
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ele extra-institutionele vormen van acting (mystieke ervaring en alterna­
tieve religiositeit). Dit verband hebben we echter niet terug gevonden.
1.4 Samenhang vormingsmethoden en doeloriëntaties
De laatste onderzoeksvraag betrof de samenhang tussen doeloriëntaties 
en vormingsmethoden binnen Christelijke volwassenenvorming:
4) In hoeverre hangen de doeloriëntaties en vormingsmethoden van 
Christelijke volwassenenvorming samen en wat is de richting van de 
beïnvloeding, rekening houdend met de religieuze institutionele 
opvattingen en praktijken van Vormingswerkers?
Er zijn logisch gezien drie mogelijkheden: de keuze voor een doeloriën- 
tatie heeft invloed op de keuze voor een vormingsmethode (a), de keuze 
voor een vormingsmethode heeft invloed op de keuze voor een doelori- 
ëntatie (b), of de keuze voor doeloriëntatie en de keuze voor methode 
beïnvloeden elkaar wederzijds (c), dat betekent dat ze elkaar beïnvloe­
den, maar dat er geen sprake is van een bepaalde richting van deze beïn­
vloeding is. Bij al deze mogelijkheden is rekening gehouden met de in­
vloed vanuit de religieuze institutionele opvattingen en praktijken van de 
vormi ngswerkers.
Ten eerste bleek dat de beïnvloeding tussen methode en doeloriëntatie 
alleen bij de transformatieve doelorïentatie is teruggevonden. Het onver­
wachte resultaat is dat de voorkeur voor de andere doeloriëntaties van 
religieus-morele vorming (de conformistische en religie-kritische doelo- 
riëntaties) geen verband vertoont met de keuze voor vormingsmethoden. 
Dit terwijl het didactisch gezien consequent lijkt om methoden en doelen 
op elkaar af te stemmen. Het ontbreken van een dergelijk verband vormt 
een belangrijke aanleiding vervolgonderzoek te verrichten naar de sa­
menhang tussen methoden en doelstellingen binnen religieus-morele 
vorming. Binnen het transformatieve model bleek dat er geen sprake was 
van een bepaalde richting van de beïnvloeding (van vormingsmethode op 
doeloriëntatie of vice versa); de voorkeur voor doeloriëntaties en vor­
mingsmethoden beïnvloeden elkaar wederzijds (c). In hoofdstukken 6 en
7 wordt uitgebreid stilgestaan bij deze onderzoeksresultaten en de impli­
caties hiervan voor de praktijk van de religieus-morele vorming van vol­
wassenen.
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nieuwegen
De Stichting Nieuwegen heeft tot doel de bevordering van de vernieu­
wing van de religieuze vorming van volwassenen in het Nederlands taal­
gebied. De Stichting is in 1990 van start gegaan vanuit een aantal ordes 
en congregaties die taak van het Hoger Katechetisch Instituut in Nijme­
gen (H.K.I.) op het gebied van de religieuze vorming van volwassenen 
wilden voortzetten. De naam van de stichting verwijst daarom niet alleen 
naar Nijmegen (de vestigingsplaats van het H.K.I.), maar heel uitdrukke­
lijk ook naar het streven om nieuwe wegen te gaan in die vorming ten 
dienste van de kwaliteit ervan. De stichting tracht dit te doen door:
a. het doen vervaardigen van projecten voor de religieuze vorming 
van volwassenen;
b. het ondernemen en doen ondernemen van studies en onderzoeken 
op dit terrein;
c. het organiseren van studiedagen hierover;
d. het geven en doen geven van voorlichting dienaangaande;
e. het financieren van activiteiten, welke bevorderlijk zijn voor het 
doel van de stichting;
f. het bijeenbrengen van personen, die zich bewegen op dit gebied;
g. alle verdere middelen die het doel van de stichting dienen.
Met het oog op dat doel is vanuit de stichting in een eerste project vooral 
onderzoek gedaan naar de wijze, waarop katholieke vormings- en bezin­
ningscentra in Nederland de religieuze communicatie tussen de deelne­
mers aan hun cursussen probeerden te bevorderen; en naar de effecten 
van die pogingen. Dat project heeft onder andere zijn weerslag gevonden 
in de publicatie „ Vorming in geloofscommunicatie. Een onderzoek naar 
geloofscommunicatie in katholieke vormings- en bezinningscentra’ onder 
redactie van Aad de Jong en Moniek Steggerda, in 1998 uitgegeven bij 
Gooi en Sticht als UTP-katern 20.
Uit dit eerste project bleek hoezeer de individualisering in onze cultuur 
ook op het gebied van geloof en godsdienst de belangrijkste uitdaging
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vormt voor die geloofscommunicatie. Daarom is een tweede project ge­
richt op de vraag, hoe men in de religieuze vorming van volwassenen op 
een verantwoorde wijze kan omgaan met die individualisering. Dit ver­
volgproject omvatte twee onderdelen: een cursus rond deze thematiek en 
een onderzoek naar de omgang van vormingsleiders en volwassenen­
catecheten met individualisering en religieuze vorming in hun cursussen. 
Beide activiteiten leidden onder andere tot een publicatie getiteld: ‘Speu­
ren naar authenticiteit. Individualisering en religieuze vorming van 
volwassenen’ onder redactie van Moniek Steggerda en Hessel Zondag, in 
2002 uitgegeven door Kok Kampen als UTP-katern 25.
Mede naar aanleiding van de bevindingen uit dit tweede onderzoek is een 
derde project van start gegaan rond de problematiek van pluralisme en 
religieuze vorming van volwassenen. Dit project heeft geleid tot een der­
de publicatie getiteld „Vorming in veelvoud. Pluralisme en religieuze 
vorming van volwassenen’ door Isolde Driesen en Aad de Jong, in 2007 
uitgegeven door Damon. Het voorliggende proefschrift vormt het weten­
schappelijk verslag van dit project.
In het verlengde van dit pluralisme-onderzoek loopt nu een vierde project 
dat zich richt op de bevordering van interreligieuze communicatie, in het 
bijzonder tussen christenen en moslims. Voor de ontwikkelingen daarin 
zij verwezen naar de website: www.nieuwegen.nl.
Voor nader contact is de stichting telefonisch bereikbaar via 0227­
548084 (secretariaat) of 024-3615881 (onderzoek). Via email kunt u de 
stichting benaderen op contact@nieuwegen.nl
